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“Startup U,” “Next Step Reality: NYC” and “Monica the Medium” are the latest reality series greenlit by
the network
ABC Family announced Wednesday that it has greenlit three new unscripted series.
“Startup U,” “Next Step Realty: NYC” and “Monica the Medium,” join recently ordered series “Becoming
Us” (formerly “My Transparent Life”) and “Job or No Job,” which will all premiere this summer.
“Startup U” is an unscripted, one-hour series from the producers of “House of Food” that follows a
group of entrepreneurial millennials as they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley.
Led by billionaire founder and venture capitalist Tim Draper, the seven-week program teaches the
fundamentals of launching a startup company under the mentorship of America’s business leaders.

It’s produced by Ugly Brother Studios, a Sky Vision partner. Mike Duffy, Tim Duffy and Tim Draper serve
as executive producers. “Startup U” starts production this month in San Mateo, California.
“Next Step Realty: NYC” is a business-based docu-series following the employees of Next Step Realty.
The Manhattan-based real estate firm specializes in helping recent college graduates find apartments in
New York City while navigating interpersonal and professional conflicts in the workplace.
Lincoln Square Productions is producing the series, along with Danielle Rossen (“What Would You Do?”),
who serves as the executive producer.
“Monica the Medium,”follows Monica, a junior at Penn State navigating friends, family, relationships,
and the fact that she’s a medium and can talk to dead people.
The show is produced by Dave Caplan’s Trooper Entertainment in association with Lionsgate TV. Caplan
will serve as executive producer alongside Malachi McGlone.
“ABC Family will become a brand known as much for character driven docu-dramas as we are for our
character driven scripted dramas and comedies,” said ABC Family president Tom Ascheim. “This summer
will be chock-full of unscripted fare on the network as we build momentum with these three new
series.”

ABC Family Ramps Up Docu-Series Slate with 3 Orders
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ABC Family has ordered three new docu-series that reflect the cabler’s effort to expand its audience
profile.
“Startup U” revolves around students in an entrepreneur mentoring program in Silicon Valley. “Next
Step Realty: NYC” focuses on a firm that helps college graduates navigate the maze of finding an
apartment in the nation’s largest metropolis. “Monica the Medium” revolves around a junior at Penn
State who moonlights as a medium.
The orders come as ABC Family is in the midst of a big push to broaden the scope of its programming
beyond its core young female target. All three series are set to premiere this summer, along with
previously greenlit unscripted entries “Becoming Us,” about a teenager adjusting to his father’s decision
to become a woman; and “Job Or No Job.”
“ABC Family will become a brand known as much for character driven docu-dramas as we are for our
character driven scripted dramas and comedies,” said ABC Family president Tom Ascheim in announcing
the three orders. “This summer will be chock-full of unscripted fare on the network as we build
momentum with these three new series.”

“Startup U” revolves around a seven-week program run by billionaire Tim Draper. Students will wind up
pitching their startup ideas to a panel of judges. Draper, Mike Duffy, Tim Duffy serve as executive
producers. “Startup U” starts production this month in San Mateo, Calif.
“Next Step Realty” hails from ABC News’ in-house Lincoln Square Prods. arm and is exec produced by
Danielle Rossen.
“Monica the Medium” has already started production in Pennsylvania through Trooper Entertainment
and Lionsgate TV. Trooper’s Dave Caplan and Malachi McGlone are exec producers.
(Pictured: “Next Step Realty: NYC”)

ABC Family Orders Three Unscripted Series
Focusing on startups, real estate and mediums as the younger-skewing cabler looks to expand its reality
foothold in the summer.

'Next Step Realty: NYC'
ABC Family continues to ramp up its unscripted offerings.
The youth-skewing cable network has ordered three new reality offerings set to debut in the summer:
Startup U, Next Step Realty: NYC and Monica the Medium.
The three series join a roster that includes previously ordered Becoming Us (formerly My Transparent
Life) as well as Job or No Job as the Disney-owned cabler expands its reality footprint in a bid to age up
its audience.
"ABC Family will become a brand known as much for character-driven docudramas as we are for our
character-driven scripted dramas and comedies,” ABC Family president Tom Ascheim said in a
statement announcing the pickups Wednesday. "This summer will be chock-full of unscripted fare on
the network as we build momentum with these three new series."
Startup U hails from the producers of House of Food and follows a group of entrepreneurial millennials
as they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. Led by billionaire founder/venture
capitalist Tim Draper, the seven-week program teaches the fundamentals of launching a startup
company under the mentorship of America's business leaders. Students will pitch their ideas to a panel
of venture capitalists with the hope that they'll receive a life-changing investment to launch their
business. To date, more than 150 Draper graduates have received funding totaling more than $15
million from mogul investors and Draper. Startup U hails from Ugly Brother Studios, a Sky Vision

partner. Mike Duffy, Tim Duffy and Draper serve as executive producers. Startup U will begin
production this month in San Mateo, Calif.
Next Step Realty: NYC is exec produced by Danielle Rossen (What Would You Do?) and follows the
employees of the Manhattan-based real estate firm that specializes in helping recent college graduates
find their apartments in New York while navigating interpersonal and professional conflicts in the
workplace.
Monica the Medium, meanwhile, centers on Monica, a junior at Penn State who can talk to dead people.
The series hails from Dave Caplan's Trooper Entertainment and Lionsgate Television. Caplan will exec
produce alongside Malachi McGlone.
The move is part of a larger push to age up the network, which is mulling a complete rebranding that
could include a new name. Ascheim's plan is to shift ABC Family's viewership from teens to 20somethings and their families.
Email: Lesley.Goldberg@THR.com
Twitter: @Snoodit

ABC Family Orders Three More Reality Series
by Erik Pedersen
April 1, 2015 10:30am

Days after ordering scripted series Shadowhunters and Kevin From Work, ABC Family continued its push
into unscripted genre. The cable net has ordered Startup U, Next Step Realty: NYC and Monica The
Medium, which join recently greenlighted reality programs Becoming Us and Job Or No Job. All will
premiere in the summer. ABC Family hired ex-Fox and E! executive Kary McHoul in February to run its
unscripted unit.

The hourlong Startup U follows a group of entrepreneurial millennials as they embark on a semester at
Draper University in Silicon Valley. Led by billionaire founder and venture capitalist Tim Draper, the 7
week program teaches the fundamentals of launching a startup company under the mentorship of
America’s business leaders. In the end, students pitch their ideas to a panel of venture capitalists. The
show from Ugly Brother Studios is executive produced by Mike Duffy, Tim Duffy and Tim
Draper and starts production this month in San Mateo, CA.

Next Step Realty: NYC, from Lincoln Square Productions, is a business based docuseries following the
passionate and ambitious employees of Next Step Realty. The Manhattan-based real estate firm
specializes in helping recent college graduates find their apartments in New York City while navigating
interpersonal and professional conflicts in the workplace. Danielle Rossen serves as EP for the series,
which is in production in New York.

Monica the Medium follows at Monica, a junior at Penn State University navigating friends, family,
relationships — and the fact that she’s a medium and can talk to dead people. Her uncommon vocation
provides an endless supply of emotional and engaging stories, with a unique millennial perspective. The
show is produced by Dave Caplan’s Trooper Entertainment in association with Lionsgate TV. Caplan will
serve as executive producer alongside Malachi McGlone. It’s in production in State College, PA.
“ABC Family will become a brand known as much for character driven docu-dramas as we are for our
character driven scripted dramas and comedies,” said ABC Family President Tom Ascheim. “This summer
will be chock-full of unscripted fare on the network as we build momentum with these three new
series.”

ABC Family Greenlights 3 New Unscripted Series: 'Startup U', 'Next Step Realty: NYC' &
'Monica the Medium'
Written By Sara Bibel
April 1st, 2015

via press release:
ABC FAMILY PICKS UP THREE NEW UNSCRIPTED SERIES:
“STARTUP U,” “NEXT STEP REALTY: NYC” AND “MONICA THE MEDIUM”
Burbank, CA (April 1, 2015) – ABC Family continues to expand its reality slate with three new unscripted
series, “Startup U,” “Next Step Realty: NYC” and “Monica the Medium,” announced today by Tom
Ascheim, President, ABC Family and Karey Burke, Executive Vice President, Programming and
Development, ABC Family. These unscripted series join recently greenlit series “Becoming Us” (formerly
“My Transparent Life”) and “Job or No Job,” which will all premiere this summer.
“ABC Family will become a brand known as much for character-driven docu-dramas as we are for our
character-driven scripted dramas and comedies,” said Tom Ascheim, President ABC Family. “This
summer will be chock-full of unscripted fare on the network as we build momentum with these three
new series.”
Karey Burke, Executive Vice President, Programming and Development, ABC Family added, “From Silicon
Valley where a diverse group of savvy entrepreneurial students are chasing their dream to be their own
boss and launch a successful start-up to New York City where drama knocks daily at a realty firm
specializing in finding starter digs for young people to a college co-ed who can communicate with the
dead, we’ve got addictive reality covered.”
“Startup U” is an unscripted, one-hour series from the producers of “House of Food” that follows a
group of entrepreneurial millennials as they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley.
Led by billionaire founder and venture capitalist Tim Draper, the 7-week program teaches the
fundamentals of launching a startup company under the mentorship of America’s business leaders. In
the end, students pitch their ideas to a panel of hungry venture capitalists with the hope that they'll
receive a life-changing investment to launch their business. To date, more than 150 Draper graduates
have received funding totaling more than $15 million from mogul investors and Tim Draper

himself. Brimming with innovation and determination, “Startup U” pulls back the curtain on what it
takes to achieve success in the most innovative and competitive marketplace in the world. Viewers join
a group of savvy millennials as they suffer through hard lessons and grab opportunities with both hands,
all in the pursuit of their dreams. “Startup U” is produced by Ugly Brother Studios, a Sky Vision
partner. Mike Duffy, Tim Duffy and Tim Draper serve as executive producers. “Startup U” starts
production this month in San Mateo, CA.
From Lincoln Square Productions, comes “Next Step Realty: NYC,” a business-based docu-series
following the passionate and ambitious employees of Next Step Realty. The Manhattan-based real
estate firm specializes in helping recent college graduates find their apartments in New York City while
navigating interpersonal and professional conflicts in the workplace. Danielle Rossen (“What Would You
Do?”) serves as the executive producer. “Next Step Realty: NYC” is currently in production in New York,
NY.
“Monica the Medium,” is a fascinating look at Monica, a junior at Penn State navigating friends, family,
relationships…and the fact that she’s a medium and can talk to dead people. Her uncommon vocation
provides an endless supply of emotional and engaging stories, with a unique millennial perspective. The
show is produced by Dave Caplan's Trooper Entertainment in association with Lionsgate TV. Caplan will
serve as executive producer alongside Malachi McGlone. “Monica the Medium” is currently in
production in State College, PA.
Part of the Disney/ABC Television Group, ABC Family is distributed in over 97 million homes. ABC Family
features programming reflecting today’s families, entertaining and connecting with adults through
relatable programming about today’s relationships – told with a mix of diversity, passion, humor and
heart. ABC Family’s programming is a combination of network-defining original series and original
movies, quality acquired series and blockbuster theatricals. For 2014, ABC Family has launched the
“WATCH ABC Family” authenticated service which allows viewers with participating TV subscription
services access to 24/7 live viewing of the network, as well as continued on demand access to such
popular series at home and on the go via a wide array of devices. ABC Family is also the destination for
annual Holiday events with “13 Nights of Halloween” and “25 Days of Christmas.” ABC Family.
Follow TV by the Numbers on Twitter, Facebook, Google+, Tumblr or RSS for all the latest.

ABC Family Adds ‘Startup U,’ ‘Next Step Realty: NYC’ and ‘Monica the Medium’ Unscripted
Series
Posted on April 1, 2015 by Stitch Kingdom Leave a comment
ABC Family today announced plans to expand its reality slate with three new unscripted series: ‘Startup
U,’ ‘Next Step Realty: NYC’ and ‘Monica the Medium. These unscripted series join recently greenlit series
‘Becoming Us’ (formerly ‘My Transparent Life’) and ‘Job or No Job,’ all of which premiere this summer.
‘Startup U’ is an unscripted, one-hour series from the producers of ‘House of Food’ that follows a group
of entrepreneurial millennials as they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. Led by
billionaire founder and venture capitalist Tim Draper, the 7-week program teaches the fundamentals of
launching a startup company under the mentorship of America’s business leaders. In the end, students
pitch their ideas to a panel of hungry venture capitalists with the hope that they’ll receive a life-changing
investment to launch their business. To date, more than 150 Draper graduates have received funding
totaling more than $15 million from mogul investors and Tim Draper himself. Brimming with innovation
and determination, ‘Startup U’ pulls back the curtain on what it takes to achieve success in the most
innovative and competitive marketplace in the world. Viewers join a group of savvy millennials as they
suffer through hard lessons and grab opportunities with both hands, all in the pursuit of their dreams.
‘Startup U’ is produced by Ugly Brother Studios, a Sky Vision partner. Mike Duffy, Tim Duffy and Tim
Draper serve as executive producers. ‘Startup U’ starts production this month in San Mateo, CA.
‘Next Step Realty: NYC,’ from Lincoln Square Productions, is a business-based docu-series following the
passionate and ambitious employees of Next Step Realty, a Manhattan-based real estate firm
specializing in helping recent college graduates find their apartments in New York City while navigating
interpersonal and professional conflicts in the workplace. Danielle Rossen (‘What Would You Do?’)
serves as the executive producer. ‘Next Step Realty: NYC’ is currently in production in New York, NY.
‘Monica the Medium,’ is a fascinating look at Monica, a junior at Penn State navigating friends, family,
relationships…and the fact that she’s a medium and can talk to dead people. Her uncommon vocation
provides an endless supply of emotional and engaging stories, with a unique millennial perspective. The
show is produced by Dave Caplan’s Trooper Entertainment in association with Lionsgate TV. Caplan will
serve as executive producer alongside Malachi McGlone. ‘Monica the Medium’ is currently in production
in State College, PA.

ABC Family Ramps Up Docu-Series Slate with 3 Orders
Demanjo NewsDesk - Last Updated: About an hour ago

ABC Family has ordered three new docu-series that reflect the cabler’s effort to expand its audience
profile.
“Startup U” is an unscripted, one-hour series from the producers of “House of Food” that follows a
group of entrepreneurial millennials as they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley.
All will premiere in the summer. ABC Family hired ex-Fox and E! executive Kary McHoul in February to
run its unscripted unit.
All three series are set to premiere this summer, along with previously greenlit unscripted entries
“Becoming Us,” about a teenager adjusting to his father’s decision to become a woman; and “Job Or No
Job.”
Led by billionaire founder and venture capitalist Tim Draper, the 7 week program teaches the
fundamentals of launching a startup company under the mentorship of America’s business leaders.
The show from Ugly Brother Studios is executive produced by Mike Duffy, Tim Duffy and Tim Draper and
starts production this month in San Mateo, CA.
Arm and is exec produced by Danielle Rossen. “Monica the Medium” has already started production in
Pennsylvania through Trooper Entertainment and Lionsgate TV.
Monica the Medium follows at Monica, a junior at Penn State University navigating friends, family,
relationships — and the fact that she’s a medium and can talk to dead people.

Larry Del Santo @Ladelsanto
I can't wait for you to see our NEW shows @MonicaMediumTV, @NxtStepRealtyTV and @StartupUTV
coming this summer to ABC Family!!!!
11:11 AM - 1 Apr 2015 Los Angeles, CA, United States

Three Series To Debut Later This Year 4/01/2015 2:00 PM Eastern

ABC Family will add three new unscripted series to its lineup, the network announced Wednesday.
The series are Startup U, which follows a group of entrepreneurial millennials as they embark on a
semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley; Next Step Realty: NYC, a business based docu-series
following employees of Next Step Realty; and Monica the Medium, which follows a junior at Penn State
navigating friends, family, relationships while serving as a medium that can talk to dead people.
“ABC Family will become a brand known as much for character driven docu-dramas as we are for our
character driven scripted dramas and comedies,” said Tom Ascheim, President ABC Family in a
statement. “This summer will be chock-full of unscripted fare on the network as we build momentum
with these three new series.”

ABC Family Picks-Up Three New Non-Scripted Series - TV Media Insights - TV Ratings &
News - Network TV Show Reviews and Daily Ratings

ABC Family Picks-Up Three New Non-Scripted Series
APRIL 1, 2015 by MARC BERMAN in HIGHLIGHTS with 0 COMMENTS
ABC Family has announced the pick-ups of “Startup U,” “Next Step Reality” and “Monica the Medium,”
which join recently greenlit series “Becoming Us” (formerly “My Transparent Life”) and “Job or No Job,”
which will all premiere this summer.
“Startup U” is a one-hour series from the producers of “House of Food” that follows a group of
entrepreneurial millennials as they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. “Next
Step Realty: NYC” is a business-based docuseries that showcases the passionate and ambitious
employees of Next Step Realty. The Manhattan-based real estate firm specializes in helping recent
college graduates find their apartments in New York City while navigating interpersonal and professional
conflicts in the workplace. And “Monica the Medium” follows a junior at Penn State who happens to talk
to dead people. Here is a full description of each:
“STARTUP U”
“Startup U” is an unscripted, one-hour series from the producers of “House of Food” that follows a
group of entrepreneurial millennials as they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley.
Led by billionaire founder and venture capitalist Tim Draper, the 7-week program teaches the
fundamentals of launching a startup company under the mentorship of America’s business leaders. In
the end, students pitch their ideas to a panel of hungry venture capitalists with the hope that they’ll
receive a life-changing investment to launch their business. To date, more than 150 Draper graduates
have received funding totaling more than $15 million from mogul investors and Tim Draper himself.
Brimming with innovation and determination, “Startup U” pulls back the curtain on what it takes to
achieve success in the most innovative and competitive marketplace in the world. Viewers join a group
of savvy millennials as they suffer through hard lessons and grab opportunities with both hands, all in
the pursuit of their dreams. “Startup U” is produced by Ugly Brother Studios, a Sky Vision partner. Mike
Duffy, Tim Duffy and Tim Draper serve as executive producers. “Startup U” starts production this month
in San Mateo, CA.

NEXT STEP REALITY: NYC”
From Lincoln Square Productions, comes “Next Step Realty: NYC,” a business-based docu-series
following the passionate and ambitious employees of Next Step Realty. The Manhattan-based real
estate firm specializes in helping recent college graduates find their apartments in New York City while
navigating interpersonal and professional conflicts in the workplace. Danielle Rossen (“What Would You
Do?”) serves as the executive producer. “Next Step Realty: NYC” is currently in production in New York,
NY.
MONICA THE MEDIUM
“Monica the Medium,” is a fascinating look at Monica, a junior at Penn State navigating friends, family,
relationships…and the fact that she’s a medium and can talk to dead people. Her uncommon vocation
provides an endless supply of emotional and engaging stories, with a unique millennial perspective. The
show is produced by Dave Caplan’s Trooper Entertainment in association with Lionsgate TV. Caplan will
serve as executive producer alongside Malachi McGlone. “Monica the Medium” is currently in
production in State College, PA.

ABC Family Orders Three Unscripted Series
‘Startup U,’ ‘Next Step Realty: NYC,’ ‘Monica the Medium’ to premiere in the summer4/01/2015
ABC Family announced Wednesday it has picked up docu-series Startup U, Next Step Realty:
NYC and Monica the Medium.
The three unscripted series join the previously announced Becoming Us (formerly My Transparent Life)
and Job or No Job. The pack of unscripted fare will premiere in the summer of 2015.
“ABC Family will become a brand known as much for character-driven docu-dramas as we are for our
character-driven scripted dramas and comedies,” said Tom Ascheim, president ABC Family. “This
summer will be chock-full of unscripted fare on the network as we build momentum with these three
new series.”
Startup U is a one-hour series following a group of millennial entrepreneurs as they attend Draper
University in Silicon Valley, where they will learn the basics to launching a startup company. Tim Duffy,
Mike Duffy and Tim Draper will serve as executive producers.
Next Step Realty: NYC documents the employees of Manhattan-based real estate firm Next Step Realty.
Danielle Rossen is executive producer.
Monica the Medium features a junior from Penn State University who claims to be a medium. Dave
Caplan and Malachi McGlone will executive produce.
Next Step Realty: NYC and Monica the Medium are currently in production, while Startup U will begin in
April.

April 1, 2015
TVLine Items: SVU Vet Returns, Lewinsky Eyed For View Gig and More

O Captain, my captain… is returning toLaw & Order: SVU.
Dann Florek, who long portrayed Captain Donald Cragen on the NBC drama, will return to the series for
one episode,TVGuide.com reports.
Andre Braugher (Brooklyn Nine-Nine) will also return as attorney Bayard Ellis in a May episode, in which
Ellis represents a man who was imprisoned for raping his daughter — a case that Cragen helps re-open.
Florek left SVU last year after spending 15 seasons as a series regular.
Ready for more of today’s newsy nuggets? Well…
* The View has invited Monica Lewinsky to discuss her anti-bullying campaign as a guest on the show,
leading to speculation (including that of our sister site,Deadline) that she is being primed to replace
Rosie O’Donnell as co-host.
* ABC Family has picked up three unscripted reality series: Startup U, which follows a group of
millennials as they embark on a semester at Draper University, learning how to launch a startup
company; Next Step Realty: NYC, a docuseries about the employees at the titular Manhattan-based real
estate firm; and Monica the Medium, which centers on a junior at Penn State University who can talk to
dead people.
* The Blacklist‘s Hisham Tawfiq, who portrays Red’s bodyguard Dembe on the NBC drama, has been
promoted to series regular for the show’s third season, Deadlinereports.
* History Channel is developing The Boys of ’67, a scripted series about the only military division raised,
trained and deployed en masse to service in Vietnam.

April 1, 2015
ABC Family Greenlights Three New Series
ABC Family today took the wraps off plans to ramp up its lineup of original programming with three new
unscripted shows: “Startup U,” “Next Step Realty: NYC” and “Monica the Medium.”
The new programs join previously announced shows “Becoming Us” and “Job or No Job,” with all of the
series set to roll out this summer.
Making the announcement were ABC Family President Tom Ascheim and Executive Vice President,
Programming and Development, Karey Burke.
Please click here for full details.

Reality check: Penn State junior to star in ABC Family show
By Maria Sciullo / Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
April 4, 2015 12:00 AM

Michael Fahey/ABC Family
“Monica the Medium” follows Monica Ten-Kate, a junior at Penn State, as she navigates friends, family,
relationships and the fact that she’s a medium and can talk to dead people.
If ABC Family has success with her new show, Monica Ten-Kate will be one happy medium.
Ms. Ten-Kate, a junior at Penn State University, is shooting a non-scripted series in State College. The
program “Monica the Medium” will be a snapshot in the life of the young woman, who has been giving
readings since she was a teenager.
The network promises “a fascinating look at Monica ... navigating friends, family, relationships ... and the
fact that she’s a medium and can talk to dead people.”
Ms. Ten-Kate, 21 and a native of Northern Virginia, is a communications major. Her website,
monicathemedium.com, has details on scheduling a reading in person or on Skype, although the show’s
production schedule appears to have put a temporary hold on accepting new clients.

Rolling out the red carpet for the Blue and White Film Festival
By Frank Ready
fready@centredaily.com April 24, 2015

“Changing Channels: Monica the Medium,” about Penn State medium Monica Ten-Kate, by co-directors
Marisa Bippus and Chelsea Weidanz, will be screened at this year’s Blue and White Film Festival.
PHOTO PROVIDED
Films to be screened
• “A Silent Struggle”
• “Abstract”
• “Business As Usual”
• “Carrie Hope”
• “Changing Channels: Monica the Medium”
• “Clearing the Gate”
• “Date Night”
• “Devil’s Whisper”
• “Donkeymentary”
• “Draw”
• “Farts”
• “Finding Color”
• “Finding The Rhythm”
• “Protect and Serve”
• “Scars”
• “Tech n’ Time”

• “Treetops”
• “Trepidation”
• “Until Death”
• “We are Not Alone”


IF YOU GO
WHAT: Blue and White Film Festival
WHERE: 7 p.m. April 25
WHERE: State Theatre, 130 W. College Ave., State College
INFO: www.thestatetheatre.org, 277-0606, www.facebook.com/PennStateSFO
After hours spent editing in front of computer screens, Penn State student filmmakers are anxious to see
their work on something a little more silver and a whole lot bigger.
The State Theatre will roll out the red carpet Saturday for the Blue and White Film Festival 2015, a
collection of 20 short student films dabbling in genres ranging from animation to live action narrative.
“It’s basically a big showcase for the best student work from the past year,” Caleb Yoder, president of
the Penn State Student Film Organization, said.
This year, almost 50 student-produced films were submitted for review by the festival’s panel of judges,
a collection of film and video program alumni and faculty from across campus.
Yoder said he is happy with the variety reflected in the 2015 slate of films, a program that includes at
least one animated short, documentaries and narrative fiction.
“We hope to really show off the talent of Penn State filmmakers,” Yoder said.
One of those burgeoning auteurs is film and video major Ian Logan, whose shorts “Carrie Hope” and
“Until Death” both will be featured Saturday evening.
“Carrie Hope” began life in a narrative screenwriting class Logan took last spring, while “Until Death” is a
newer addition to his resume, shot in a day over Easter weekend.
Logan said that because film and video majors work so closely together, many of them already know one
another’s projects inside and out.
The Blue and White Film Festival is an opportunity to see all of that potential and talent fully realized.
“When you see people taking risks and trying new things and doing things that you can’t do, it’s fun to
tell them how much you like it,” Logan said.
His strengths lie in narrative filmmaking, but he can appreciate the efforts of documentarians like Marisa
Bippus who co-directed the short “Changing Channels: Monica the Medium” with Chelsea Weidanz for
an advanced documentary class.
“Changing Channels” tells the story of Penn State student medium Monica Ten-Kate, who recently
began production on the reality series “Monica the Medium” for ABC Family. The co-directors began
filming with Ten-Kate in March and grappled with the editing-heavy nature of the documentary format.

Bippus, who also has the narrative short “We are Not Alone” screening at the festival, said she enjoys
the diversity that each genre offers.
“They both have their own challenges,” Bippus said.
After all the shorts have been screened, a reception will be held at the State Theatre for filmmakers and
audience members.
Bippus finds the gathering useful for garnering reviews.
“I think it’s just nice to have feedback, both positive and negative,” Bippus said.

Premiere A nnouncement
TVLine Items: Chasing Life Return Date, Netflix's Between Trailer and More
By Rebecca Iannucci / May 13 2015, 12:50 PM PDT

The suspense is over, fans of Chasing Life and Switched at Birth.
ABC Family announced Wednesday that its dramedy series will return on Aug. 17 and Aug. 24,
respectively.
The cabler also revealed a premiere date for Young & Hungry‘s sophomore season, as well as the debuts
for new series Monica the Medium, Job or No Job, Next Step Realty: NYC, Startup U and Kevin From
Work.
All told, the lineup looks like this:
MONDAY, JULY 13 | Monica the Medium (10/9c)
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 5 | Job or No Job (9/8c)
TUESDAY, AUG. 11 | Next Step Realty: NYC (9/8c)
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 12 | Young & Hungry (8/7c), Kevin From Work (8:30/7:30c)
MONDAY, AUG. 17 | Chasing Life (9/8c)
TUESDAY, AUG. 18 | Startup U (8/7c)
MONDAY, AUG. 24 | Switched at Birth (8/7c)

ABC Family Announces New Summer Series Premiere Dates
May 13 2015

ABC Family announces the summer premiere dates for five of its new series, including unscripted series
"Monica The Medium," "Job or No Job," "Next Step Realty: NYC," "Startup U" and single-camera comedy
series "Kevin From Work." Additionally, fan favorites "Chasing Life," "Switched at Birth" and comedy
"Young & Hungry" return with all-new episodes in August. These series join previously announced June
premieres for "Pretty Little Liars," "Stitchers," "Melissa & Joey," "Baby Daddy," "The Fosters" and
"Becoming Us."
"Monica The Medium" premieres Monday, July 13th at 10:00 - 11:00 p.m. ET/PT and provides a
fascinating look at Monica, a junior at Penn State navigating friends, family, relationships - and the fact
that she's a medium and can talk to dead people. Her uncommon vocation provides an endless supply of
emotional and engaging stories, with a unique millennial perspective. The show is produced by Dave
Caplan's Trooper Entertainment in association with Lionsgate TV. Caplan will serve as executive
producer alongside Malachi McGlone.
From the producers of "Undercover Boss," "Job or No Job" premieres Wednesday, August 5th at 9:00 10:00 p.m. ET/PT. The series follows one young adult per episode on his/her journey to land a first job.

Each job seeker will go on three interviews, and we will watch the intense ride to find out if he or she
lands three, two, one - or zero offers. Jane Buckingham (Founder and CEO of Trendera and bestselling
author of The Modern Girls Guide to Life) will be the career expert on ABC Family's "Job or No Job." The
series is produced by Studio Lambert/All3Media America. Stephen Lambert, Eli Holzman, Greg Goldman
and Sara Quick serve as executive producers.
The business-based docu-series "Next Step Realty: NYC" premieres on Tuesday, August 11th at 9:00 10:00pm ET/PT. From Lincoln Square Productions, this series follows the passionate and ambitious
employees of Next Step Realty. The Manhattan-based real estate firm specializes in helping recent
college graduates find their apartments in New York City while navigating interpersonal and professional
conflicts in the workplace. Danielle Rossen ("What Would You Do?") serves as the executive producer.
"Young & Hungry" returns with more episodes on Wednesday, August 12th at 8:00-8:30pm ET/PT as
Gabi continuing to cook up drama and laughs in Josh's kitchen and his life! Josh rolls out his biggest app
yet; Elliot revels in the state of his love life; and Yolanda gets even closer to Gabi and Sofia. "Pretty Little
Liars" star Keegan Allen guest stars in one episode as Tyler.
The half-hour workplace comedy "Kevin from Work" premieres on Wednesday, August 12th at 8:309:00pm ET/PT. The single-cam series centers on Kevin, a young man who declares his unrequited love
for his coworker Audrey in a letter, believing he'll never see her again after he accepts a job overseas.
But when the opportunity falls through and Kevin is forced to return to his old job, how will he and
Audrey continue to work together now that his feelings are no longer secret? The series is written,
created and executive-produced by BARBIE Adler ("How I Met Your Mother,"). Aaron Kaplan at Kapital
Entertainment ("Chasing Life") and McG at Wonderland Sound & Vision ("Charlie's Angels") serve as
Executive Producers. The comedy stars Noah Reid ("Backpackers") as Kevin, Paige Spara as Audrey, Matt
Murray ("Rookie Blue") as Brian, Jordan Hinson ("Eureka") as Roxie, Punam Patel as Patti, with guest star
Amy Sedaris ("Strangers with Candy") as Julia.
Starting moments after Leo's surprising marriage proposal, Season Two of "Chasing Life" premieres on
Monday, August 17th at 9:00-10:00pm ET/PT. April will try to live life to the fullest despite her recent
relapse. From wedding dress shopping to a surprise trip, and a bachelorette party ending in jail time,
April is determined to enjoy everything. The rest of the Carver family must deal with the effects of
April's illness and choices as the medical bills start to mount up. Meanwhile, questions arise about a
mystery surrounding their father's death.
"Startup U" premieres on Tuesday, August 18th at 8:00-9:00pm ET/PT and follows a group of
entrepreneurial millennials as they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. Led by
billionaire founder and venture capitalist Tim Draper, the seven-week program teaches the
fundamentals of launching a startup company under the mentorship of America's business leaders. In
the end, students pitch their ideas to a panel of hungry venture capitalists with the hope that they'll
receive a life-changing investment to launch their business. To date, more than 150 Draper graduates
have received funding totaling more than $15 million from mogul investors and Tim Draper himself.
Brimming with innovation and determination, "Startup U" pulls back the curtain on what it takes to
achieve success in the most innovative and competitive marketplace in the world. Viewers join a group
of savvy millennials as they suffer through hard lessons and grab opportunities with both hands, all in
the pursuit of their dreams. "Startup U" is produced by Ugly Brother Studios, a Sky Vision partner. Mike
Duffy, Tim Duffy and Tim Draper serve as executive producers.

In the fourth season of "Switched at Birth," premiering on Monday, August 24th at 8:00-9:00pm ET/PT,
Bay continues to deal with the fall-out of her assault and her break-up with Emmett, and Daphne
struggles to find a balance BETWEEN college and a new love. The Kennish family is rocked by news of an
unexpected pregnancy.
SUMMARY:
Monday, July 13th, 10:00 - 11:00 p.m. ET/PT - Series premiere of "Monica The Medium"
Wednesday, August 5th, 9:00 - 10:00 p.m. ET/PT - Series premiere of "Job or No Job"
Tuesday, August 11th, 9:00 - 10:00 p.m. ET/PT - Series premiere of "Next Step Realty: NYC"
Wednesday, August 12th, 8:00 - 8:30 p.m. ET/PT - Season premiere of "Young & Hungry"
Wednesday, August 12th, 8:30 - 9:00 p.m. ET/PT - Series premiere of "Kevin From Work"
Monday, August 17th, 9:00 - 10:00 p.m. ET/PT - Season premiere of "Chasing Life"
Tuesday, August 18th, 8:00 - 9:00 p.m. ET/PT - Series premiere of "Startup U"
Monday, August 24th, 8:00 - 9:00 p.m. ET/PT - Season premiere of "Switched at Birth"
These summer series join ABC Family's previously announced summer schedule, which includes:
"Pretty Little Liars" premiering on Tuesday, June 2nd at 8:00 - 9:00 PM ET/PT.
"Stitchers" premiering on Tuesday, June 2nd at 9:00 - 10:00 PM ET/PT.
"Melissa & Joey" premiering on Wednesday, June 3rd at 8:00 - 8:30 PM ET/PT.
"Baby Daddy" premiering on Wednesday, June 3rd at 8:30 - 9:00 PM ET/PT.
"The Fosters" premiering on Monday, June 8th at 8:00 - 9:00 PM ET/PT.
"Becoming Us" premiering on Monday, June 8th at 9:00 - 10:00 PM ET/PT.
Part of the Disney/ABC Television Group, ABC Family is distributed in 94 million homes. ABC Family
entertains and connects to audiences with bold, relatable programming that celebrates the epic
adventure of becoming an adult, from first kiss to first kid. ABC Family's programming is a combination
of network-defining original series and original movies, quality acquired series and blockbuster
theatricals. "WATCH ABC Family" is an authenticated service which allows viewers with participating TV
subscription services access to 24/7 live viewing of the network, as well as continued on-demand access
to such popular series at home and on-the-go via a wide array of devices. ABC Family is also the
destination for annual holiday events with "13 Nights of Halloween" and "25 Days of Christmas."

ABC Family sets premiere dates for five sew summer series

ABC Family. Travel Deals
Rick Kissell, Variety Media, LLC
POSTED: THURSDAY, MAY 14, 2015, 1:49 AM
LOS ANGELES (Variety.com) - ABC Family on Wednesday announced summer premiere dates for five
new series -- four of them unscripted and the other a single-camera comedy -- that will join the net's
core lineup that includes "Pretty Little Liars," "The Fosters" and "Baby Daddy."
"Monica the Medium" kicks off ABC Family's second wave of summer launches Monday, July 13 with its
premiere at 10. The show provides an inside look at Monica, a junior at Penn State navigating friends,
family, relationships -- and the fact that she's a medium and can talk to dead people. The show is
produced by Dave Caplan's Trooper Entertainment in association with Lionsgate TV. Caplan will serve as
executive producer alongside Malachi McGlone.
"Job or No Job," from the producers of "Undercover Boss," bows Wednesday, Aug. 5 at 9. The series
follows one young adult per episode on his/her journey to land a first job. Each job seeker will go on
three interviews, and we will watch the intense ride to find out if he or she lands three, two, one - or
zero offers. Jane Buckingham (bestselling author of "The Modern Girls Guide") will be the career expert.
The series is produced by Studio Lambert/All3Media America. Stephen Lambert, Eli Holzman, Greg
Goldman and Sara Quick serve as executive producers.

The business based docu-series "Next Step Realty: NYC" premieres Tuesday, Aug. 11 at 9. From Lincoln
Square Productions, this series follows the passionate and ambitious employees of Next Step Realty. The
Manhattan-based real estate firm specializes in helping recent college graduates find their apartments
in New York City while navigating interpersonal and professional conflicts in the workplace. Danielle
Rossen ("What Would You Do?") serves as the executive producer.
The half-hour workplace comedy "Kevin from Work" (pictured) premieres Wednesday, Aug. 12 at 8:30.
The series centers on Kevin, a young man who declares his unrequited love for his co-worker Audrey in a
letter, believing he'll never see her again after he accepts a job overseas. But when the opportunity falls
through and Kevin is forced to return to his old job, how will he and Audrey continue to work together
now that his feelings are no longer secret? The series is written, created and executive-produced by
Barbie Adler ("How I Met Your Mother"). Aaron Kaplan at Kapital Entertainment ("Chasing Life") and
McG at Wonderland Sound & Vision ("Charlie's Angels") serve as executive producers. The comedy stars
Noah Reid ("Backpackers") as Kevin, Paige Spara as Audrey, Matt Murray ("Rookie Blue") as Brian,
Jordan Hinson ("Eureka") as Roxie, Punam Patel as Patti, with guest star Amy Sedaris ("Strangers with
Candy") as Julia.
And "Startup U" premieres Tuesday, Aug. 18 at 8, following a group of entrepreneurial millennials as
they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. Led by billionaire founder and venture
capitalist Tim Draper, the seven-week program teaches the fundamentals of launching a startup
company under the mentorship of America's business leaders. In the end, students pitch their ideas to a
panel of venture capitalists with the hope that they'll receive an investment to launch their business. To
date, more than 150 Draper graduates have received funding totaling more than $15 million from mogul
investors and Draper himself. "Startup U" is produced by Ugly Brother Studios, a Sky Vision partner.
Mike Duffy, Tim Duffy and Tim Draper serve as executive producers.
ABC Family also announced premiere dates for new episodes of returning series "Chasing Life" (Aug. 17),
"Switched at Birth" (Aug. 24) and "Young and Hungry" (Aug. 12) episodes in August.
As previously announced, "Pretty Little Liars" and newcomer "Stitchers" will air back to back on
Tuesdays starting June 2, followed the next night by the premieres of returning comedies "Melissa &
Joey" and "Baby Daddy." And then on Monday, June 8, "The Fosters" returns, followed at 9 p.m. by the
debut of "Becoming Us."
ABC FAMILY'S FULL SUMMER PREMIERE SCHEDULE
Tuesday, June 2 -- Season premiere of "Pretty Little Liars," 8 p.m. Series premiere of "Stitchers," 9 p.m.
Wednesday, June 3 -- Season premiere of "Melissa & Joey," 8 p.m. Season premiere of "Baby Daddy,"
8:30 p.m.
Monday, June 8 -- Season premiere of "The Fosters," 8 p.m. Series premiere of "Becoming Us," 9 p.m.
Monday, July 13 -- Series premiere of "Monica The Medium," 10 p.m.
Wednesday, August 5 -- Series premiere of "Job or No Job," 9 p.m.
Tuesday, August 11 -- Series premiere of "Next Step Realty: NYC," 10 p.m.
Wednesday, August 12 -- Season premiere of "Young & Hungry," 8 p.m. Series premiere of "Kevin From
Work," 8:30 p.m.
Monday, August 17 -- Season premiere of "Chasing Life," 10 p.m.
Tuesday, August 18 -- Series premiere of "Startup U," 8 p.m.
Monday, August 24 -- Season premiere of "Switched at Birth," 8 p.m.

ABC Family Summer 2015 Premiere Dates and Details
On 14 May, 2015 In News, TV News

Noah Reid and Paige Spara star in ‘Kevin from Work’ (Photo by Eric McCandless © 2015 Disney
Enterprises, Inc) NOAH REID, PAIGE SPARA
ABC Family’s summer schedule has been announced with premiere dates set for new shows Monica the
Medium, Job or No Job, Next Step Realty: NYC, Startup U, and Kevin From Work. Returning series
receiving Junes dates include Pretty Little Liars, Stitchers, Melissa & Joey, Baby Daddy, The Fosters, and
Becoming Us, with Switched at Birth, Chasing Life, and Young & Hungry added to the schedule in August.
Along with announcing the premiere dates, ABC Family released details on the upcoming seasons of
their summer primetime lineup:
Monica The Medium premieres Monday, July 13th at 10:00 – 11:00 p.m. ET/PT and provides a
fascinating look at Monica, a junior at Penn State navigating friends, family, relationships – and the fact
that she’s a medium and can talk to dead people. Her uncommon vocation provides an endless supply of
emotional and engaging stories, with a unique millennial perspective.
Job or No Job premieres Wednesday, August 5th at 9:00 – 10:00 p.m. ET/PT. The series follows one
young adult per episode on his/her journey to land a first job. Each job seeker will go on three
interviews, and we will watch the intense ride to find out if he or she lands three, two, one – or zero

offers. Jane Buckingham (Founder and CEO of Trendera and bestselling author of The Modern Girls
Guide to Life) will be the career expert on ABC Family’s Job or No Job.
The business-based docu-series Next Step Realty: NYC premieres on Tuesday, August 11th at 9:00 –
10:00pm ET/PT. From Lincoln Square Productions, this series follows the passionate and ambitious
employees of Next Step Realty. The Manhattan-based real estate firm specializes in helping recent
college graduates find their apartments in New York City while navigating interpersonal and professional
conflicts in the workplace.
Young & Hungry returns with more episodes on Wednesday, August 12th at 8:00-8:30pm ET/PT as Gabi
continuing to cook up drama and laughs in Josh’s kitchen and his life! Josh rolls out his biggest app yet;
Elliot revels in the state of his love life; and Yolanda gets even closer to Gabi and Sofia. Pretty Little Liars
star Keegan Allen guest stars in one episode as Tyler.
The half-hour workplace comedy Kevin from Work premieres on Wednesday, August 12th at 8:309:00pm ET/PT. The single-cam series centers on Kevin, a young man who declares his unrequited love
for his coworker Audrey in a letter, believing he’ll never see her again after he accepts a job overseas.
But when the opportunity falls through and Kevin is forced to return to his old job, how will he and
Audrey continue to work together now that his feelings are no longer secret? The comedy stars Noah
Reid as Kevin, Paige Spara as Audrey, Matt Murray as Brian, Jordan Hinson as Roxie, Punam Patel as
Patti, with guest star Amy Sedaris as Julia.
Starting moments after Leo’s surprising marriage proposal, Season Two of Chasing Life premieres on
Monday, August 17th at 9:00-10:00pm ET/PT. April will try to live life to the fullest despite her recent
relapse. From wedding dress shopping to a surprise trip, and a bachelorette party ending in jail time,
April is determined to enjoy everything. The rest of the Carver family must deal with the effects of
April’s illness and choices as the medical bills start to mount up. Meanwhile, questions arise about a
mystery surrounding their father’s death.
Startup U premieres on Tuesday, August 18th at 8:00-9:00pm ET/PT and follows a group of
entrepreneurial millennials as they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. Led by
billionaire founder and venture capitalist Tim Draper, the seven-week program teaches the
fundamentals of launching a startup company under the mentorship of America’s business leaders. In
the end, students pitch their ideas to a panel of hungry venture capitalists with the hope that they’ll
receive a life-changing investment to launch their business. To date, more than 150 Draper graduates
have received funding totaling more than $15 million from mogul investors and Tim Draper himself.
Brimming with innovation and determination, Startup U pulls back the curtain on what it takes to
achieve success in the most innovative and competitive marketplace in the world. Viewers join a group
of savvy millennials as they suffer through hard lessons and grab opportunities with both hands, all in
the pursuit of their dreams.
In the fourth season of Switched at Birth, premiering on Monday, August 24th at 8:00-9:00pm ET/PT,
Bay continues to deal with the fall-out of her assault and her break-up with Emmett, and Daphne
struggles to find a balance between college and a new love. The Kennish family is rocked by news of an
unexpected pregnancy.

2015 Summer Premiere Dates:
“Pretty Little Liars” premiering on Tuesday, June 2nd at 8:00 – 9:00 PM ET/PT.
“Stitchers” premiering on Tuesday, June 2nd at 9:00 – 10:00 PM ET/PT.
“Melissa & Joey” premiering on Wednesday, June 3rd at 8:00 – 8:30 PM ET/PT.
“Baby Daddy” premiering on Wednesday, June 3rd at 8:30 – 9:00 PM ET/PT.
“The Fosters” premiering on Monday, June 8th at 8:00 – 9:00 PM ET/PT.
“Becoming Us” premiering on Monday, June 8th at 9:00 – 10:00 PM ET/PT.
Monday, July 13th, 10:00 – 11:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Monica The Medium”
Wednesday, August 5th, 9:00 – 10:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Job or No Job”
Tuesday, August 11th, 9:00 – 10:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Next Step Realty: NYC”
Wednesday, August 12th, 8:00 – 8:30 p.m. ET/PT – Season premiere of “Young & Hungry”
Wednesday, August 12th, 8:30 – 9:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Kevin From Work”
Monday, August 17th, 9:00 – 10:00 p.m. ET/PT – Season premiere of “Chasing Life”
Tuesday, August 18th, 8:00 – 9:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Startup U”
Monday, August 24th, 8:00 – 9:00 p.m. ET/PT – Season premiere of “Switched at Birth”

ABC Family Lines Up Comedy, Unscripted Fare for Summer Season
By Joel Marino
Published: May 14, 2015
BURBANK: U.S. network ABC Family is adding five new series to its summer schedule, among them the
single-camera comedy Kevin from Work.
Premiering August 12, that series centers on a young man who must continue to work with a colleague
after declaring his secret love for her. Also joining the summer lineup are the unscripted shows Monica
the Medium, out July 13; Job or No Job, debuting August 5; the docu-series Next Step Realty: NYC, due
August 11; and the August 18 rollout of Startup U.
Additionally, the dramas Chasing Life and Switched at Birth, along with the comedy Young & Hungry,
return with all-new episodes in August. The series join the previously announced June premieres for
Pretty Little Liars, Stitchers, Melissa & Joey, Baby Daddy, The Fosters and Becoming Us.

ABC Family Sets Premiere Dates for 'Switched at Birth,' 'Chasing Life' and More
Wednesday, May 13, 2015

DeanBextor
Staff Writer, BuddyTV
ABC Family announced return dates for Chasing Life, Switched at Birth, and Young and Hungry, as well as
summer premiere dates for five new series.
Young and Hungry returns with more episodes beginning Wednesday, August 12 at 8pm as Yolanda gets
closer to Gabi and Sofia while Josh unveils his biggest app yet.
Chasing Life returns for its second season on Monday, August 17 at 9pm, picking up after Leo's
surprising marriage proposal while the rest of the Carver family come to grips with the effects of April's
illness.
The fourth season of Switched at Birth kicks off on Monday, August 24 at 8pm with Bay dealing with her
breakup with Emmett and the aftermath of her assault while the Kennish family is shocked by the
discovery on an unexpected pregnancy.
Monica The Medium, an unscripted series about a junior named Monica at Penn State who's also a
medium who can talk to dead people, premieres Monday, July 13 at 10pm.
Job or No Job, which follows one young job seeker per episode on his/her journey to land a first job,
premieres Wednesday, August 5 at 9pm. The show comes from the producers of Undercover Boss and
also features Jane Buckingham, founder and CEO of Trendera, as a career expert.
Next Step Realty: NYC, a business-based docu-series about a Manhattan-based real estate firm that
specializes in guiding recent college graduates find their apartments in New York City, kicks off on
Tuesday, August 11 at 9pm.

Startup U, yet another unscripted series, premieres Tuesday, August 18 at 8pm. The show revolves
around a group of students as they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley and later
pitch their business ideas to venture capitalists in attempt to score investments to launch their own
companies.
Kevin from Work is a single camera comedy series about a guy named Kevin who declares his unrequited
love for his coworker Audrey in a letter, thinking he'll never see her again after he lands a job overseas.
However, Kevin is forced to return to his old job and deal with Audrey, who now knows his true
feelings. Premiering Wednesday, August 12 at 8:30pm, the show stars Noah Reid as Kevin, Paige Spara
as Audrey, Matt Murray as Brian, Jordan Hinson as Roxie, Punam Patel as Patti, with guest star Amy
Sedaris as Julia.
The three returning fan favorites and five new series join the network's previously announced core
lineup, which includes Pretty Little Liars, The Fosters and Baby Daddy.
Here's a quick look at ABC Family's summer schedule:
Monday
8pm: The Fosters (June 8), Switched at Birth (August 24)
9pm: Becoming Us (June 8), Chasing Life (August 17)
10pm: Monica the Medium (July 13)
Tuesday
8pm: Pretty Little Liars (June 2), Startup U (August 18)
9pm: Stitchers (June 2), Next Step Reality: NYC (August 11)
Wednesday
8pm: Melissa and Joey (June 3), Young and Hungry (August 12)
8:30pm: Baby Daddy (June 3), Kevin from Work (August 12)
9pm: Job or No job (August 5)

Chasing Life, Switched at Birth, Young & Hungry: ABC Family TV Shows Returning
Published: May 13, 2015
ABC Family has announced the upcoming summer returns of Chasing Life, Switched at Birth, and Young
& Hungry — and the series premieres of unscripted TV shows like Monica the Medium, Job or No Job,
Next Step Realty: NYC, Startup U, and Kevin at Work.
They join the previously announced summer debuts of Pretty Little Liars, Stitchers, Melissa & Joey, Baby
Daddy, The Fosters, and Becoming Us.
Here’s the press release:
THE SUMMER CONTINUES TO HEAT UP ON ABC FAMILY WITH THE SERIES PREMIERES OF “MONICA
THE MEDIUM,” “JOB OR NO JOB,” “NEXT STEP REALTY: NYC,” “STARTUP U” AND “KEVIN FROM
WORK”
Returning Favorites “Chasing Life,” “Switched at Birth” and “Young & Hungry” Premiere All-New
Episodes in August
These Series Join Previously Announced June Premieres for “Pretty Little Liars,” “Stitchers,” “Melissa &
Joey,” “Baby Daddy,” “The Fosters” and “Becoming Us”
Burbank, CA (May 13, 2014) – ABC Family announces the summer premiere dates for five of its new
series, including unscripted series “Monica The Medium,” “Job or No Job,” “Next Step Realty: NYC,”
“Startup U” and single-camera comedy series “Kevin From Work.” Additionally, fan favorites “Chasing
Life,” “Switched at Birth” and comedy “Young & Hungry” return with all-new episodes in August. These
series join previously announced June premieres for “Pretty Little Liars,” “Stitchers,” “Melissa & Joey,”
“Baby Daddy,” “The Fosters” and “Becoming Us.”
“Monica The Medium” premieres Monday, July 13th at 10:00 – 11:00 p.m. ET/PT and provides a
fascinating look at Monica, a junior at Penn State navigating friends, family, relationships – and the fact
that she’s a medium and can talk to dead people. Her uncommon vocation provides an endless supply of
emotional and engaging stories, with a unique millennial perspective. The show is produced by Dave
Caplan’s Trooper Entertainment in association with Lionsgate TV. Caplan will serve as executive
producer alongside Malachi McGlone.
From the producers of “Undercover Boss,” “Job or No Job” premieres Wednesday, August 5th at 9:00 –
10:00 p.m. ET/PT. The series follows one young adult per episode on his/her journey to land a first job.
Each job seeker will go on three interviews, and we will watch the intense ride to find out if he or she
lands three, two, one – or zero offers. Jane Buckingham (Founder and CEO of Trendera and bestselling
author of The Modern Girls Guide to Life) will be the career expert on ABC Family’s “Job or No Job.” The

series is produced by Studio Lambert/All3Media America. Stephen Lambert, Eli Holzman, Greg Goldman
and Sara Quick serve as executive producers.
The business-based docu-series “Next Step Realty: NYC” premieres on Tuesday, August 11th at 9:00 –
10:00pm ET/PT. From Lincoln Square Productions, this series follows the passionate and ambitious
employees of Next Step Realty. The Manhattan-based real estate firm specializes in helping recent
college graduates find their apartments in New York City while navigating interpersonal and professional
conflicts in the workplace. Danielle Rossen (“What Would You Do?”) serves as the executive producer.
“Young & Hungry” returns with more episodes on Wednesday, August 12th at 8:00-8:30pm ET/PT as
Gabi continuing to cook up drama and laughs in Josh’s kitchen and his life! Josh rolls out his biggest app
yet; Elliot revels in the state of his love life; and Yolanda gets even closer to Gabi and Sofia. “Pretty Little
Liars” star Keegan Allen guest stars in one episode as Tyler.
The half-hour workplace comedy “Kevin from Work” premieres on Wednesday, August 12th at 8:309:00pm ET/PT. The single-cam series centers on Kevin, a young man who declares his unrequited love
for his coworker Audrey in a letter, believing he’ll never see her again after he accepts a job overseas.
But when the opportunity falls through and Kevin is forced to return to his old job, how will he and
Audrey continue to work together now that his feelings are no longer secret? The series is written,
created and executive-produced by Barbie Adler (“How I Met Your Mother,”). Aaron Kaplan at Kapital
Entertainment (“Chasing Life”) and McG at Wonderland Sound & Vision (“Charlie’s Angels”) serve as
Executive Producers. The comedy stars Noah Reid (“Backpackers”) as Kevin, Paige Spara as Audrey, Matt
Murray (“Rookie Blue”) as Brian, Jordan Hinson (“Eureka”) as Roxie, Punam Patel as Patti, with guest star
Amy Sedaris (“Strangers with Candy”) as Julia.
Starting moments after Leo’s surprising marriage proposal, Season Two of “Chasing Life” premieres on
Monday, August 17th at 9:00-10:00pm ET/PT. April will try to live life to the fullest despite her recent
relapse. From wedding dress shopping to a surprise trip, and a bachelorette party ending in jail time,
April is determined to enjoy everything. The rest of the Carver family must deal with the effects of
April’s illness and choices as the medical bills start to mount up. Meanwhile, questions arise about a
mystery surrounding their father’s death.
“Startup U” premieres on Tuesday, August 18th at 8:00-9:00pm ET/PT and follows a group of
entrepreneurial millennials as they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. Led by
billionaire founder and venture capitalist Tim Draper, the seven-week program teaches the
fundamentals of launching a startup company under the mentorship of America’s business leaders. In
the end, students pitch their ideas to a panel of hungry venture capitalists with the hope that they’ll
receive a life-changing investment to launch their business. To date, more than 150 Draper graduates
have received funding totaling more than $15 million from mogul investors and Tim Draper himself.
Brimming with innovation and determination, “Startup U” pulls back the curtain on what it takes to
achieve success in the most innovative and competitive marketplace in the world. Viewers join a group
of savvy millennials as they suffer through hard lessons and grab opportunities with both hands, all in
the pursuit of their dreams. “Startup U” is produced by Ugly Brother Studios, a Sky Vision partner. Mike
Duffy, Tim Duffy and Tim Draper serve as executive producers.
In the fourth season of “Switched at Birth,” premiering on Monday, August 24th at 8:00-9:00pm ET/PT,
Bay continues to deal with the fall-out of her assault and her break-up with Emmett, and Daphne
struggles to find a balance between college and a new love. The Kennish family is rocked by news of an
unexpected pregnancy.

SUMMARY:
Monday, July 13th, 10:00 – 11:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Monica The Medium”
Wednesday, August 5th, 9:00 – 10:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Job or No Job”
Tuesday, August 11th, 9:00 – 10:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Next Step Realty: NYC”
Wednesday, August 12th, 8:00 – 8:30 p.m. ET/PT – Season premiere of “Young & Hungry”
Wednesday, August 12th, 8:30 – 9:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Kevin From Work”
Monday, August 17th, 9:00 – 10:00 p.m. ET/PT – Season premiere of “Chasing Life”
Tuesday, August 18th, 8:00 – 9:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Startup U”
Monday, August 24th, 8:00 – 9:00 p.m. ET/PT – Season premiere of “Switched at Birth”
These summer series join ABC Family’s previously announced summer schedule, which includes:
“Pretty Little Liars” premiering on Tuesday, June 2nd at 8:00 – 9:00 PM ET/PT.
“Stitchers” premiering on Tuesday, June 2nd at 9:00 – 10:00 PM ET/PT.
“Melissa & Joey” premiering on Wednesday, June 3rd at 8:00 – 8:30 PM ET/PT.
“Baby Daddy” premiering on Wednesday, June 3rd at 8:30 – 9:00 PM ET/PT.
“The Fosters” premiering on Monday, June 8th at 8:00 – 9:00 PM ET/PT.
“Becoming Us” premiering on Monday, June 8th at 9:00 – 10:00 PM ET/PT.
Part of the Disney/ABC Television Group, ABC Family is distributed in 94 million homes. ABC Family
entertains and connects to audiences with bold, relatable programming that celebrates the epic
adventure of becoming an adult, from first kiss to first kid. ABC Family’s programming is a combination
of network-defining original series and original movies, quality acquired series and blockbuster
theatricals. “WATCH ABC Family” is an authenticated service which allows viewers with participating TV
subscription services access to 24/7 live viewing of the network, as well as continued on-demand access
to such popular series at home and on-the-go via a wide array of devices. ABC Family is also the
destination for annual holiday events with “13 Nights of Halloween” and “25 Days of Christmas.”
What do you think? Which ABC Family TV shows do you plan on watching this summer?

ABC Family summer 2015 schedule: 'Switched at Birth,' 'Chasing Life' and more
May 13, 2015 4:01 PM MST

(L-R) Cast members of 'Switched at Birth' Daniel Durant, Marlee Matlin, Stephanie Nogueras, Lea
Thompson, Constance Marie, D.W. Moffett, Vanessa Marano and Ryan Lane. Photo by Kevork
Djansezian/Getty Images
ABC Family announced on Wednesday, May 13 the remaining premiere dates for its summer 2015
schedule. According to The Wrap, the lineup includes five new series, along with returning shows
"Switched at Birth," "Chasing Life" and "Young and Hungry," among others.
Four of the new series are unscripted, while the other is a single-camera comedy. "Monica the
Medium," premiering Monday, July 13 at 10/9 p.m. CT, follows Monica, a Junior at Penn State navigating
friends, family, relationships, and the fact that she's a medium who can talk to dead people.
“Job or No Job,” from the producers of “Undercover Boss,” debuts Wednesday, Aug. 5 at 9/8 p.m. CT.
The series follows one young adult per episode on their journey to land their first job as they go on three
interviews.
“Next Step Realty: NYC” premieres Tuesday, Aug. 11 at 9/8 p.m. CT, and follows the passionate and
ambitious employees of Next Step Realty, a Manhattan-based real estate firm that specializes in helping
recent college graduates find their apartments in New York City while navigating interpersonal and
professional conflicts in the workplace.

The sitcom “Kevin from Work” bows Wednesday, Aug. 12 at 8:30/7:30 p.m CT after the season premiere
of "Young and Hungry." The series centers on Kevin (Noah Reid), a young man who declares his
unrequited love for his co-worker Audrey (Paige Spara) in a letter, believing he’ll never see her again
after he accepts a job overseas. But when the opportunity falls through, Kevin is forced to return to his
old job, and he and Audrey must continue to work together now that his feelings are no longer secret.
"Chasing Life" will return for Season 2 on Monday, Aug. 17 at 10/9 p.m. CT. New series "Startup U" will
premiere the next night on Tuesday, Aug. 18 at 8/7 p.m. CT, while "Switched at Birth" returns with new
episodes the following Monday, Aug. 24 at 8/7 p.m. CT. "Start Up U" follows a group of entrepreneurial
millennials as they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. Led by billionaire
founder and venture capitalist Tim Draper, the seven-week program teaches the fundamentals of
launching a startup company under the mentorship of America’s business leaders.
As Variety reports, ABC Family previously announced that “Pretty Little Liars” and newcomer “Stitchers”
will air back to back on Tuesdays starting June 2 at 8/7 p.m. CT, followed the next night by the premieres
of returning comedies “Melissa & Joey” and “Baby Daddy” starting at 8/7 p.m. CT. Monday, June 8 will
see the return of "The Fosters" at 8/7 p.m. CT, followed by the debut of “Becoming Us” at 9/8 p.m. CT.

WED, 13 MAY 2015 AT 4:05 PM
ABC Family Reveals Summer Premiere Schedule!

Yay, yay, yay! We finally have a season two premiere date for our fave Chasing Life!
ABC Family just unveiled all the premiere dates for Chasing Life and all of the upcoming summer shows.
Check them all out below:
Monica The Medium: Monday, July 13th @ 10PM ET/PT; follows Monica, a junior at Penn State
navigating friends, family, relationships – and the fact that she’s a medium and can talk to dead people.
Her uncommon vocation provides an endless supply of emotional and engaging stories, with a unique
millennial perspective.
Job or No Job: Wednesday, August 5th @ 9PM ET/PT; follows one young adult per episode on his/her
journey to land a first job. Each job seeker will go on three interviews, and we will watch the intense ride
to find out if he or she lands three, two, one – or zero offers.
Next Step Realty: NYC: Tuesday, August 11th @ 9PM ET/PT; follows the passionate and ambitious
employees of Next Step Realty. The Manhattan-based real estate firm specializes in helping recent
college graduates find their apartments in New York City while navigating interpersonal and professional
conflicts in the workplace.
Young & Hungry returns on Wednesday, August 12th @ 8PM ET/PT.
Kevin from Work: Wednesday, August 12th @ 8:30 PM ET/PT; centers on Kevin, a young man who
declares his unrequited love for his coworker Audrey in a letter, believing he’ll never see her again after

he accepts a job overseas. But when the opportunity falls through and Kevin is forced to return to his old
job, how will he and Audrey continue to work together now that his feelings are no longer secret?
Chasing Life: Monday, August 17th @ 9PM ET/PT. In season two, April will try to live life to the fullest
despite her recent relapse. From wedding dress shopping to a surprise trip, and a bachelorette party
ending in jail time, April is determined to enjoy everything. The rest of the Carver family must deal with
the effects of April’s illness and choices as the medical bills start to mount up.
Startup U: Tuesday, August 18th @ 8PM ET/PT; follows a group of entrepreneurial millennials as they
embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. Led by billionaire founder and venture
capitalist Tim Draper, the seven-week program teaches the fundamentals of launching a startup
company under the mentorship of America’s business leaders. In the end, students pitch their ideas to a
panel of hungry venture capitalists with the hope that they’ll receive a life-changing investment to
launch their business.
Switched At Birth: Monday, August 24th @ 8PM ET/PT. Bay continues to deal with the fall-out of her
assault and her break-up with Emmett, and Daphne struggles to find a balance between college and a
new love. The Kennish family is rocked by news of an unexpected pregnancy.
(See the full line-up inside…)
Monday, July 13th, 10:00 – 11:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Monica The Medium”
Wednesday, August 5th, 9:00 – 10:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Job or No Job”
Tuesday, August 11th, 9:00 – 10:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Next Step Realty: NYC”
Wednesday, August 12th, 8:00 – 8:30 p.m. ET/PT – Season premiere of “Young & Hungry”
Wednesday, August 12th, 8:30 – 9:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Kevin From Work”
Monday, August 17th, 9:00 – 10:00 p.m. ET/PT – Season premiere of “Chasing Life”
Tuesday, August 18th, 8:00 – 9:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Startup U”
Monday, August 24th, 8:00 – 9:00 p.m. ET/PT – Season premiere of “Switched at Birth”
These summer series join ABC Family’s previously announced summer schedule, which includes:
“Pretty Little Liars” premiering on Tuesday, June 2nd at 8:00 – 9:00 PM
“Stitchers” premiering on Tuesday, June 2nd at 9:00 – 10:00 PM
“Melissa & Joey” premiering on Wednesday, June 3rd at 8:00 – 8:30 PM
“Baby Daddy” premiering on Wednesday, June 3rd at 8:30 – 9:00 PM
“The Fosters” premiering on Monday, June 8th at 8:00 – 9:00 PM
“Becoming Us” premiering on Monday, June 8th at 9:00 – 10:00 PM ET/PT.

ET/PT.
ET/PT.
ET/PT.
ET/PT.
ET/PT.

ABC Family Announces Premiere Dates for Switched at Birth, Chasing Life, and More
by Shilo Adams / May 13, 2015

ABC Family has unveiled its next round of summer premiere dates and things kick off on Monday, July
13th at 10:00 with the premiere of Monica the Medium. A docu-series about a college junior who works
as a medium, Monica the Medium is the one of several reality series to premiere this summer on ABC
Family.
From the producers of Undercover Boss, Job or No Job follows one young person per episode as they go
searching for their first job. The series, which will feature Jane Buckingham as the career expert, will
premiere Wednesday, August 5th at 9:00. Next Step Realty: NYC will take over for scripted series
Stitchers on Tuesdays and premiere Tuesday, August 11th at 9:00. The series follows the goings-on at
Next Step Realty, a Manhattan-based real state firm that specializes in finding apartments for postgrads.
Comedy Young & Hungry will return for more episodes on Wednesday, August 12th at 8:00. The first
half of season two is set to conclude on May 27th, while the second half will feature Josh rolling out a
new app, Elliott reveling in his love life, and Yolanda bonding with her new neighbors. Leading out of
Young & Hungry will be new romantic comedy Kevin From Work. Premiering Wednesday, August 12th at
8:30, Kevin From Work tells the story of Kevin, who gets a job overseas and confesses his long-held
feelings for a co-worker before leaving. However, the job eventually falls through and Kevin is forced to
return back to his old job, where the contents of the letter he sent will make things awkward between
himself and his crush.

The 13-episode second season of Chasing Life is set to premiere Monday, August 17th at 9:00. Season
two will focus on April trying to live life to the fullest following her relapse, while the rest of the Carver
family are forced to deal with April’s mounting medical bills. The following week, Chasing Life will be
joined by the fourth season of Switched at Birth, which premieres Monday, August 24th at 8:00. Season
four finds Bay still dealing with her assault and the break-up with Emmett, with Daphne struggling to
find a balance between college and her new relationship.
Premiering Tuesday, August 18th at 8:00 is Startup U, which centers on a group of millennials as they
embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. The series will sub in for Pretty Little Liars
after the ABC Family mystery concludes its run for the summer the week beforehand.
Summary of ABC Family Summer Premiere Dates: (Part One)
Monday, July 13th
10:00 Monica the Medium
Wednesday, August 5th
9:00 Job or No Job
Tuesday, August 11th
9:00 Next Step Realty: NYC
Wednesday, August 12th
8:00 Young & Hungry
8:30 Kevin From Work
Monday, August 17th
9:00 Chasing Life
Tuesday, August 18th
8:00 Startup U
Monday, August 24th
8:00 Switched at Birth

ABC Family announces summer premiere date for Chasing Life, Switched at Birth and more
By Justin HarpWednesday, May 13 2015, 3:26pm EDT
ABC Family will kick off its summer season with the return of Chasing Life and several new reality shows.
The network announced at the Upfronts that Young & Hungry on August 12 will launch its returning
series' summer runs, followed by Chasing Life on August 17 and Switched at Birth on August 24.

© Getty Images / Craig Sjodin/ABC FAMILY
ABC Family has already announced that Pretty Little Liars is returning on June 2, along with newcomer
Stitchers.
Startup U is among the new reality shows coming to the network on August 18 at 8pm ET, as Tim Draper
leads a business training program for young entrepreneurs.
Next Step Realty: NYC bows on August 11 at 9pm ET, and chronicles the employees of Next Step Realty
helping college graduates find New York housing.
Job or No Job comes from the producers of CBS hit Undercover Boss. The docu-series follows teenagers
interviewing for their first jobs, beginning on August 5 at 9pm ET.
Monica the Medium explores the life of a Penn State student who believes that she can communicate
with the dead. The series debuts on July 13 at 10pm ET.
New scripted series Kevin from Work stars Noah Reid as Kevin, who has to continue working with the
beautiful Audrey (Paige Spara) after declaring his love in a letter.
Kevin from Work premieres on August 12 at 8.30pm ET.

Summer Premiere Dates For New And Returning TV Series
by The Deadline Team
May 14, 2015 2:01pm
Here’s a rundown of announced summer premiere dates for new series and new seasons of
existing series on broadcast, cable and streaming services. We’ll update the post as more dates are
revealed:
June 2:
Pretty Little Liars (ABC Family, Season 6 premiere)
Stitchers (ABC Family, series premiere)
June 3:
Melissa & Joey (ABC Family, Season 4B premiere)
Baby Daddy (ABC Family, Season 4B premiere)
June 4:
June 8:
The Fosters (ABC Family, Season 3 premiere)
Becoming Us (ABC Family, series premiere)
July 13:
Monica the Medium (ABC Family, series premiere)
July 16:
Geeks Who Drink (Syfy, series premiere)
August 5:
Job or No Job (ABC Family, series premiere)
August 11:
Next Step Realty: NYC (ABC Family, series premiere)
August 12:
Kevin From Work (ABC Family, series premiere)
August 17:
Chasing Life (ABC Family, Season 2 premiere)
August 18:
Startup U (ABC Family, Season 2 premiere)
August 24:
Switched at Birth (ABC Family, Season 4 premiere)

ABC Family Sets Summer Premiere Dates for Chasing Life, Young & Hungry, Switched at Birth, and
More
Kaitlin Thomas May 13, 2015

ABC Family has announced several more premiere dates for its summer series. Joining Pretty Little
Liars, The Fosters, and Melissa & Joey in summer school are Young & Hungry, Chasing Life, andSwitched
at Birth, as well as the new unscripted series Monica the Medium, Job or No Job, and more. So grab your
day planner and pencil in the following times for premium DVR-ing.
New episodes of Young & Hungry will premiere Wednesday, August 12th at 8pm. When the series
returns, Gabi will still be cooking up drama while Josh will roll out his biggest app yet. Following Young &
Hungry at 8:30pm is the new half-hour single-camera comedy Kevin from Work, which stars Noah Reid
(Backpackers) as Kevin (from work), who writes a letter to a coworker declaring his unrequited love. He
assumes he will never see her again after he accepts a job overseas, but SPOILER ALERT, Kevin sees her
again when the job opportunity falls through! Paiga Spara, Matty Murray, Jordan Hinson, and Punam
Patel also star.
The second season of Chasing Life will debut Monday, August 17th at 9pm and pick up moments after
Leo's surprise marriage proposal. In Season 2, April will attempt to stay positive in the wake of her
relapse by focusing on wedding-dress shopping and bachelorette partying. Meanwhile, the rest of the

Carver family will deal with the effects of April's illness and her choices as the medical bills start building
up.
Season 4 of Switched at Birth premieres Monday, August 24 at 8pm. Bay will continue to deal with the
fall-out of her assault and her break-up with Emmett, while Daphne will struggle to balance college and
a love life. Meanwhile, the Kennish family will be rocked by the news of an unexpected pregnancy.
In unscripted fare, Monica the Medium is a new series debuting Monday, July 13th at 10pm. The
unscripted series follows Monica... who is a medium. (ABC Family is not very creative with their titles
lately, are they?). A junior at Penn State, the series chronicles her adventures as she navigates friends,
family, relationships, and the fact she can communicate with the dead. You know, normal college stuff.
From the producers of Undercover Boss, Job or No Job premieres Wednesday August 5th at 9pm and
follows one young job seeker per episode as they attempt to land their first job. Each will go on three
interviews and see how many offers they get. Soooo it's kind of like House Hunters if the houses picked
the buyers?
Next Step Realty: NYC is a docu-series premiering Tuesday, August 11th at 9pm. The series follows the
employees of Next Step Realty—which my powers of deduction tell me is located in New York—as they
help recent college graduates find apartments in the city.
And finally, the reality series Startup U premieres Tuesday, August 18th at 8pm and follows a group
of overachievers entrepreneurial millennials who haven't yet been beaten down by life as they embark
on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. Led by billionaire founder and venture capitalist Tim
Draper (no relation to Don), the seven-week program teaches the fundamentals of launching a startup
company. At the end of the program, students will pitch their ideas to a panel of venture capitalists and
if there is a God, it will resemble something like Silicon Valley.
Here's all of that in an easy to read form:
MONDAY, JULY 13th
10pm – Monica the Medium (Series premiere)
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 5th
9pm – Job or No Job (Series premiere)
TUESDAY, AUGUST 11
9pm – Next Step Realty: NYC (Series premiere)
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12
8pm – Young & Hungry (Season premiere)
8:30pm – Kevin From Work (Series premiere)
MONDAY, AUGUST 17
9pm – Chasing Life (Season premiere)
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18
8pm – Startup U (Series premiere)
MONDAY, AUGUST 24
8pm – Switched at Birth (Season premiere)

ABC Family Sets Return Dates for ‘Chasing Life’ and ‘Switched at Birth’
TV | By Tim Kenneally on May 13, 2015 @ 12:05 pm

New series “Monica the Medium” and “Job or No Job” to debut this summer
ABC Family announced premiere dates for new unscripted offerings such as “Monica the Medium,” “Job
or No Job” and “Startup U,” as well as premiere dates for returning shows such as “Chasing Life” and
“Switched at Birth.”
“Monica the Medium,” which follows a junior at Penn State who claims to be able to communicate with
dead people, will premiere July 13 at 10 p.m.
“Job or No Job,” a new series that tracks young people’s attempts to land their first jobs, will hit the air
Aug. 5 at 9 p.m.
The docu-series “Next Step Realty: NYC,” about a Manhattan real-estate firm that targets recent college
graduates looking to find apartments in New York, has been slated to premiere Aug. 11 at 9 p.m.
“Startup U,” which revolves around a group of entrepreneurial millennials undergoing a semester at
Draper University in Silicon Valley, will premiere Aug. 18 at 8 p.m.
On the scripted side, “Kevin From Work,” a half-hour workplace comedy starring Noah Reid
(“Backpackers”) and Paige Spara, will premiere Aug. 12 at 8:30.
Ongoing series “Chasing Life” (pictured above), “Young & Hungry” and “Switched at Birth” will return to
the air Aug. 17 at 9, Aug. 12 at 8 and Aug. 24 at 8, respectively.
The new slew of premiere dates follow the previously announced June premieres of “Pretty Little Liars,”
“Stitchers,” “Melissa & Joey,” “Baby Daddy,” “The Fosters” and “Becoming Us.”

THURSDAY, MAY 14, 2015
ABC Family Announces Date for New Comedy and Return of Young & Hungry
ABC Family has announced the summer premiere dates for five of its new series, including unscripted
series Monica The Medium, Job or No Job, Next Step Realty: NYC, Startup U and single-camera comedy
series Kevin From Work. Additionally, fan favorites Chasing Life, Switched at Birth and comedy Young &
Hungry return with all-new episodes in August. These series join previously announced June premieres
for Pretty Little Liars, Stitchers, Melissa & Joey, Baby Daddy, The Fosters and Becoming Us. We'll detail
the two comedies only. Young & Hungry returns with more episodes on Wednesday, August 12 at
8:00pm ET/PT as Gabi continuing to cook up drama and laughs in Josh's kitchen and his life! Josh rolls
out his biggest app yet; Elliot revels in the state of his love life; and Yolanda gets even closer to Gabi and
Sofia. Pretty Little Liars star Keegan Allen guest stars in one episode as Tyler.
The half-hour workplace comedy Kevin from Work premieres on Wednesday, August 12 at 8:30pm
ET/PT. The single-cam series centers on Kevin, a young man who declares his unrequited love for his
coworker Audrey in a letter, believing he'll never see her again after he accepts a job overseas. But when
the opportunity falls through and Kevin is forced to return to his old job, how will he and Audrey
continue to work together now that his feelings are no longer secret? The comedy stars Noah Reid as
Kevin, Paige Spara as Audrey, Matt Murray as Brian, Jordan Hinson as Roxie, Punam Patel as Patti, with
guest star Amy Sedaris as Julia.

http://www.inquisitr.com/2359404/monica-the-medium-abc-family-psychic-readings-fake-or-realmonica-ten-kate-premiere/
August 25, 2015
‘Monica The Medium': ABC Family TV Show Featuring Psychic Medium Monica Ten-Kate, Premieres
Tonight
Read more at http://www.inquisitr.com/2359404/monica-the-medium-abc-family-psychic-readings-fake-orreal-monica-ten-kate-premiere/#03T1s2rdHOlxmjM6.99

TV-Recaps-Reviews
Wednesday, May 13, 2015
ABC Family Announces Premiere Dates for 'Switched at Birth,' 'Chasing Life,' 'Young & Hungry,' 'Kevin
From Work' & More!
ABC Family has announced late summer premiere dates for returning series Chasing Life, Switched at
Birth and Young & Hungry; new comedy Kevin From Work; and new unscripted series Monica the
Medium, Job or No Job, Next Step Reality: NYC and Startup U.
Monica the Medium premieres Monday, July 13 at 10/9c. and provides a fascinating look at Monica, a
junior at Penn State, navigating friends, family, relationships - and the fact that she's a medium and can
talk to dead people. Her uncommon vocation provides an endless supply of emotional and engaging
stories, with a unique millennial perspective. The show is produced by Dave Caplan's Trooper
Entertainment in association with Lionsgate TV. Caplan will serve as executive producer alongside
Malachi McGlone.
Job or No Job premieres Wednesday, August 5 at 9/8c. The series follows one young adult per episode
on his/her journey to land a first job. Each job seeker will go on three interviews, and we will watch the
intense ride to find out if he or she lands three, two, one - or zero offers. Jane Buckingham will be the
career expert on the series. The series is produced by Studio Lambert/All3Media America. Stephen
Lambert, Eli Holzman, Greg Goldman and Sara Quick serve as executive producers.
Next Step Reality: NYC premieres on Tuesday, August 11 at 9/8c. From Lincoln Square Productions, this
series follows the passionate and ambitious employees of Next Step Reality. The Manhattan-based real
estate firm specializes in helping recent college graduates find their apartments in New York City while
navigating interpersonal and professional conflicts in the workplace. Danielle Rossen serves as the
executive producer.
Young & Hungry returns with more episodes of its second season on Wednesday, August 12 at 8/7c. as
Gabi continues to cook up drama and laughs in Josh's kitchen and his life! Josh rolls out his biggest app
yet; Elliot revels in the state of his love life; and Yolanda gets even closer to Gabi and Sofia.
Kevin From Work premieres on Wednesday, August 12 at 8:30/7:30c. The single-camera comedy centers
on Kevin, a young man who declares his unrequited love for his coworker Audrey in a letter, believing
he'll never see her again after he accepts a job overseas. But when the opportunity falls through and
Kevin is forced to return to his old job, how will he and Audrey continue to work together now that his
feelings are no longer secret? The series was created by Barbie Adler. Aaron Kaplan at Kapital
Entertainment and McG at Wonderland Sound & Vision serve as executive producers. The comedy stars
Noah Reid, Paige Spara, Matt Murray, Jordan Hinson and Punam Patel, with Amy Sedaris as a guest star.
Starting moments after Leo's surprising marriage proposal, season two of Chasing Life premieres on
Monday, August 17 at 9/8c. April will try to live life to the fullest despite her recent relapse. From
wedding dress shopping to a surprise trip, and a bachelorette party ending in jail time, April is
determined to enjoy everything. The rest of the Carver family must deal with the effects of April's illness
and choices as the medical bills start to mount up. Meanwhile, questions arise about a mystery
surrounding their father's death.

Startup U premieres on Tuesday, August 18 at 8/7c. and follows a group of entrepreneurial millennials
as they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. Led by billionaire founder and
venture capitalist Tim Draper, the seven-week program teaches the fundamentals of launching a startup
company under the mentorship of America's business leaders. In the end, students pitch their ideas to a
panel of hungry venture capitalists with the hope that they'll receive a life-changing investment to
launch their business. To date, more than 150 Draper graduates have received funding totaling more
than $15 million from mogul investors and Tim Draper himself. Brimming with innovation and
determination, Startup U pulls back the curtain on what it takes to achieve success in the most
innovative and competitive marketplace in the world. Viewers join a group of savvy millennials as they
suffer through hard lessons and grab opportunities with both hands, all in the pursuit of their dreams.
Startup U is produced by Ugly Brother Studios, a Sky Vision partner. Mike Duffy, Tim Duffy and Tim
Draper serve as executive producers.
In the fourth season of Switched at Birth, premiering Monday, August 24 at 8/7c., Bay continues to deal
with the fall-out of her assault and her break-up with Emmett, and Daphne struggles to find a balance
between college and a new love. The Kennish family is rocked by news of an unexpected pregnancy

ABC Family Summer – Monica The Medium, Stitchers, Kevin From Work and More!
MAY 13, 2015 SHELDON WIEBE

ABC Family has quite the summer lined up: genre, comedies, unscripted.
The networks new scripted shows include: Monica the Medium – a Penn State junior with all the usual
life complications plus she talks with the dead; Stitchers – a young woman with a cool new job: solving
crimes by being stitched into the memories of the deceased; Kevin From Work (pictured above) – Kevin
tells a woman at work he loves her because he’s moving away to a new job; said new job falls through
and now he’s stuck in his old one.
Unscripted shows include: Job Or No Job – each week follows a young adult as they work toward finding
their first job; Startup U – follow a group of millennial entrepreneurs as they attend a semester at
Draper U learning how to achieve their dreams; Next Step Realty: NYC – the employees of Next Step
Realty help recent college grads find their first New York apartments.
Then, of course, there are returning shows: Pretty Little Liars, Melissa & Joey, Baby Daddy, The Fosters,
Becoming Us, Chasing Life, Switched at Birth and Young & Hungry.
THE SUMMER CONTINUES TO HEAT UP ON ABC FAMILY WITH THE SERIES PREMIERES OF “MONICA
THE MEDIUM,” “JOB OR NO JOB,” “NEXT STEP REALTY: NYC,” “STARTUP U” AND “KEVIN FROM
WORK”
Returning Favorites “Chasing Life,” “Switched at Birth” and “Young & Hungry” Premiere All-New
Episodes in August
These Series Join Previously Announced June Premieres for “Pretty Little Liars,” “Stitchers,” “Melissa &
Joey,” “Baby Daddy,” “The Fosters” and “Becoming Us”
Burbank, CA (May 13, 2014) – ABC Family announces the summer premiere dates for five of its new
series, including unscripted series “Monica The Medium,” “Job or No Job,” “Next Step Realty: NYC,”
“Startup U” and single-camera comedy series “Kevin From Work.” Additionally, fan favorites “Chasing
Life,” “Switched at Birth” and comedy “Young & Hungry” return with all-new episodes in August. These
series join previously announced June premieres for “Pretty Little Liars,” “Stitchers,” “Melissa & Joey,”
“Baby Daddy,” “The Fosters” and “Becoming Us.”

“Monica The Medium” premieres Monday, July 13th at 10:00 – 11:00 p.m. ET/PT and provides a
fascinating look at Monica, a junior at Penn State navigating friends, family, relationships – and the fact
that she’s a medium and can talk to dead people. Her uncommon vocation provides an endless supply of
emotional and engaging stories, with a unique millennial perspective. The show is produced by Dave
Caplan’s Trooper Entertainment in association with Lionsgate TV. Caplan will serve as executive
producer alongside Malachi McGlone.
From the producers of “Undercover Boss,” “Job or No Job” premieres Wednesday, August 5th at 9:00 –
10:00 p.m. ET/PT. The series follows one young adult per episode on his/her journey to land a first job.
Each job seeker will go on three interviews, and we will watch the intense ride to find out if he or she
lands three, two, one – or zero offers. Jane Buckingham (Founder and CEO of Trendera and bestselling
author of The Modern Girls Guide to Life) will be the career expert on ABC Family’s “Job or No Job.” The
series is produced by Studio Lambert/All3Media America. Stephen Lambert, Eli Holzman, Greg Goldman
and Sara Quick serve as executive producers.
The business-based docu-series “Next Step Realty: NYC” premieres on Tuesday, August 11th at 9:00 –
10:00pm ET/PT. From Lincoln Square Productions, this series follows the passionate and ambitious
employees of Next Step Realty. The Manhattan-based real estate firm specializes in helping recent
college graduates find their apartments in New York City while navigating interpersonal and professional
conflicts in the workplace. Danielle Rossen (“What Would You Do?”) serves as the executive producer.
“Young & Hungry” returns with more episodes on Wednesday, August 12th at 8:00-8:30pm ET/PT as
Gabi continuing to cook up drama and laughs in Josh’s kitchen and his life! Josh rolls out his biggest app
yet; Elliot revels in the state of his love life; and Yolanda gets even closer to Gabi and Sofia. “Pretty Little
Liars” star Keegan Allen guest stars in one episode as Tyler.
The half-hour workplace comedy “Kevin from Work” premieres on Wednesday, August 12th at 8:309:00pm ET/PT. The single-cam series centers on Kevin, a young man who declares his unrequited love
for his coworker Audrey in a letter, believing he’ll never see her again after he accepts a job overseas.
But when the opportunity falls through and Kevin is forced to return to his old job, how will he and
Audrey continue to work together now that his feelings are no longer secret? The series is written,
created and executive-produced by Barbie Adler (“How I Met Your Mother,”). Aaron Kaplan at Kapital
Entertainment (“Chasing Life”) and McG at Wonderland Sound & Vision (“Charlie’s Angels”) serve as
Executive Producers. The comedy stars Noah Reid (“Backpackers“) as Kevin, Paige Spara as Audrey, Matt
Murray (“Rookie Blue”) as Brian, Jordan Hinson (“Eureka”) as Roxie, Punam Patel as Patti, with guest star
Amy Sedaris (“Strangers with Candy”) as Julia.
Starting moments after Leo’s surprising marriage proposal, Season Two of “Chasing Life” premieres on
Monday, August 17th at 9:00-10:00pm ET/PT. April will try to live life to the fullest despite her recent
relapse. From wedding dress shopping to a surprise trip, and a bachelorette party ending in jail time,
April is determined to enjoy everything. The rest of the Carver family must deal with the effects of
April’s illness and choices as the medical bills start to mount up. Meanwhile, questions arise about a
mystery surrounding their father’s death.
“Startup U” premieres on Tuesday, August 18th at 8:00-9:00pm ET/PT and follows a group of
entrepreneurial millennials as they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. Led by
billionaire founder and venture capitalist Tim Draper, the seven-week program teaches the
fundamentals of launching a startup company under the mentorship of America’s business leaders. In

the end, students pitch their ideas to a panel of hungry venture capitalists with the hope that they’ll
receive a life-changing investment to launch their business. To date, more than 150 Draper graduates
have received funding totaling more than $15 million from mogul investors and Tim Draper himself.
Brimming with innovation and determination, “Startup U” pulls back the curtain on what it takes to
achieve success in the most innovative and competitive marketplace in the world. Viewers join a group
of savvy millennials as they suffer through hard lessons and grab opportunities with both hands, all in
the pursuit of their dreams. “Startup U” is produced by Ugly Brother Studios, a Sky Vision partner. Mike
Duffy, Tim Duffy and Tim Draper serve as executive producers.
In the fourth season of “Switched at Birth,” premiering on Monday, August 24th at 8:00-9:00pm ET/PT,
Bay continues to deal with the fall-out of her assault and her break-up with Emmett, and Daphne
struggles to find a balance between college and a new love. The Kennish family is rocked by news of an
unexpected pregnancy.
SUMMARY:
Monday, July 13th, 10:00 – 11:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Monica The Medium”
Wednesday, August 5th, 9:00 – 10:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Job or No Job”
Tuesday, August 11th, 9:00 – 10:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Next Step Realty: NYC”
Wednesday, August 12th, 8:00 – 8:30 p.m. ET/PT – Season premiere of “Young & Hungry”
Wednesday, August 12th, 8:30 – 9:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Kevin From Work”
Monday, August 17th, 9:00 – 10:00 p.m. ET/PT – Season premiere of “Chasing Life”
Tuesday, August 18th, 8:00 – 9:00 p.m. ET/PT – Series premiere of “Startup U”
Monday, August 24th, 8:00 – 9:00 p.m. ET/PT – Season premiere of “Switched at Birth”
These summer series join ABC Family’s previously announced summer schedule, which includes:
“Pretty Little Liars” premiering on Tuesday, June 2nd at 8:00 – 9:00 PM ET/PT.
“Stitchers” premiering on Tuesday, June 2nd at 9:00 – 10:00 PM ET/PT.
“Melissa & Joey” premiering on Wednesday, June 3rd at 8:00 – 8:30 PM ET/PT.
“Baby Daddy” premiering on Wednesday, June 3rd at 8:30 – 9:00 PM ET/PT.
“The Fosters” premiering on Monday, June 8th at 8:00 – 9:00 PM ET/PT.
“Becoming Us” premiering on Monday, June 8th at 9:00 – 10:00 PM ET/PT.
Part of the Disney/ABC Television Group, ABC Family is distributed in 94 million homes. ABC Family
entertains and connects to audiences with bold, relatable programming that celebrates the epic
adventure of becoming an adult, from first kiss to first kid. ABC Family’s programming is a combination
of network-defining original series and original movies, quality acquired series and blockbuster
theatricals. “WATCH ABC Family” is an authenticated service which allows viewers with participating TV
subscription services access to 24/7 live viewing of the network, as well as continued on-demand access
to such popular series at home and on-the-go via a wide array of devices. ABC Family is also the
destination for annual holiday events with “13 Nights of Halloween” and “25 Days of Christmas.”
Kevin From Work photo courtesy of ABC Family

ABC Family Sets Premiere Dates for Five New Summer Series

COURTESY OF ABC FAMILY
MAY 13, 2015 | 11:01AM PT
Rick Kissell
Senior Editor@ratesrick
ABC Family on Wednesday announced summer premiere dates for five new series — four of them
unscripted and the other a single-camera comedy — that will join the net’s core lineup that includes
“Pretty Little Liars,” “The Fosters” and “Baby Daddy.”
“Monica the Medium” kicks off ABC Family’s second wave of summer launches Monday, July 13 with its
premiere at 10. The show provides an inside look at Monica, a junior at Penn State navigating friends,
family, relationships — and the fact that she’s a medium and can talk to dead people. The show is
produced by Dave Caplan’s Trooper Entertainment in association with Lionsgate TV. Caplan will serve as
executive producer alongside Malachi McGlone.
“Job or No Job,” from the producers of “Undercover Boss,” bows Wednesday, Aug. 5 at 9. The series
follows one young adult per episode on his/her journey to land a first job. Each job seeker will go on
three interviews, and we will watch the intense ride to find out if he or she lands three, two, one – or
zero offers. Jane Buckingham (bestselling author of “The Modern Girls Guide”) will be the career
expert. The series is produced by Studio Lambert/All3Media America. Stephen Lambert, Eli Holzman,
Greg Goldman and Sara Quick serve as executive producers.
The business based docu-series “Next Step Realty: NYC” premieres Tuesday, Aug. 11 at 9. From Lincoln
Square Productions, this series follows the passionate and ambitious employees of Next Step Realty. The

Manhattan-based real estate firm specializes in helping recent college graduates find their apartments
in New York City while navigating interpersonal and professional conflicts in the workplace. Danielle
Rossen (“What Would You Do?”) serves as the executive producer.
The half-hour workplace comedy “Kevin from Work” (pictured) premieres Wednesday, Aug. 12 at
8:30. The series centers on Kevin, a young man who declares his unrequited love for his co-worker
Audrey in a letter, believing he’ll never see her again after he accepts a job overseas. But when the
opportunity falls through and Kevin is forced to return to his old job, how will he and Audrey continue to
work together now that his feelings are no longer secret? The series is written, created and executiveproduced by Barbie Adler (“How I Met Your Mother”). Aaron Kaplan at Kapital Entertainment (“Chasing
Life”) and McG at Wonderland Sound & Vision (“Charlie’s Angels”) serve as executive producers. The
comedy stars Noah Reid (“Backpackers“) as Kevin, Paige Spara as Audrey, Matt Murray (“Rookie Blue”)
as Brian, Jordan Hinson (“Eureka”) as Roxie, Punam Patel as Patti, with guest star Amy Sedaris
(“Strangers with Candy”) as Julia.
And “Startup U” premieres Tuesday, Aug. 18 at 8, following a group of entrepreneurial millennials as
they embark on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. Led by billionaire founder and venture
capitalist Tim Draper, the seven-week program teaches the fundamentals of launching a startup
company under the mentorship of America’s business leaders. In the end, students pitch their ideas to a
panel of venture capitalists with the hope that they’ll receive an investment to launch their business. To
date, more than 150 Draper graduates have received funding totaling more than $15 million from mogul
investors and Draper himself. “Startup U” is produced by Ugly Brother Studios, a Sky Vision
partner. Mike Duffy, Tim Duffy and Tim Draper serve as executive producers.
ABC Family also announced premiere dates for new episodes of returning series “Chasing Life” (Aug. 17),
“Switched at Birth” (Aug. 24) and “Young and Hungry” (Aug. 12) episodes in August.
As previously announced, “Pretty Little Liars” and newcomer “Stitchers” will air back to back on
Tuesdays starting June 2, followed the next night by the premieres of returning comedies “Melissa &
Joey” and “Baby Daddy.” And then on Monday, June 8, “The Fosters” returns, followed at 9 p.m. by the
debut of “Becoming Us.”
ABC FAMILY’S FULL SUMMER PREMIERE SCHEDULE
Tuesday, June 2 — Season premiere of “Pretty Little Liars,” 8 p.m.
Series premiere of “Stitchers,” 9 p.m.
Wednesday, June 3 — Season premiere of “Melissa & Joey,” 8 p.m.
Season premiere of “Baby Daddy,” 8:30 p.m.
Monday, June 8 — Season premiere of “The Fosters,” 8 p.m.
Series premiere of “Becoming Us,” 9 p.m.
Monday, July 13 — Series premiere of “Monica The Medium,” 10 p.m.
Wednesday, August 5 — Series premiere of “Job or No Job,” 9 p.m.
Tuesday, August 11 — Series premiere of “Next Step Realty: NYC,” 10 p.m.
Wednesday, August 12 — Season premiere of “Young & Hungry,” 8 p.m.
Series premiere of “Kevin From Work,” 8:30 p.m.
Monday, August 17 — Season premiere of “Chasing Life,” 10 p.m.
Tuesday, August 18 — Series premiere of “Startup U,” 8 p.m.
Monday, August 24 — Season premiere of “Switched at Birth,” 8 p.m.

ABC Family Sets Summer Premiere Dates for Chasing Life, Young & Hungry, Switched at Birth, and
More
By Kaitlin Thomas

ABC Family has announced several more premiere dates for its summer series. Joining Pretty Little
Liars, The Fosters, and Melissa & Joey in summer school are Young & Hungry, Chasing
Life, and Switched at Birth, as well as the new unscripted series Monica the Medium, Job or No Job, and
more. So grab your day planner and pencil in the following times for premium DVR-ing.
New episodes of Young & Hungry will premiere Wednesday, August 12th at 8pm. When the series
returns, Gabi will still be cooking up drama while Josh will roll out his biggest app yet. Following Young &
Hungry at 8:30pm is the new half-hour single-camera comedy Kevin from Work, which stars Noah Reid
(Backpackers) as Kevin (from work), who writes a letter to a coworker declaring his unrequited love. He
assumes he will never see her again after he accepts a job overseas, but SPOILER ALERT, Kevin sees her
again when the job opportunity falls through! Paiga Spara, Matty Murray, Jordan Hinson, and Punam
Patel also star.
The second season of Chasing Life will debut Monday, August 17th at 9pm and pick up moments
after Leo’s surprise marriage proposal. In Season 2, April will attempt to stay positive in the wake of her
relapse by focusing on wedding-dress shopping and bachelorette partying. Meanwhile, the rest of the
Carver family will deal with the effects of April’s illness and her choices as the medical bills start building
up.
Season 4 of Switched at Birth premieres Monday, August 24 at 8pm. Bay will continue to deal with the
fall-out of her assault and her break-up with Emmett, while Daphne will struggle to balance college and
a love life. Meanwhile, the Kennish family will be rocked by the news of an unexpected pregnancy.

In unscripted fare, Monica the Medium is a new series debuting Monday, July 13th at 10pm. The
unscripted series follows Monica... who is a medium. (ABC Family is not very creative with their titles
lately, are they?). A junior at Penn State, the series chronicles her adventures as she navigates friends,
family, relationships, and the fact she can communicate with the dead. You know, normal college stuff.
From the producers of Undercover Boss, Job or No Job premieres Wednesday August 5th at 9pm
and follows one young job seeker per episode as they attempt to land their first job. Each will go on
three interviews and see how many offers they get. Soooo it's kind of like House Hunters if the houses
picked the buyers?
Next Step Realty: NYC is a docu-series premiering Tuesday, August 11th at 9pm. The series follows
the employees of Next Step Realty—which my powers of deduction tell me is located in New York—as
they help recent college graduates find apartments in the city.
And finally, the reality series Startup U premieres Tuesday, August 18th at 8pm and follows a group
of overachievers entrepreneurial millennials who haven't yet been beaten down by life as they embark
on a semester at Draper University in Silicon Valley. Led by billionaire founder and venture capitalist Tim
Draper (no relation to Don), the seven-week program teaches the fundamentals of launching a startup
company. At the end of the program, students will pitch their ideas to a panel of venture capitalists and
if there is a God, it will resemble something like Silicon Valley.
Here's all of that in an easy to read form:
MONDAY, JULY 13th
10pm – Monica the Medium (Series premiere)
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 5th
9pm – Job or No Job (Series premiere)
TUESDAY, AUGUST 11
9pm – Next Step Realty: NYC (Series premiere)
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12
8pm – Young & Hungry (Season premiere)
8:30pm – Kevin From Work (Series premiere)
MONDAY, AUGUST 17
9pm – Chasing Life (Season premiere)
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18
8pm – Startup U (Series premiere)
MONDAY, AUGUST 24
8pm – Switched at Birth (Season premiere)

Journal Gazette
May 29, 2015

Getting to know SUMMER TV
Journal Gazette
You’ve already started seeing commercials for new series and probably have picked out a few that you
can’t wait to see this spring and summer. Most broadcast series have wrapped up for the 2014-15
season, so it’s time to look ahead to the summer TV season.
Here is some trivia to help you prepare for the new offerings. The answers are listed with the questions,
so no cheating!
It might be hard to tell which is stranger: fact or fiction. Which of the following new series is a reality
show?
A. “Significant Mother” – A man is dating his best friend’s mother.
B. “Odd Mom Out” – A mother struggles to navigate life on New York’s Upper East Side.
C. “Monica the Medium” – A college student allegedly talks to the dead when she isn’t studying.
D. “Proof” – A doctor investigates paranormal claims.
Answer: C. The series is part of a summer slate of unscripted programming on ABC Family.

The upcoming episodes of “Melissa & Joey” are significant for what reason?
A. The series will attempt to explain why it is called “Melissa & Joey” even though the lead characters
are named Melanie and Joe.
B. They are the final episodes of the series, which has been canceled.
C. The show is switching from a half-hour comedy to a hour-long drama.
D. The episodes will all be presented live.
Answer: B. The series completed production in February.
Which science fiction/fantasy series is airing its previously announced final season?
A. “Under the Dome”
B. “Killjoys”
C. “Beauty and the Beast”
D. “Falling Skies”
Answer: D. The Noah Wyle series will end after Season 5.
The third “Sharknado” film debuts July 22 on Syfy. The second film was oh-so-cleverly subtitled “The
Second One.” What is the subtitle of the third film?
A. “The Third One”
B. “Fins of Fury”
C. “This Bites!”
D. “Oh Hell No!”
Answer: D. Ian Ziering and Tara Reid will be joined in this installment by David Hasselhoff and Bo Derek.
Syfy is making the premiere part of a Sharknado Week, which includes the debut of six other original
movies including “Lavalantula,” which finds lava-breathing tarantulas attacking Los Angeles.
The new ABC drama about a group of 1960s women supporting their husbands during the space race
is titled what?
A. “Home Soil”
B. “Martinis & Martians”
C. “The Astronaut Wives Club”
D. “Rocket Women”
Answer: C. Stars of the series include Yvonne Strahovski (“Chuck”) and Odette Annable (“Banshee”).
Which classic comedy will be available to stream in its entirety on Hulu beginning June 24?
A. “Seinfeld”
B. “M*A*S*H”
C. “Friends”
D. “Leave It to Beaver”
Answer: A. The “series about nothing” aired on NBC from 1989 to 1998.

Tuned in: Summer TV lineup is full on cable
May 29, 2015 12:00 AM
By Rob Owen / Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
Not every cable TV series has been scheduled, including FX’s returning comedy “You’re the Worst,” and
there’s not enough space to include one-off TV movies like “Sharknado 3: Oh Hell No!” (9 p.m. July 22).
But here’s a pretty comprehensive list of what viewers can expect from cable networks over the next
three months:
“Monica the Medium” (10 p.m. July 13, ABC Family): A reality show about a Penn State student who
can communicate with the dead.
“Job or No Job” (9 p.m. Aug. 5, ABC Family): Each episode will follow one young person trying to land
his or her first job.

New Upcoming Series

One of our very own mediums from the Best Psychic Directory, Monica Ten-Kate, has gotten her own
show on the ABC Family Channel! I'm very excited for her and hope you'll mark your calendars and
check out her show!
"Monica The Medium" provides a fascinating look at Monica, a junior at Penn State navigating friends,
family, relationships - and the fact that she's a medium and can communicate with Spirit. Her
uncommon vocation provides an endless supply of emotional and engaging stories, with a unique
millennial perspective. The show is produced by Dave Caplan's Trooper Entertainment in association
with Lionsgate TV. Caplan will serve as executive producer alongside Malachi McGlone. "Monica The
Medium" premieres on Monday, August 17th at 9:00PM - 10:00PM ET/PT on ABC Family.
To keep up with Monica and her upcoming show please "like" and "follow" the following social media
pages:
https://www.facebook.com/monicathemediumseries
http://www.twitter.com/MonicaMediumTV
http://www.instagram.com/MonicatheMediumSeries

Arlington Patch
Arlington Resident to Debut in ABC Family TV Program
Penn State college student is star of a new reality show that debuts in August on ABC Family.
By Mary Ann Barton
July 9, 2015

Local resident Monica Ten-Kate will soon be starring in her own reality TV series, “Monica the Medium,”
on ABC Family. The Penn State junior give readings as a psychic medium. [sic]
The show, “Monica the Medium,” will premiere next month, Aug. 25 at 8 p.m. on ABC Family. Here’s a
description of the show from ABC Family:
It’s not easy being a 21-year-old –adjusting to college, being away from home, abusing or embracing
your newfound freedom, dealing with immature boys and catty roommates. But Monica, the Penn State
college psychic medium, isn’t your average 21-year-old, so for her, young adulthood comes with a whole
different set of trials and tribulations on top of all the ones you would expect. How do you balance
studying, dating, and pleasing a big, strict family, when you also talk to the dead? Monica the Medium,”
is an uplifting docuseries that follows Monica and her family as she learns to balance her otherworldly
abilities, while trying to live the life of a regular college student, daughter, sister and friend.
You can keep up with Ten-Kate on her Facebook page or by following her on Twitter
@MonicatheMedium.
The show is produced by Dave Caplan’s Trooper Entertainment in association with Lionsgate TV. Caplan
will serve as executive producer alongside Malachi McGlone.

ABC Family's new reality show is about a college-aged medium. Yup, we'll watch that.
Rachel Paige / July 21, 2015 2:07 pm
Your TV schedule is already probably pretty full right now, but can you squeeze in one more? ABC Family
is launching a brand new, unscripted television program about a girl named Monica. She’s just your
regular college junior, except for the fact that she’s a medium and can talk to the dead. Monica, you’ve
got our attention.
In the just released trailer for the new series, Monica the Medium, Monica explains that she’s a regular
girl, trying to find a guy who doesn’t “drive her insane.” And as we immediately learn, that proves
difficult as one guy backs out of a date, because he learned she’s a medium. Monica, you can come hang
out with us anytime, seeing as how we’ve already penciled your TV show into our viewing schedule.
As Monica writes on her Facebook page, she uses the “gift of communicating with those who have
crossed over to the Other Side” and we see that in the trailer, too. She’s able to relay messages from
those who have passed on to loved ones still here, so prepare for there to be lots of emotions in Monica
the Medium. But unlike other medium shows (and there are a few), our girl Monica is hosting medium
sessions in between learning to play flip cup and taking college classes.
In fact, after a little deep-diving, we found out she’s a 21-year-old Penn State junior, who says
she’s always been intuitive ever since she was a kid. When news got out that she was moonlighting as a
medium while working toward her degree, she was approached by THREE different production
companies in one week. Obviously, we’re not the only ones who think this show’s concept is pretty
fascinating.
Check out the newly released quick trailer below, and clear your schedule for August 25 at 8 p.m. That’s
when we finally get to meet Monica ourselves.

$4324
JULY 20, 2015 4:39pm PT by Ryan Gajewski
Watch the Trailer for ABC Family's 'Monica the Medium' (Exclusive Video)
The unscripted series focuses on a college junior who just wants to meet a good guy. Oh, and she can
talk to dead people.
ABC Family is offering the first look at its unscripted series Monica the Medium.
The project, from Dave Caplan's Trooper Entertainment and Lionsgate Television, centers on a Penn
State junior who can contact the deceased and also is trying to maintain her social life with those above
ground. Caplan and Malachi McGlone are executive producing.
"I'm Monica — I'm just your typical college girl trying to meet a guy that doesn't drive me insane,"
Monica says in voiceover in the trailer, exclusive to The Hollywood Reporter.
One scene shows her finding time to play drinking games with her friends. "I spend most of my time
with dead people," she says. "Dead people don't play flip cup."
The series is part of ABC Family's unscripted push this summer in an effort to grow its audience. Also
launching are Next Step Realty: NYC, Job or No Job and Startup U.
Monica the Medium premieres Aug. 25 at 8 p.m. on ABC Family. The trailer can be seen above.
Email: Ryan.Gajewski@THR.com
Twitter: @_RyanGajewski

July 29, 2015 11:30am PT by Kate Stanhope
E! Orders Celebrity Medium Docuseries From 'Wahlburgers' Producers

Courtesy of E! Entertainment
The network has ordered eight episodes of the project, starring clairvoyant Tyler Henry.
E! is looking to the cards for its latest series order.
The cable network has ordered Hollywood Teen Medium (working title) from 44 Blue Productions
(Wahlburgers),The Hollywood Reporter has learned.
The series centers on Tyler Henry, a 19-year-old clairvoyant who has become a go-to medium for
celebrities living in Los Angeles. Through readings, intuition and a wide variety of feelings he gets, Henry
is able to give logical and comforting information, and subsequently hope and closure, to his star clients.
Since moving from a small town to Hollywood, he must juggle his unique abilities and his career with
trying to be a regular teen.
Michael Corbett, Stephanie Noonan Drachkovitch, Larry Stern, Cameron Kadison and Sarah Skibitzke
will exec produce the series. 44 Blue Productions and Corbett-Stern Productions will produce in
association with Mortar Media.
The first season will run for eight hour-long episodes.
"This series adds a new layer of mystery and intrigue to the glitz and glamour of Hollywood that our
audience is so passionate about," said Jeff Olde, E!'s exec vp original programming and development.
"Tyler’s innocent charm puts celebrities instantly at ease, and viewers will see him deliver messages of
hope, closure and forgiveness to some of today’s biggest stars as they open up about their lives."
Mediums are a hot trend in the reality TV sphere. In addition to TLC's long-running hit Long Island
Medium, ABC Family will debut a new docuseries about a college-aged clairvoyant, titled Monica the
Medium, on Aug. 25.

August/September 2015

by Michael Martin Garrett on June 06, 2015 7:30 AM
Monica the Medium on

'Connecting With Spirit,' Her Reality Show, and Her Catholic Upbringing

Click photo for gallery
Penn State student Monica Ten-Kate has two things very few people ever get.
One is her own reality show, Monica the Medium, premiering on ABC Family on July 13 at 10:00 p.m.
The other is even more rare. Ten-Kate says she has the gift of extrasensory perception, which allows her
to connect with those who have left the physical world.
She doesn’t light candles. She doesn’t say mystic chants. She doesn’t see the future or read tarot cards.
But Ten-Kate says that, ever since she was a young girl, she could hear voices and see images that she
couldn’t explain.
But growing up in a Catholic family and attending Catholic school made her wary to explore this gift, so
she suppressed and feared the otherworldly premonitions.
“But when I went to a public high school, I started to have a lot of interesting experiences; I started
feeling, and sensing and hearing things around me. I thought I was crazy,” Ten-Kate says. “People would
tell me stories from their childhood, or about loved ones that had passed, and I would hear the ending
of the story before they said it.”

These unexplainable experiences began to pile up on top of each other: Ten-Kate says she heard her
loved ones calling her name when she got into a car accident; she says she knew the exact moment her
grandfather passed away before anyone told her; she successfully connected with the dead father of a
thoroughly skeptical co-worker, astonishing him with details there was no way she could know.
But Ten-Kate says what astonished her was the way her new reality show on ABC Family "just fell into
my lap unexpectedly, without me applying or anything."
Several producers reached out to her in the same week over a year ago, prompting a flurry of Skype
interviews before flying out to LA. After signing a contract with the Lionsgate production company,
cameramen followed Ten-Kate arrowed State College earlier this year to produce a pilot episode "which went amazingly well," she says.
Ten-Kate, despite her gifts, can't see the future, so she doesn't know if she'll get a second season -- but
don't be too surprised if you see a production company following her down College Avenue one of these
days.
When Ten-Kate makes a connection “with spirit,” she says it’s not like having an ordinary conversation.
A ghost doesn’t appear before her, sit down in the chair opposite, and tell Ten-Kate what message to
relay to their family.
Instead, she says she experiences a series of almost dreamlike sensations. If, for example, she connects
with someone who died of lung cancer she’ll feel a burning in her own lungs. If they died of a heart
attack, she’ll feel her own chest constrict. She’ll see disconnected images from the person’s life that
relate to the message Ten-Kate is supposed to relay.
Ten-Kate admits that her own family members, loving and supporting as they are, sometimes find it a
challenge to reconcile their Catholic faith with their daughter’s gift. She says her mother has even
wondered if her visions may come from an evil source.
“So I prayed to God, saying ‘if this isn’t from you, then take it away from me. I know you can trump any
devil,’” Ten-Kate says – but the visions kept coming. “… I’m more spiritual now, and I believe in God
more now, than ever before in my entire life.”
So Ten-Kate decided to try to use her gifts to bring comfort to those in need, quitting a job at Lockheed
Martin to give her more time to do physic readings. As she helped more people come to peace with
losses in their lives, word of her prowess spread and spread – reaching the ears of some high-powered
television producers.
One successful pilot later, Monica the Medium is ready to proudly display her gift to a wider audience
than ever before. When her reality show begins airing on ABC Family, she knows she’ll be exposing
herself to a greater number of skeptics and haters, but she also knows she’ll be able to touch a greater
number of lives.
“If I can bring a little comfort to even one more person, or help them peel away a layer of grief, then I’ll
know I did my job,” Ten-Kate says.

Penn State student lands series about life of a medium
By Frank Ready
June 14, 2015

Penn State student Monica Ten-Kate stars in the ABC Family show “Monica the Medium.”
BEHEEN DABESTANI — Photo provided
Having your own television show can make doing the simple things hard.
It was Monica Ten-Kate’s first day of production on a new reality series that she was starring in for ABC
Family, a 10-episode order that will chronicle her life with family and friends and as a college student at
Penn State contending with a very specific set of … extracurricular activities.
Ten-Kate was already anxious. The prospect of exposing her life to a camera — and subsequently
anybody out there with an armchair and a television remote — was daunting.
She found herself faced with the contradictory task of having to “act” natural, and having had no formal
theatrical training, Ten-Kate couldn’t even rely on the method approach.
Fortunately the first scene she was shooting promised to be fairly low-key.
Ten-Kate was getting her nails done at a salon in State College, a perfectly run-of-the-mill errand that
just happened to be captured simultaneously by several different camera operators. And, boy, were
they were about to get their money’s worth.

In fact, now seems as good a time as any to revisit Ten-Kate’s extracurricular activities.
After her freshman year at Penn State, Ten-Kate began moonlighting as a medium.
Yes, that kind of medium.
Ten-Kate is called upon by people looking to make contact with or retrieve messages from the deceased.
Usually her clientele schedule appointments, but every once in a while … Well, suffice it to say that
every business has its fair share of walk-ins.
Back in the salon, the timing was less than ideal. Ten-Kate said that she was still in the middle of getting
her nails done when she began channeling a message for the technician.
The feat was complicated by the 20 or so crew members in the room, some of who apparently also had
incoming calls from the great beyond on hold and had to be asked to take a couple of steps back.
Welcome to show business.
The mundane and the otherworldly will be deeply entwined on “Monica the Medium,” which will
premiere on ABC Family at 9 p.m. on Aug. 17.
Each episode will follow Ten-Kate as she attempts to navigate life as a college student with an unusual
after school job. Penn State wouldn’t grant the production permission to film on campus, but that
doesn’t mean that textbooks won’t make plenty of cameos.
“I’ll have readings and then I’ll have to pull an all-nighter at the library to pass my classes,” Ten-Kate
said.
One of her ambitions for the series is to show people that despite her colorful occupation she’s just a
regular 21-year-old… Who happens to channel the deceased…And stars in a television show.
That last part wasn’t always a given. Ten-Kate said that she wasn’t looking to take her gig on the air, but
when she was approached by three production companies over the course of a week, it seemed like a
sign.
“As a producer, I’m always looking for shows that I know will have a positive impact on people’s lives,
and with Monica I was convinced we could make a compelling show that would leave people feeling
better about life on a weekly basis,” said Malachi McGlone, who is the executive producer of the show.
After taking 13 different meetings in Los Angeles, Ten-Kate chose to work with Lionsgate TV.
“It just landed in my lap, basically,” Ten-Kate said.
Still, she had her doubts.
Skeptics are an occupational hazard and something that Ten-Kate has dealt with before — but with the
television show she would be opening herself up to attacks on a national scale.

“With all that good is still going to come all the bad and the haters,” Ten-Kate said.
She described herself as having been an extremely intuitive and empathetic teenager, traits that steadily
transitioned into the full-fledged medium work she does now.
Ten-Kate hopes that “Monica the Medium” can help other young people who have had life experiences
similar to her own.
“I think that there’s a lot that the show can do to change the perception of this,” she said.
Her own perception has shifted significantly over the course of the show’s three months of production.
Ten-Kate said that she no longer notices the cameras and has become extremely comfortable around
the crew.
The first season of the series will wrap at the end of June and Ten-Kate said that she is eagerly awaiting
the premiere.
“I’m definitely ready for that next phase. That’s when it starts to get really exciting and fun,” she said.

August 10, 2015 03:58 PM EDT
College Student ‘Monica the Medium’ Balancers Her Life with the Dead
Monica Ten-Kate aka “Monica the Medium” explains how her abilities work and how she balances her
life and college studies with being a medium. “Monica the Medium” premieres 8/25 at 8pm on ABC
Family.
http://www.accesshollywood.com/college-student-monica-the-medium-balances-her-life-with-thedead_video_2911237?utm_campaign=nowwwredirect

August 13, 2015
The Next Reality-TV Shows You'll Be Shamelessly Addicted To
By Lynsey Eidell

Monica the Medium

Premieres August 25 at 8 P.M.

August 18, 2015 03:40 AM EDT
'Monica The Medium' Gives Kit Hoover A Reading
Video: http://www.accesshollywood.com/monica-the-medium-gives-kit-hoover-areading_video_2924537
Watch as “Monica the Medium” (Monica Ten-Kate) channels energy from the family of Access
Hollywood’s own Kit Hoover. The “Monica the Medium” series premieres Tuesday, August 25 at 8/7 on
ABC Family.

August 12, 2015
Monica the Medium: Penn State Senior to Star in New ABC Family Show
By Meghan Reinhardt

For many, communicating with those who have passed on isn’t common. For Monica Ten-Kate, a rising
senior in Penn State’s College of Communications, it’s a gift.
Starting on August 25 at 8 p.m. on ABC Family, the nation will get to see Ten-Kate use her gift in her new
show, “Monica the Medium.”
For those who don’t know, a medium is someone who can connect to those who’ve crossed over. It
wasn’t until high school that Ten-Kate realized she had this ability.
“I would be around certain friends at school and just become emotional,” she says. “I would hear the
story [they were telling] in my head before they told me.”
When Ten-Kate realized she had this gift, she didn’t go bouncing around spreading the news. In fact, she
suppressed her gift for a while in fear of seeming crazy or scaring others. Eventually, when she did reveal
herself, she realized what her gift could do for others. She saw the healing and peace that it brought
people and came to the conclusion that she needed to use this gift to help others.
Ten-Kate has since done countless readings, but doesn’t try to remember every single one. She says she
tries to close off her gift and decompress afterwards. She knows that those conversations are

personal—not to mention she’d be carrying around thousands upon thousands of conversations in her
head if she didn’t.
“There are definitely ones that I’ve never forgotten,” says Ten-Kate. She further explains that these
unforgettable conversations were typically with those who passed on around her age, 20 or 21.
“It’s really moving because I can relate to them in such a huge way. It teaches me lessons and reminds
me that life is short, and you don’t want to be on the wrong path.”
A lot of you might be thinking: Wow! She can probably talk to her dead relatives! But unfortunately, she
is unable to communicate with those whom she was closest with in her life that have passed on.
“That’d be nice if I had a back and forth with my grandma,” says Ten-Kate. She explains that it would be
hard to validate a connection with a relative. Ten-Kate says if she ever thought she had a family member
of hers trying to contact her, she would wonder, “Is that something my grandfather told me when I was
younger?”
Luckily, her relatives do sometimes come through to Monica in her dreams, so she feels fortunate to
have some connections with them.
Now, typically people think of mediums as having a crystal ball or predicting the future. Monica’s aim is
to shut down those misconceptions on her upcoming show.
“I wear jeans and a t-shirt.” says Ten-Kate. “People sometimes expect me to be the Pope or Mother
Teresa. I’m not perfect. You can be just like everybody else.”
What else can you expect to see from the show?
“For this show it’s just different. It’s an hour long show that features and covers just as much as me
being a regular college girl as much as being a medium. Just as much as me being Monica as me being
Monica the Medium,” says Ten-Kate. Some of the show will even take place in a location near and dear
to all of our hearts: State College.
Unfortunately with her crazy schedule between the show and finishing school, she’s booked
for readings. “Run into me around town [if you want a reading],” Ten-Kate jokes.
In all seriousness, Ten-Kate does believe that if you’re meant to get a message from a spirit, the spirit
will bring her to you. She has done spontaneous readings on the street before. When asked if anyone
has ever disliked or not wanted the reading, Ten-Kate said no.
“The spirit isn’t going to bring me up to someone who doesn’t want this experience,” says Ten-Kate.
For more information, you’ll just have to watch her show. It is sure to be enlightening and entertaining.
Be sure to tune into “Monica the Medium” on ABC Family at 8 p.m. ET/PT on Tuesday, August 25. We
can’t wait to watch!

Intuitive Souls Blog
August 24, 2015
Have You Heard the News About Monica the Medium?
By Jessica
Have you heard of Monica the Medium? If you’re not familiar with her, you will be very soon.

Monica Ten-Kate is a young medium who has become super popular over at Penn State. Yep… she’s a
college student!
And on August 25 at 8pm, the rest of the world is going to get to know her when her series Monica
the Medium premieres on ABC Family.

I’m super excited about Monica the Medium’s TV series for two
reasons…
o

First, in the last year I’ve had an increasing number of high-school girls reach out to me via email
because they KNOW they are intuitively gifted, but feel that no one in their family understands
them. So I’m THRILLED that Monica will be a role model to young people and show them
that connecting with the other side is wonderful and nothing to be afraid or ashamed of.

o

Second, I had the pleasure of interviewing Monica for Psychic Readings Guide last year. She was
such a sweetheart and I just knew that big things were in store for her! You can read the full
interview here.

You can check out a trailer for Monica’s new show over at the Hollywood Reporter.

August 18, 2015
Find out More about ABC Family’s “Monica The Medium” Watch our Interview and Preview Review of
this new Unscripted Series with a Spirit Medium #MonicatheMedium #Video #Photos
By Not A Gossip Girl

#MonicatheMedium premieres on Monday, August 24th at 8 PM on ABC Family
Mingle Media TV and our Red Carpet Report team with host, Ine Back Iversen, were invited to visit the
set of “Monica The Medium” to chat with Monica, a college student at Penn State and spirit medium in
advance of the summer premiere of her new show on Tuesday, August 25th at 8 PM on ABC Family.

On Set Interview with ABC Family’s “Monica The Medium” #MonicatheMedium #ABCFamily
Our Review of Monica the Medium
We’ve screened two episodes of this new unscripted show and found it to be addictive, fun and
authentic. It’s not a ghost chasing show, Monica goes through her day and meets people (strangers) and
gets messages from spirits that want to connect to them. It’s interesting to see Monica’s roommates
and her family react to her gift as a spirit medium. Although it’s not for everyone, and many people
don’t believe, Monica takes her mediumship seriously and is respectful with her communication to the
people she meets.





On Set Interview with ABC Family’s “Monica The Medium” #MonicatheMedium #ABCFamily
Find out more about Monica the Medium
Watch our Interview with Monica
Video: http://youtu.be/rd741S1MfMc
Get the Story from the Red Carpet Report Team, follow us on Twitter and Facebook at:
http://twitter.com/TheRedCarpetTV
https://www.facebook.com/RedCarpetReportTV
http://www.youtube.com/MingleMediaTVNetwork
About ABC Family’s “Monica The Medium”
“Monica The Medium” provides a fascinating look at Monica, a junior at Penn State navigating friends,
family, relationships – and the fact that she’s a medium and can talk to dead people. Her uncommon
vocation provides an endless supply of emotional and engaging stories, with a unique millennial
perspective.
Don’t Miss “Monica The Medium” premiering on Tuesday, August 25th at 8 PM on ABC Family
Sneak a Peek! Watch these clips from “Monica The Medium”
Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=WvItnR8sg1A&list=PLt1alZH4ufeqAFfH
qDcG0nn-R6BbgPSM8
More info visit the Official ABC Family “Monica The Medium” website
http://abcfamily.go.com/shows/monica-the-medium

August 18, 2015 | JENeRATION Radio
Monica The Medium...Straight Outta.....
Monica The Medium from the new show on ABC Family joins us in studio for the craziest, unbelievable
episode ever!!! She talks about her new show, and when she realized she can talk to dead people. Then
some crazy stuff happens, some relatives pop up, and gets super emotional. Can't miss this episode.
Allan Maldanado from the hit movie Straight Outta Compton stops by to chat about this amazing movie
about the start of some hip hop legends. Tune in!! This show is broadcast live on K4HD - Hollywood Talk
Radio (www.k4hd.com ) part of Talk 4 Radio (http://www.talk4radio.com/) on the Talk 4 Media Network
(http://www.talk4media.com/).
Podcast: http://www.iheart.com/show/209-JENeRATION-RADIO/?episode_id=27316645

\
August 12, 2015
RossMathews - Ep 49 - Monica the Medium, Mark's Dirty Dancing & a Surprise Guest
We've got a medium in the house, Monica the Medium! Also: Nikki B is back and better than ever,
Mark's amazing hand-break story, a heavily sedated 'Are You Smarter Than Mark', a visit from a very,
very special guest with funky Snack Attack potato chips, confronting secrets in the workplace, Baywatch
rebooted and Stevie-O vs. Sea World.
To listen to episode: http://podcastone.com/pg/jsp/program/episode.jsp?programID=709&pid=529937

Posted on Aug 20, 2015 @ 6:38AM
Monica Ten-Kate Juggles Dating, Friends And Talking To The Dead On ABC Family’s New Reality Show
‘Monica The Medium’
By Radar Staff

Although Monica Ten-Kate seems like your typical 21-year-old college junior, there is one thing that
makes her different from her peers: she’s a medium!
On ABC Family’s new reality show Monica The Medium, Ten-Kate navigates studying, dating, spending
time with family and friends, and talking to the dead.
But being able to chat with spirits isn’t all it’s cracked up to be, as her gift isn’t helping her dating life!
From guys avoiding her to one man even canceling on a date once he finds out she’s a medium, having a
dead relative crash a date isn’t very romantic to potential boyfriends!
Ten-Kate also struggles with her mother’s skepticism because of her religious beliefs. But luckily for TenKate, her family and friends are always there to support her no matter what!
To find out how Ten-Kate handles it all, check out the series premiere of Monica The Medium Tuesday,
August 25 at 8pm ET/PT on ABC Family.

http://okmagazine.com/get-scoop/monica-ten-kate-juggles-dating-friends-talking-to-the-dead-monica-themedium/

(Also appeared in Radar Online and StarMagazine.com)
Thu, Aug 20, 2015 | 8:18 AM
Monica Ten-Kate Juggles Dating, Friends And Talking To The Dead On ABC Family’s New Reality
Show Monica The Medium

By Teresa Roca

Although Monica Ten-Kate seems like your typical 21-year-old college junior, there is one thing that
makes her different from her peers: she’s a medium!
On ABC Family’s new reality show Monica The Medium, Ten-Kate navigates studying, dating, spending
time with family and friends, and talking to the dead.
But being able to chat with spirits isn’t all it’s cracked up to be, as her gift isn’t helping her dating life!
From guys avoiding her to one man even canceling on a date once he finds out she’s a medium, having a
dead relative crash a date isn’t very romantic to potential boyfriends!
Ten-Kate also struggles with her mother’s skepticism because of her religious beliefs. But luckily for TenKate, her family and friends are always there to support her no matter what!
To find out how Ten-Kate handles it all, check out the series premiere ofMonica The Medium Tuesday,
August 25 at 8pm ET/PT on ABC Family.

http://starmagazine.com/2015/08/20/monica-ten-kate-juggles-dating-friends-and-talking-to-the-dead-onabc-familys-new-reality-show-monica-the-medium/

(Also appeared on Radar Online and OKMagazine.com)
Monica Ten-Kate Juggles Dating, Friends And Talking To The Dead On ABC Family’s New Reality Show
Monica The Medium
By Star Staff, August 20, 2015

Although Monica Ten-Kate seems like your typical 21-year-old college junior, there is one thing that
makes her different from her peers: she’s a medium!
On ABC Family’s new reality show Monica The Medium, Ten-Kate navigates studying, dating, spending
time with family and friends, and talking to the dead.
But being able to chat with spirits isn’t all it’s cracked up to be, as her gift isn’t helping her dating life!
From guys avoiding her to one man even canceling on a date once he finds out she’s a medium, having a
dead relative crash a date isn’t very romantic to potential boyfriends!
Ten-Kate also struggles with her mother’s skepticism because of her religious beliefs. But luckily for TenKate, her family and friends are always there to support her no matter what!
To find out how Ten-Kate handles it all, check out the series premiere of Monica The
Medium Tuesday, August 25 at 8pm ET/PT on ABC

http://radaronline.com/celebrity-news/monica-ten-kate-medium-interview/
(Also appeared on OKmagazine.com and Starmagazine.com)
Posted on Aug 21, 2015 @ 6:29AM
‘Monica The Medium’s Monica Ten-Kate Reveals How She Discovered Her Gift Of Talking To The Dead
And How She Silences Nonbelievers!

Monica Ten-Kate talks to the dead – and most people have to see it to believe it!
On ABC Family’s new reality show Monica The Medium, the 21-year-old college junior balances dating,
school, family, friends and proving the naysayers wrong by connecting with spirits.
Ten-Kate dished to RadarOnline.com everything from how she discovered her gift to how she turns
cynics into believers!
Tell us about your new ABC Family show, Monica the Medium.
Monica Ten-Kate: The show follows me figuring out the balance of being a regular 21-year-old college
girl and also being a medium. Every episode you’ll see me doing things like going on dates, hanging with
my roommates and trying to get through school in combination with also having scheduled readings at
my house and doing spontaneous readings out and about. I think people are going to enjoy seeing just
as much of me being Monica as you see me being Monica the medium.
How did you first discover that you could talk to the dead?
MTK: It really wasn’t until high school that things became really strong where there was a spirit around
me. I suppressed it for a really long time just out of fear of how people would look at me or what people
would say. It really started with friends in high school. I would get emotional when I would be around
them or I would hear, feel or see the ending of a story they would be telling me of someone passing
away before they even finished telling it. At first I thought it was a coincidence or a lucky guess, but once

it started happening over and over again, I was like, ‘Okay, this is for real.’ Once I totally accepted my gift
at the beginning of college, I would give spontaneous readings at the dining hall and at the library.
Why do you think you were gifted with this rare skill?
MTK: One of the difficult aspects of being a medium is ‘why me?’ I’m not a Mother Teresa; I’m not a
saint. I had to get over the whole ‘why me’ part of it and accept it. It is happening and I am helping
people by sharing my gift.
Many people don’t believe that someone could talk to the dead. How do you silence the naysayers?
MTK: Even if I do this for years and show my gift, there’s always going to be the naysayers and the
skeptics. I can’t put my energy in them. All I can do is put more of my energy and time into helping the
people that are open to it and are excited about connecting to a spirit. I understand the skeptics. It is
kind of hard to wrap your mind around, but there’s a difference from being skeptical to being a bully
online. Most of the skeptics that I have given a reading to pretty much at the end were like, ‘Okay, I am a
believer.’
How could young adults relate to Monica The Medium?
MTK: If you’ve lost someone significant to you, you could connect to some of the emotions and the
feelings that the people being read go through. There’s also the aspect of being a college student, being
21 and dating. There is something everyone could relate to.
The series premiere of Monica The Medium airs Tuesday, August 25 at 8pm ET/PT on ABC Family.

http://okmagazine.com/get-scoop/monica-the-mediums-monica-ten-kate-reveals-talking-to-the-deadsilencing-nonbelievers/
(Also appeared in Radar Online and StarMagazine.com)
Fri, Aug 21, 2015 | 8:24 AM
Monica The Medium's Monica Ten-Kate Reveals How She Discovered Her Gift Of Talking To The Dead
And How She Silences Nonbelievers!

By Teresa Roca

ABC FAMILY
Monica Ten-Kate talks to the dead – and most people have to see it to believe it!
On ABC Family’s new reality show Monica The Medium, the 21-year-old college junior balances dating,
school, family, friends and proving the naysayers wrong by connecting with spirits.
Ten-Kate dished to OKMagazine.com everything from how she discovered her gift to how she turns
cynics into believers!
Tell us about your new ABC Family show, Monica The Medium.
Monica Ten-Kate: The show follows me figuring out the balance of being a regular 21-year-old college
girl and also being a medium. Every episode you’ll see me doing things like going on dates, hanging with
my roommates and trying to get through school in combination with also having scheduled readings at

my house and doing spontaneous readings out and about. I think people are going to enjoy seeing just
as much of me being Monica as you see me being Monica the medium.
How did you first discover that you could talk to the dead?
MTK: It really wasn’t until high school that things became really strong where there was a spirit around
me. I suppressed it for a really long time just out of fear of how people would look at me or what people
would say. It really started with friends in high school. I would get emotional when I would be around
them or I would hear, feel or see the ending of a story they would be telling me of someone passing
away before they even finished telling it. At first I thought it was a coincidence or a lucky guess, but once
it started happening over and over again, I was like, ‘Okay, this is for real.’ Once I totally accepted my gift
at the beginning of college, I would give spontaneous readings at the dining hall and at the library.
Why do you think you were gifted with this rare skill?
MTK: One of the difficult aspects of being a medium is ‘why me?’ I’m not a Mother Teresa; I’m not a
saint. I had to get over the whole ‘why me’ part of it and accept it. It is happening and I am helping
people by sharing my gift.
Many people don’t believe that someone could talk to the dead. How do you silence the naysayers?
MTK: Even if I do this for years and show my gift, there’s always going to be the naysayers and the
skeptics. I can’t put my energy in them. All I can do is put more of my energy and time into helping the
people that are open to it and are excited about connecting to a spirit. I understand the skeptics. It is
kind of hard to wrap your mind around, but there’s a difference from being skeptical to being a bully
online. Most of the skeptics that I have given a reading to pretty much at the end were like, ‘Okay, I am a
believer.’
How could young adults relate to Monica The Medium?
MTK: If you’ve lost someone significant to you, you could connect to some of the emotions and the
feelings that the people being read go through. There’s also the aspect of being a college student, being
21 and dating. There is something everyone could relate to.
The series premiere of Monica The Medium airs Tuesday, August 25 at 8pm ET/PT on ABC Family.

http://starmagazine.com/2015/08/21/monica-the-mediums-monica-ten-kate-reveals-how-shediscovered-her-gift-of-talking-to-the-dead-and-how-she-silences-nonbelievers/
(Also appeared on Radar Online and OKMagazine.com)
By Star Staff, August 21, 2015
‘Monica The Medium’s Monica Ten-Kate Reveals How She Discovered Her Gift Of Talking To The Dead And
How She Silences Nonbelievers!

Monica Ten-Kate talks to the dead – and most people have to see it to believe it!
On ABC Family’s new reality show Monica The Medium, the 21-year-old college junior balances dating,
school, family, friends and proving the naysayers wrong by connecting with spirits.
Ten-Kate dished to RadarOnline.com everything from how she discovered her gift to how she turns
cynics into believers!
Tell us about your new ABC Family show, Monica the Medium.
Monica Ten-Kate: The show follows me figuring out the balance of being a regular 21-year-old college
girl and also being a medium. Every episode you’ll see me doing things like going on dates, hanging with
my roommates and trying to get through school in combination with also having scheduled readings at
my house and doing spontaneous readings out and about. I think people are going to enjoy seeing just
as much of me being Monica as you see me being Monica the medium.
How did you first discover that you could talk to the dead?
MTK: It really wasn’t until high school that things became really strong where there was a spirit around
me. I suppressed it for a really long time just out of fear of how people would look at me or what people

would say. It really started with friends in high school. I would get emotional when I would be around
them or I would hear, feel or see the ending of a story they would be telling me of someone passing
away before they even finished telling it. At first I thought it was a coincidence or a lucky guess, but once
it started happening over and over again, I was like, ‘Okay, this is for real.’ Once I totally accepted my gift
at the beginning of college, I would give spontaneous readings at the dining hall and at the library.
Why do you think you were gifted with this rare skill?
MTK: One of the difficult aspects of being a medium is ‘why me?’ I’m not a Mother Teresa; I’m not a
saint. I had to get over the whole ‘why me’ part of it and accept it. It is happening and I am helping
people by sharing my gift.
Many people don’t believe that someone could talk to the dead. How do you silence the naysayers?
MTK: Even if I do this for years and show my gift, there’s always going to be the naysayers and the
skeptics. I can’t put my energy in them. All I can do is put more of my energy and time into helping the
people that are open to it and are excited about connecting to a spirit. I understand the skeptics. It is
kind of hard to wrap your mind around, but there’s a difference from being skeptical to being a bully
online. Most of the skeptics that I have given a reading to pretty much at the end were like, ‘Okay, I am a
believer.’
How could young adults relate to Monica The Medium?
MTK: If you’ve lost someone significant to you, you could connect to some of the emotions and the
feelings that the people being read go through. There’s also the aspect of being a college student, being
21 and dating. There is something everyone could relate to.
The series premiere of Monica The Medium airs Tuesday, August 25 at 8pm ET/PT on ABC Family.

http://www.philly.com/dailynews/top_story/20150823_ABC_Family_finds_its_Happy__Valley__mediu
m.html
ABC Family finds its Happy (Valley) medium

Monica Ten-Kate says sometimes a pushy spirit will interrupt her PSU studies.
ELLEN GRAY, DAILY NEWS TV CRITIC
POSTED: SUNDAY, AUGUST 23, 2015, 3:01 AM
SCHOOL spirit has a whole different meaning for Monica Ten-Kate, who's working her way through Penn
State, delivering one message from the dearly departed at a time.
This week, the 21-year-old communications major from northern Virginia begins starring in "Monica the
Medium" (8 p.m. Tuesday, ABC Family), a docu-series that follows her around Happy Valley as she
juggles school with a calling that doesn't always mesh with her class schedule.
She spoke with Ellen Gray about discovering what she believes to be her gift, her mother's fears and
how strangers react when she approaches them with a "message" from a loved one.
Have you always been a medium?
I was always intuitive and empathic growing up. It wasn't really until high school that I truly started to
realize that it was [a] spirit that was trying to come through and that it was all around me.
It started with a couple of friends that I'd be around and I'd get emotional all of the sudden, not knowing
why, and they'd tell stories of their childhood, people that they'd lost and I'd see or hear the ending
before they finished telling it.
It started happening more and more and once it started happening with strangers, I was like, "OK, you
know, this is coming from [a] spirit. This is not coming from me."

How did you come to be known as the Penn State medium?
When I started college, word of mouth spread. I'd be doing my homework or writing an essay and being
on my computer and whoever'd be sitting next to me, randomly studying, would end up [having lost]
their mom recently, or their friend died in a car accident or whatever. Out of 40,000 students, [the one]
sitting next to me was meant to have a message.
I was doing it for free, spontaneously out and about. People said, "You should start a website. And do
this for your work, while you're doing school." So I started my business as a medium and it all kind of
exploded.
Where did the ABC Family show come from?
I wasn't working on trying to be on TV. I had three different production companies reach out to me in
the same week. I thought, this is a sign that I'm at least supposed to take these calls.
When I flew out, I was originally supposed to meet just with them, but word spread in Hollywood and I
ended up having meetings with 13 different production companies and networks and had talent offers
from quite a few. But when I met with Lionsgate, I just knew. And I always said I only want to do with
this ABC Family, and lo and behold, here we are.
You're limited to getting messages?
From spirits. So I'm not a psychic. I don't do any fortune-telling. I don't have premonitions. I don't read
minds. I'm strictly a spirit medium connecting to those who've passed over.
Have you learned how to tune out the spirits when you have studying to do?
I definitely have had times where as much as I'm trying to have [a] spirit back up - "Turn off the lights" is
what I'll kind of say - sometimes there'll still be that straggler, really pushy spirit that will still push their
way in even when I am off studying.
I'm getting better at putting up the boundaries. But if somebody truly needs a message - there's a
mother who's lost a child - I might say, "OK, I'll pause what I'm doing to give a message because she
really needs that."
Aside from your having a job that helps you pay out-of-state tuition, how do your parents feel about
all this?
My mom's had quite a difficult time, especially when I first came out to her as a medium. She grew up in
a very Catholic, conservative Hispanic background. She never once doubted me, but she just wasn't sure
if it was coming from a good place. "What if the devil's pretending to be angels?"
She even got me worried. So I started praying. There's no doubt in my mind this is a gift from God. Even
my mom is starting to come around a little bit. My dad is just like, "Whatever makes you happy, you do."
Do people ever react badly to your randomly approaching them with a message?
No one's ever spit in my face, "You're a crazy person, get away!" No. Never happened. They might be
skeptical, not understand it, but they're interested.

http://zap2it.com/2015/08/monica-ten-kate-monica-the-medium-abc-family/
by George Dickie at 12:08 PM on Aug 25, 2015

College can be simultaneously the most challenging and mind-expanding time of life. You’re tending to
studies, term papers, exams, a social life and the whole figuring-out-what-you-want-to-do-with-your-life
thing. And then If you’re Monica Ten-Kate, subject of the new ABC Family unscripted series “Monica the
Medium,” you’re also communicating with the dead.
Premiering Tuesday (Aug. 25), the hourlong series follows the 21-year-old Washington, D.C.-area native
as she goes about her daily life as an undergraduate in –- ironically enough –- communications at Penn
State University. At the same time, she’s doing readings both paid and unpaid for people seeking her
services.
It started for her when she’d be sitting in the dining hall or the library working on a term paper and
someone would sit down next to her who had someone close them who recently died. The feelings were
too strong for her to ignore.
“I was like, ‘This just can’t be a coincidence,’ ” Ten-Kate, who will be entering her senior year this month,
tells Zap2it, “that all these students, all these people that would just randomly be the ones who would
be doing their homework next to me, I would all of a sudden be having such strong feelings of loved
ones or friends around them and I’d give them a spontaneous reading in that moment. And they’d be so
thankful, like, ‘Oh my goodness’ and ‘Can you also see my friend or my roommate?’ So that’s kind of
where it all started with my gift.”

Once word of her abilities spread around campus, people sought her out and she was able to charge for
her services, which gave her tuition fund a nice shot in the arm. But on the downside, some of her dates
were a little put off.
“It’s hard to find a guy when you’re talking to the dead,” Ten-Kate says, laughing, “especially 21-, 22year-old guys would be like, ‘Is that maybe a red flag? Is she wacko? Is she normal? What is this thing?’
And so kind of maneuvering through being 21 and dating is definitely something that’s a little bit tricky
when you’re a medium.”
And her gift also added another dimension to a night out with the girls.
“We’re at the bar and we’re having a girls night just like any other college girls going out with their
roommates,” Ten-Kate says, “but then I kind of have to break away from the group and give an
unexpected person there a little message from her grandmother or whoever’s coming through.”
But just as is what is supposed to happen in college, Ten-Kate has found her passion and her profession.
She says her family has been generally supportive, though her very religious mother had her qualms.
Still even she’s come around to her daughter’s gift.
“[My family has] given me that positive encouragement … : ‘You’re doing a lot of good, just keep
following your heart and your passion and keep doing what you’re doing,’ ” Ten-Kate says.
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Penn State student Monica Ten Kate stars in ABC Family's "Monica the Medium." ABC Family
According to her income tax filing, Monica Ten-Kate makes a living communicating with the dead. Yet,
irony of ironies, last month, she was having trouble finding cell phone reception in West Hollywood.
After hopping an Uber ride to somewhere with better coverage, Ms. Ten-Kate was able to conduct a
newspaper interview. Then it was off to a series of working lunches, because the soon-to-be Penn State
University senior was in the midst of a hectic media campaign for the Aug. 25 premiere of her own
reality show, “Monica the Medium.”
“Monica the Medium”
When: 8 p.m. Tuesday on ABCFamily.
“It makes me feel amazing, just to know that everyone seems to be as excited about the show as I am,”
said Ms. Ten-Kate, 21.
An ABC Family publicist for the show said tremendous amount of buzz at the network is “highly
unusual,” and that multiple meet-and-greet lunches were booked to handle requests to meet her. Of
course, Ms. Ten-Kate is not the first medium to enter the often-muddled waters of reality television:
TLC’s “Long Island Medium” has been around for years, and E! recently announced a show tentatively
called “Hollywood Teen Medium.”

“We do have kind of a medium community because you do need to connect with people who
experience what you do on a day-to-day basis,” said Ms. Ten-Kate, not specifically referring to any
particular medium, Long Island or otherwise.
The first episode of “Monica the Medium” follows the Herndon/Fairfax, Va., native, her housemates in
State College and sisters Vanessa and Joanna. They shop, get their nails done, talk about boys, play with
a puppy named Luna, and Ms. Ten-Kate is set up for a blind date.
Every so often, there’s a sound cue that forewarns something odd is about to happen. This first occurs
when Ms. Ten-Kate is at a barbecue, and she suddenly stops because there is a “father energy” vying for
her attention.
Turns out, one of the other guests experienced the dramatic death of his father, and Ms. Ten-Kate relays
to him that Dad says, “You need to stop thinking ‘I could have done more.’ ”
Tears all around.
“I came here to party ... this blew my mind. Hashtag: shocking,” the young man said later.
Ms. Ten-Kate insists this is no fiction. She said she can’t remember a time when she did not feel
different from the other kids.
“I was always very intuitive and empathic growing up and I would feel the emotions of others. Just
certain things; that gut feeling. I didn’t know how I knew what I was feeling, but later came to know, ‘Oh
wait, it ended up being true,’ ” Ms. Ten-Kate said.
“It wasn’t until I got to [high] school that I started feeling ‘Spirit.’ I’d be around certain friends and every
time, I’d get kind of choked up and emotional. One friend in particular, she’d be telling me stories of her
childhood and I felt the end of her story before she finished telling it. I was like, ‘Hmmmm, that was
weird.’ ”
She said she finally worked up the nerve to tell that friend, who had lost her mother. Although “I
thought I was crazy,” the friend was supportive. “It just started happening more and more and it just
never stopped,” Ms. Ten-Kate said.
Still, there were skeptics, even within her family.
“I never thought she was lying to me, but I thought she was lying to herself,” Joanna Ten-Kate says in the
show’s first episode.
Monica said their mother, a strict conservative Catholic who grew up in Costa Rica, “overhead me
talking about it with a friend over the phone.
“I said, ‘Mom this is not the way I wanted you to find out: Your daughter talks to dead people.’ But
we’ve come a long way.”
“[Mom] thinks it’s something like, scary, bad,” Vanessa Ten-Kate adds, on camera. Future episodes
promise a visit from their mother.

Ms. Ten-Kate does individual and group readings. In the case of the latter, “I would say Spirit comes
through for who needs it most, not for who wants it most.”
On a professional level, Ms. Ten-Kate, who has her own LLC status and conducts readings during the
school year in person and by Skype, has had to learn to say ‘No.’ She said she feels energized during, but
exhausted after, a reading. Not surprisingly, she has taken up meditation.
“After I have a day of reading, usually by the next day I’ll have forgotten everything that came through.
It’s sometimes so heavy and emotional, that if I were to carry all that, I would probably be pretty
depressed.”
Connecting the departed with their loved ones generally has a positive effect, she said, although there
are cases that involve suicide, the loss of a child, long or painful illness.
“For me, I have to kind of put my own emotions aside, even if it’s sad or hard. There is a reason [the
painful issue] is coming up, it’s kind of what the client needs, what brings them the most healing.”
Being 21 is difficult enough without worrying people will believe you’re off-kilter, or worse, a fraud.
When she’s introduced to men, it isn’t something she brings up right away.
As Ms. Ten-Kate observes on the show: “It’s starting to hit me that it’s definitely a lot harder to feel just
like a regular college girl when I am not your regular college girl.”
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“Monica The Medium” Makes A Campus Connection
ABC Family Series Showcases Talented Young Medium.
By Kellie Freeze | Thursday, August 20, 2015 12:04 pm


Monica Ten-Kate is your average college student who struggles with classes, boys and work … And she
can talk with the dead. (ABC Family/Michael Fahey)
Monica Ten-Kate is a pretty normal college student — with one heavenly difference. “I am a spirit
medium,” she explains. “I have the gift of being able to communicate with those who have crossed
over.” How she balances her life as a college student and someone who can talk with the dead is
chronicled in ABC Family’s new series Monica the Medium.
Ten-Kate says she has always been empathetic, but in high school her intuition went into overdrive and,
she recalls, “My friends would be telling a story of their deceased loved one and I would hear or see the
ending of the story in my head before they finished telling it!” She now knows that it was those who
have crossed over, whom she calls “Spirit,” trying to communicate with her. But at the time she feared
looking crazy, so she hid her gift until college, where she worked with a spiritual mentor and started
giving readings in the university library or dining room.

“I communicate with Spirit through a combination of hearing, feeling, seeing, sensing and clear
knowing,” she explains. “I don’t see Spirit as if they’re sitting on the couch across from me … that would
scare me!”
Monica reveals that her uncommon vocation’s most rewarding moments come when she provides
comfort and healing to a loved one and sees “the jaw-dropping moments that clients have when Spirit
brings through messages, details and facts that no one else would know.” She also feels blessed when
“Spirit brings up something hilarious or a funny memory and makes people laugh loudly, mid-tears. By
the end of a session I see a very specific smile on their faces — one that is soft and sweet and shows
how much peace they’ve received.”
I’m a little leery about the idea of communicating with those who have passed over, but after watching
the first episode, I’m pretty blown away by Ten-Kate. While at a backyard barbecue, she feels an energy
calling her attention to one of her guests and gives an absolutely incredible reading to a stranger about
his deceased father. I was in tears and covered in goosebumps. She nailed minute specifics about this
man’s life and his father’s dramatic passing. It would be impossible not to watch Monica The Medium
and not believe in this young woman’s incredible gift. And even more remarkable is that while she is
gifted with an otherworldly ability, she’s still a regular person: she lives with roommates, she’s wants to
find romance and she attends college classes. She’s completely exceptional, yet totally normal.
I’ll be recapping each episode of the series as it airs, so come back and we can chat about the episodes:
whether you believe in communicating with the afterlife or not.
Now that she’s no longer hiding her astounding abilities as a medium, Ten-Kate takes her newfound
attention — from both the living and those who have passed over — in stride. “The only tough part of
knowing I’m a medium is when Spirit is coming through during times when I am just trying to be a
regular 21-year-old girl. You’ll see this on the show: me trying to find the balance between school, boys,
friends and — of course — Spirit!”
Monica the Medium > ABC Family > Tuesdays beginning Aug. 25, 8pm ET/ 7pm CT
As you can imagine, Monica’s life is about to enter the stratosphere, but if you’d like to contact Monica,
you can reach out to her on her website or via Facebook.
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A Talk With ABC Family’s Monica The Medium
Ella
August 21, 2015

At 21-years-old, Monica is just another college girl going through the ropes of growing up, except for
one little thing: she is a medium. She is ABC Family’s, Monica the Medium.
It’s crazy to think that about seven years ago, she was sitting a few rows past me in our high school
Spanish class. Then two years ago, she reached out to me saying she wanted to confide in me about
something.
It was about my mom. My mother passed away when I was 14 from heart failure.
Monica and I didn’t know each other too well outside of our Spanish class. So instantly I wondered, H-OW could she possibly know about my mother? Yes, I have posted about my mother on my Facebook
every now and then. Yes, I have written about her before too. But when Monica and I talked, she told
me things my friends and my readers would never have known about my mom, even if they were right
there with me holding my hand throughout the entire mourning process.
So, that is when I put my faith in this and started believing in her. That is one of the numerous reasons
why I am so excited and honored to say that I have been given the opportunity to interview her before
her big-time show premiere, which premieres Tuesday, August 25th, 8/7c!
First up is Monica’s new show on ABC Family, “Monica the Medium”
I started by asking her when she first realized she had this ability to connect with the spirit, connect and
communicate with spirit.
Monica: Although for me although I was already intuitive and empathic as a younger child, it wasn’t
really until high school until I started to feel, hear, and sense things, and I didn’t know where they were
coming from. I didn’t understand it. I just suppressed it for a very long time. I thought I was crazy. It
wasn’t until college when I started to accept it, since more stuff started to happen and build up. I felt
that I just had this connection with spirits when I’d be around people. I’d be hearing, feeling, sensing,
and knowing things and I had no idea how this was happening.

This would happen back in high school too. When people would tell stories about their childhood, or
about somebody who had passed away, I would already know the ending before they even started
telling me. That’s when I realized, this is something—something is happening. This is not all in my head.
Once she stopped suppressing her abilities, and realized she enjoyed helping people by connecting to
spirit, I asked Monica what the process of communicating to spirit is like.
Monica: Well I always tell people, it’s not as simple as it looks. There are a lot of things going on with me
as I’m connecting with spirits. It’s kind of like putting together puzzle pieces to interpret what I’m
feeling, hearing, and sensing together to form a message for my clients.
So I will hear things; I will feel things. I will see things—such as the flash of an image like a reel of a
movie playing. I’ll hear things and see my sign symbols that I know how to interpret. For example, when
I see the image of a uniform, I know that has to do with the military. If I see scrubs, I know there’s a
nursing connection.
Also the physical sensations, like when I can’t catch my breath, I know there must be some lung-related
illness. If my head feels dizzy, I associate that with a drug or alcohol overdose.
So it’s a combination of all these different things coming together at the same time, when I’m
connecting with spirit.
I remembered how she felt during our reading together two years ago. She told me how her heart was
beating faster than usual. Then, she asked me if my mother suffered from a heart attack, and in fact, she
did. My mother’s illness was arrhythmia, which is an irregular heartbeat. Spot on. So I recognized the
physical sensations she was describing to me that helps her along the process. With all this said, I had to
ask her if her abilities scare her.
Monica: Back in the beginning, I didn’t get it. I would tell myself how I don’t want to hear these things
anymore. I was really fearful and I had a lot of anxiety, especially going into situations with a lot of
people. Whenever I was in large crowds I would get a lot of anxiety from being around a bunch of
people, [many of whom may have] lost loved ones who could reach out to me.
But once I stopped suppressing spirit and realized this is a positive thing, all my anxiety went away. Now
I’m really happy to be able to do this work.
Later on, Monica emphasized why she does this. Why it matters to her, and why she has made a career
out of this.
Monica: Not only does this bring people, my clients, so much reassurance, and comfort… it brings me
joy. I’ll have people reach out to me months, years later, [after a reading I have done with them] and
have them say to me, “Monica, you have changed the course of my life.”
Hearing this is life-changing. I am only 21! Sometimes I don’t even realize the big picture of all of this
and just how much this helps people.
I believe the most satisfied people in this world are the ones who work a job they would already do for
free. And for me, that’s what I get with mediumship. This is not a 9-to-5 job. This is not just about the
scheduled readings and my clients. When I talk to someone, and at the end of my session, they give me
that hug—that’s when I remember why this is what I do what I do.

So now to the part we’re all dying to know… how did Monica get hooked up with her own reality show on
ABC Family?
Monica: There was a series of events where all of this landed on my lap. It wasn’t like I was looking or
trying to be on TV or start my own show. So when the opportunity presented itself, I thought, maybe
this is a sign.
OK, Monica is about to be on TV. What does she want viewers to know?
Monica: The one thing I would want the audience to know is that even though they are not [personally]
the ones who are getting my readings, there are similar themes and patterns to look out for. Patterns
like love and forgiveness, and how life just continues on after death—there’s something everyone can
hold onto and take into their own personal lives with these messages.
This is something she told me about my mother, and I cannot put into words just how much that means
to me.
Monica: I just hope this show will help my viewers be able to find peace despite the losses they have
faced.
And also, for other young people in high school, students, and you know, even younger kids who have
experienced a connection with spirits and have been told, “You’re crazy! You’re making things up.” Or if
they’re scared to talk to somebody about it [connecting with spirits], you know… there’s a lot more
people who have this gift who don’t realize it and suppress it out of fear, because of what society has
said about having these abilities. Maybe these people could watch me on my show and see the
experiences that I have and now have a reason to feel more comfortable with owning up to their
abilities and accepting themselves, and using these abilities for good.
Then, other people will watch and be able to relate to me in the other parts of the show. Not just the
parts of me being a medium, but the parts of me like how I’m a regular college student, going on dates
with boys, struggling to balance a busy schedule.

After talking to Monica, I think her message has one major takeaway—the people we lose in our lives,
we don’t have to let go of entirely. We should hold onto how we remember them; how we loved them.
People may come and go, but our memories of them will last forever. We don’t need to bury these
relationships with the loss of our loved ones. We need to move forward and know that we are not
alone. The people we lost do not need to be forgotten, and we should not have to feel abandoned. Our
losses can bring us closer to others who can relate, and that is a powerful thing that can help us fill the
void of the people in our lives who are irreplaceable. Every end really can be a new beginning if we just
let it.

New Upcoming Series

One of our very own mediums from the Best Psychic Directory, Monica Ten-Kate,
has gotten her own show on the ABC Family Channel! I'm very excited for her and
hope you'll mark your calendars and check out her show!
"Monica The Medium" provides a fascinating look at Monica, a junior at Penn State navigating friends,
family, relationships - and the fact that she's a medium and can communicate with Spirit. Her
uncommon vocation provides an endless supply of emotional and engaging stories, with a unique
millennial perspective. The show is produced by Dave Caplan's Trooper Entertainment in association
with Lionsgate TV. Caplan will serve as executive producer alongside Malachi McGlone. "Monica The
Medium" premieres this Tuesday, August 25th at 8:00PM ET/PT on ABC Family.
To keep up with Monica and her upcoming show please "like" and "follow" the following social media
pages:
https://www.facebook.com/monicathemediumseries
http://www.twitter.com/MonicaMediumTV
http://www.instagram.com/MonicatheMediumSeries

http://tunedin.disney.com/DATGContent/Pages/an-interview-with-monica-the-medium.aspx

Unscripted with Monica Ten-Kate
8/18/2015
Monica Ten-Kate is a typical 21-year-old college junior, juggling studies, friends, family, bills and
boys…all while communicating with the dead. In this Tuned In exclusive, Monica shares her journey of
realizing her gift as a medium, what it’s like to have intimate moments filmed for TV and how she is still
a regular girl. “Monica the Medium,” premieres Tuesday, August 25 (8:00 PM –ET/PT) on ABC Family.
Tell us a little bit about yourself.
I am 21 years old and I am a spirit medium. I grew up in Northern Virginia, with my mom, dad and three
sisters. I am going to school at Penn State, and will be a senior in the fall.
When did you first discover you had this gift?
It wasn’t really until high school that I started to feel and sense that spirit was around. I had always been
intuitive, but in high school, I would start to get emotional or start to see the ending of a story friends
and classmates were telling me or know that their loved one had passed, before they were even
finished. Combined with knowing the day and time my grandfather had died without anyone telling me,
I knew something strange was happening to me. Once I got over the fear of what someone was going to
think, I started with one friend whose mom had died. She asked me how I knew things nobody else
could’ve known. I didn’t really know. After it started happening with more and more people, I realized I
am not crazy, this is definitely happening, and it’s a beautiful gift.

What did your family think?
My mom is Costa Rican and has very religious beliefs. She never doubted my gift, but struggled with
where it came from, questioning if it was bad or good. I told her that if it weren’t a gift from God, then I
wouldn’t be doing this or helping people. My dad isn’t sure what to believe and has never seen me do a
reading. He said if it makes me happy and I am helping people, then he supports me. My sisters have
seen me do readings and absolutely support me. They are my best friends.
Do you see this as a gift?
I see it as an incredible gift. I would not change it or alter it in any way. I hope to be doing this until the
day I die and are with them on the other side. Not that I don’t have moments and sometimes wish I had
a regular 9-5 job, but overall I love what I do.
Is it something you can turn off/turn on?
I don’t always get the strong messages around everyone I encounter, but even when I do, I have learned
to try to shut it out so I can balance my life and live my own moments as well.
How did the show “Monica the Medium” come to be?
13 production companies and networks heard about me at Penn State reached out to me about making
a show. From day one, I said if I were going to do a television show, I would only do it with ABC Family.
When I got off the phone with ABC Family, I called my sister and told her I had a really good feeling I was
going to do a show with them. My sister said, “Monica, they do Pretty Little Liars, they’re all scripted
shows, they’re not going to have a reality show.” This was about a year-and-half ago when they didn’t
really have a docu-series on the network like they do now. I just had a feeling. And here we are.
Do you watch any other shows on ABC Family?
I am a HUGE “Pretty Little Liars” fan. I also love “The Fosters.” I love the network and everything it’s
about. I also grew up watching Disney Channel; it was my go-to channel as a kid. My favorites were
“Hannah Montana,” “Even Stevens” and “Lizzie McGuire.” I also love “Grey’s Anatomy” on ABC and
never miss an episode.
How about visiting the theme parks, do you have a favorite Disney character?
I love all of the Disney movies. I loved Little Mermaid and Cinderella is a classic. I’ve been to Walt Disney
World many times and just love visiting the parks.
What’s shooting the show been like for you?
It’s amazing. A lot of fun. It is something I’ve had to get adjusted to. At first, it was awkward having an
entire crew there while I was with a client. On the first day, it didn’t feel natural for me to do a reading
for someone with so many people around. Malachi [McGlone], one of the executive producers, was
great. He had everybody except the essential sound and cameramen in there with me. It didn’t take long
to adjust. The crew became like my family and I started to forget the cameras were rolling. It can be
tiring and days are long, but it’s a lot of fun.
Do you have a favorite moment during filming?
My favorite on camera moment is when we threw a party at my house. It was one of those moments
where I could be a regular college girl. We had such a great time. It was one of the few days I didn’t give
a reading.

Favorite off-camera moment?
Every crewmember told me this is the best show they’ve ever worked on. After every filming, we started
this tradition where someone would give a champion speech. Someone gets up and shares who their
champion is, and why. It was a great way to get to know people and it became our fun thing. The crew
would play “We are the Champions” every morning to get everyone pumped up. It’s been such a great
environment.
What do you hope viewers will take away from your show?
I think why I am meant to have this show is to help people view mediumship in a positive way. I hope
people will see the afterlife differently, that there is life after this physical world and know that our
loved ones are still around us. I think it’s going to do a lot of good.
In one of the episodes, I do a group reading for parents who have lost a child. I believe there is no
greater loss. I hope moms with similar loss will tune in and get some sense of comfort that they are not
alone, there are other people going through what they are going through and will be comforted that
their loved ones are still watching out for us in spirit.
Who should watch your show?
I can see parents watching with their high school and college kids, or girls watching with their group of
girlfriends. I think everyone can relate to the show in some way, even if they cannot relate to the
spiritual stuff. I think people college aged especially will enjoy it and can relate to me hanging out with
my sisters, my roommates, going on dates, managing college classes, and boys.
What would you say to someone watching your show that may think they might have a gift of
mediumship?
One of the biggest reasons I wanted to do this show is that I feel like we are in this day and age of
spiritual awakening, evolving of consciousness, and people are more open. I believe everybody has a
gift, but some people are born more prone to use it, or more likely to develop it. I am sure there are a
lot of people out who might be sensing things or feeling things and thinking they’re crazy or wondering
what it all means. I hope by watching they will understand they’re not crazy. It can be scary. You can
either not entertain spirit or strengthen your gift to use and help people. You’re not weird; it’s a gift and
that is a great thing.
Is being a medium going to be your career for the rest of your life?
Yes, definitely. There may be a time if I get married or have kids, I will take a break from doing this as my
work or career, but I will be a medium until the day I die. Not to say I can’t have other hobbies and
interests. Growing up I always wanted to be a producer on a television show. It’s kind of amazing I will
get to do what I have always wanted to do and what I am supposed to be doing with my life as a
medium. It’s like the best of both worlds
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Monica The Medium's Monica Ten-Kate Talks Dating As A Medium And Which Late Celebrity She Wants
To Connect With!
By Teresa Roca

Although being able to connect with loved ones sounds like a dream come true, Monica Ten-Kate
confesses that there are downsides to being a medium!
On ABC Family’s new reality series Monica The Medium, Ten-Kate struggles with trying to fit in at
college, finding a boyfriend and having to deal with her disapproving mother.
In an interview with OKMagazine.com, Ten-Kate revealed how being a medium has changed her love
life, which late celebrity she wants to talk to and more!
How are you able to fit in with your peers at college who are unable to relate to the ability you have?
Monica Ten-Kate: It is harder meeting people, especially when it comes to dating. It is a little difficult to
say, ‘Hi I’m Monica, by the way, I talk to dead people’ and not scare away a potential guy. As soon as
they get to know the side of me that isn’t just Monica the medium, but is just Monica, people around
me see that I am just like everyone else.
What are some other struggles you have faced?
MTK: Wanting to be able to help and bring that healing to every last person, but there isn’t enough
hours in the day and not enough energy. I also think that’s the reason I’m supposed to have this show.
It’s a way to share my gift and bring comfort to so many more people.
Your mother is Catholic and very conservative. How has your gift affected your relationship with her?
MTK: It’s been tough having your mom, who obviously you want that acceptance from, deal with her
own struggles. She comes from Costa Rica with the hardcore Catholics. She never doubted that I had this

ability or this gift and her struggles come from a good place. I’ve seen her come a long way and you’ll
see on the show how she’s evolved.
There are other TV shows based off mediums, such as Long Island Medium. How is the show different
from Theresa Caputo’s?
MTK: You see just as much of my regular, everyday life in college with my friends and dating as you see
readings. Our show focuses a lot on the balance of trying to have this college experience, but also being
a medium. A younger audience will really relate to this show. There’s going to be a lot of young people
who are also gifted who’ve experienced or sensed spirits around them. Also, regular kids who are
getting ready for college can relate to me going on a blind date. You could relate to a lot of the things
I’m going through even if they don’t talk to dead people.
Are there any celebrity spirits you would like to speak with?
MTK: Marilyn Monroe and Elvis! That would be cool to talk to a variety of people to get answers to
things that are still kind of a mystery. Some people are like, ‘Can you connect to Elvis?’ I’m like, ‘If you
put me in front of Lisa Marie [Presley] I can talk to him.’ I can’t be like, ‘Hey spirit! Tell me what you’re
doing!’
The series premiere of Monica The Medium airs Tuesday, August 25 at 8pm ET/PT on ABC Family.
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Although being able to connect with loved ones sounds like a dream come true, Monica Ten-Kate
confesses that there are downsides to being a medium!
On ABC Family’s new reality series Monica The Medium, Ten-Kate struggles with trying to fit in at
college, finding a boyfriend and having to deal with her disapproving mother.
In an interview with OKMagazine.com, Ten-Kate revealed how being a medium has changed her love
life, which late celebrity she wants to talk to and more!
How are you able to fit in with your peers at college who are unable to relate to the ability you have?
Monica Ten-Kate: It is harder meeting people, especially when it comes to dating. It is a little difficult to
say, ‘Hi I’m Monica, by the way, I talk to dead people’ and not scare away a potential guy. As soon as
they get to know the side of me that isn’t just Monica the medium, but is just Monica, people around
me see that I am just like everyone else.
What are some other struggles you have faced?
MTK: Wanting to be able to help and bring that healing to every last person, but there isn’t enough
hours in the day and not enough energy. I also think that’s the reason I’m supposed to have this show.
It’s a way to share my gift and bring comfort to so many more people.
Your mother is Catholic and very conservative. How has your gift affected your relationship with her?

MTK: It’s been tough having your mom, who obviously you want that acceptance from, deal with her
own struggles. She comes from Costa Rica with the hardcore Catholics. She never doubted that I had this
ability or this gift and her struggles come from a good place. I’ve seen her come a long way and you’ll
see on the show how she’s evolved.
There are other TV shows based off mediums, such as Long Island Medium. How is the show different
from Theresa Caputo’s?
MTK: You see just as much of my regular, everyday life in college with my friends and dating as you see
readings. Our show focuses a lot on the balance of trying to have this college experience, but also being
a medium. A younger audience will really relate to this show. There’s going to be a lot of young people
who are also gifted who’ve experienced or sensed spirits around them. Also, regular kids who are
getting ready for college can relate to me going on a blind date. You could relate to a lot of the things
I’m going through even if they don’t talk to dead people.
Are there any celebrity spirits you would like to speak with?
MTK: Marilyn Monroe and Elvis! That would be cool to talk to a variety of people to get answers to
things that are still kind of a mystery. Some people are like, ‘Can you connect to Elvis?’ I’m like, ‘If you
put me in front of Lisa Marie [Presley] I can talk to him.’ I can’t be like, ‘Hey spirit! Tell me what you’re
doing!’
The series premiere of Monica The Medium airs Tuesday, August 25 at 8pm ET/PT on ABC Family.

http://radaronline.com/celebrity-news/monica-the-medium-monica-ten-kate-dating/
Posted on Aug 11, 2015 @ 11:55AM
‘Monica The Medium’s Monica Ten-Kate Talks Dating As A Medium –– Which Late Celebrity She
Wants To Connect With!
By Radar Staff

Although being able to connect with loved ones sounds like a dream come true, Monica TenKate confesses that there are downsides to being a medium!
On ABC Family’s new reality series Monica The Medium, Ten-Kate struggles with trying to fit
in at college, finding a boyfriend and having to deal with her disapproving mother.
In an interview with RadarOnline.com, Ten-Kate revealed how being a medium has changed her
love life, which late celebrity she wants to talk to and more!
How are you able to fit in with your peers at college who are unable to relate to the ability
you have?
Monica Ten-Kate: It is harder meeting people, especially when it comes to dating. It is a little
difficult to say, ‘Hi I’m Monica, by the way, I talk to dead people’ and not scare away a potential
guy. As soon as they get to know the side of me that isn’t just Monica the medium, but is just
Monica, people around me see that I am just like everyone else.
What are some other struggles you have faced?

MTK: Wanting to be able to help and bring that healing to every last person, but there isn’t
enough hours in the day and not enough energy. I also think that’s the reason I’m supposed to
have this show. It’s a way to share my gift and bring comfort to so many more people.
Your mother is Catholic and very conservative. How has your gift affected your
relationship with her?
MTK: It’s been tough having your mom, who obviously you want that acceptance from, deal
with her own struggles. She comes from Costa Rica with the hardcore Catholics. She never
doubted that I had this ability or this gift and her struggles come from a good place. I’ve seen her
come a long way and you’ll see on the show how she’s evolved.
There are other TV shows based off mediums, such as Long Island Medium. How is the
show different from Theresa Caputo’s?
MTK: You see just as much of my regular, everyday life in college with my friends and dating
as you see readings. Our show focuses a lot on the balance of trying to have this college
experience, but also being a medium. A younger audience will really relate to this show. There’s
going to be a lot of young people who are also gifted who’ve experience or sensed spirits around
them. Also, regular kids who are getting ready for college can relate to me going on a blind date.
You could relate to a lot of the things I’m going through even if they don’t talk to dead people.
Are there any celebrity spirits you would like to speak with?
MTK: Marilyn Monroe and Elvis! That would be cool to talk to a variety of people to get
answers to things that are still kind of a mystery. Some people are like, ‘Can you connect to
Elvis?’ I’m like, ‘If you put me in front of Lisa Marie [Presley] I can talk to him.’ I can’t be like,
‘Hey spirit! Tell me what you’re doing!’
The series premiere of Monica The Medium airs Tuesday, August 25 at 8pm ET/PT on ABC
Family.

http://redcarpetcrash.com/watch-monica-the-medium-previews-tuesday/
August 21, 2015
Watch ‘Monica The Medium’ Previews Tuesday

Monica Ten-Kate is a typical college junior, navigating friends, family, relationships — and the fact that
she’s a medium and can talk to dead people. In the premiere, Monica shocks her party guests when she
does a spontaneous reading on a fellow student she’s never met.
Video: http://youtu.be/_eLWh_0cVLE
Video: http://youtu.be/xyQstSuoT_M
Video: http://youtu.be/zFYEtf7P6uc
Video: http://youtu.be/Ya_LwISkaX0
Video: http://youtu.be/BXAG_tS6SKY
Video: http://youtu.be/L2_jaPLWwfA
Video: http://youtu.be/K2EKS5UDu4g
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Jacqui Wiens
Sun, Aug 23, 2015

http://popheartstv.com/interview-abc-familys-monica-the-medium-premieres-august-25/
Written on August 24th, 2015 by Ray Vez
Interview: ABC Family’s “Monica the Medium” Premieres August 25

Meet Monica Ten-Kate, she might seem like your regular 21-year old college student, as she tries to
balance her friends, family, and relationships. However, there’s one thing that sets her apart among her
peers, she can talk to the dead.
On her new show “Monica the Medium,” which premiers August 25th at 8 pm/7c on ABC Family, we
follow Monica as she tries to live her life as a normal college student and engage in emotional stories
while she speaks to the dead along the way. Monica tells Pop Hearts TV what her show is really about,
“It follows my life as a regular 21-year old girl, I’m in college, so studying for exams, taking classes, I’m
hanging with my friends, family, or my roommates, but on top of that, it shows me connecting with
spirits and doing spontaneous readings as well as doing the scheduled ones at my home office, so, it’s
very fun, because there’s a mix of everything!”
In the first episode Monica and her roommates throw a back-to-school party and it all seems like your
regular college party until Monica starts getting vibes from a guy at the part and does a spontaneous
reading on him. She tell us just exactly how life is as a medium when you have these strange and
unexpected encounters,
“It’s always fun, it’s always different, everyday is a new experience as far as the things that come
through. Every reading stands out to me, there’s something special about every single one. On a day-today basis my medium life consists of readings at my home office, but then also, they pop in when I’m
out and about whether I’m at my friends or I’m studying at the library, so just never know how many
times it’s going to happen in a day.”
Monica tells us that the show is a great balance of what life of a young medium is really like as we see
her to day-to-day things on top of talking to the dead and encourages us to watch the premiere to see
for ourselves!
“I think people should give a chance, give it 2-3 episodes until you kind of make up your mind because it
just gets better and better. Even if you’re not a believer, if you watch it and step out of your comfort

zone, I think most would be surprised at how much they would enjoy it. I think it’s good to be openminded and just watch something that you normally wouldn’t.”
Everyone at Pop Hearts TV is definitely tuning in and so should YOU! Make sure to watch, “Monica the
Medium,” August 25th at 8 pm/7c only on ABC Family!

http://www.tvweeklynow.com/best-bets/best-bets-for-aug-25-2015-monicamedium.htm#sthash.KAPKH5QR.dpuf
25 August 2015
Best Bets for Aug 25, 2015: Monica the Medium
An otherwise typical Pennsylvania college junior, 21-year-old Monica Ten-Kate juggles commonplace
matters -- studying, boys, family and friends -- with her special skill of communicating with the dead in
this new unscripted series. In the premiere, at a back-to-school party she and her friends throw, Monica
picks up strange vibes from a male guest she has never met. The spontaneous reading she gives him
shocks everyone around them. Later, she worries that the spirits may interfere with her latest blind
date.
Showing: Aug 25 2015 8:00PM EST (ABC FAMILY)

By Jackie Bojarski Aug 24, 2015, 11:12 pm
Exclusive Interview with ABC Family’s Monica Ten-Kate

On the surface, Monica Ten-Kate appears to be your average college student. As a communications
major at Penn State University, she spends most of her days juggling her studies and her social life.
However, that’s not all Monica has on her plate. Unlike other college students, Monica possesses a
unique ability: the ability to communicate with the dead. It’s an ability that she’s had since high school,
when she finally stopped suppressing her gifts and embraced her future as a medium. On the Penn State
campus, she’s made quite a name for herself, earning the moniker “The Penn State Medium” and
gaining national attention. On August 25, Monica’s new show, Monica the Medium, will premiere on
ABC Family. I recently had the opportunity to chat with the bubbly and quirky medium about what we
can expect from the show, how she communicates with the dead and her obsession with Pretty Little
Liars. Check it out below!

When did you first realize you were a medium?
I was intuitive and impassive growing up, but it really wasn’t until high school that I started to realize
that this is not just things I’m feeling and hearing, but there are dead people around me. I was able to
see that I had this gift and when you’re in high school, you’re already dealing with a lot of other things to
try to fit in and you want to be normal, so it was hard for me. I still suppressed my gift, out of fear of
what people and what my classmates would think, so I only told some of my closest friends, but when I
started college, I realized I needed to be true to myself. I came out as a medium and I’ve been doing it
publicly ever since.
What did it feel like when you realized you were a medium?
When I first realized that what I was experiencing was coming from Spirit, I went through like every stage
of emotion I think [laughs]. Like when you start to first experience it, it can be a little bit fearful just
because I remember going to bed thinking “I don’t want to see anything, I don’t want to hear anything, I
don’t want to smell anything” because it’s so unfamiliar. Once I started to have more experience and
start passing on messages, I realized what a beautiful gift this is and that it’s not a scary thing. It’s a very
peaceful, happy and great experience to have, but I still went through different emotions that, of course,
just me being a rational person in general, I was even skeptical. I was skeptical of myself when I first
started doing this work and connecting to Spirit. I thought it could be a coincidence, or a lucky guess. I
was doubting it because even to this day you’re still thinking “Oh my goodness!” It’s so crazy to wrap
your mind around, but the more and more that I did it, the more I realized, okay this is not a coincidence,
this is definitely Spirit and there’s no question.
Where was the craziest place you’ve done a reading and what was your craziest encounter during a
reading?
The most interesting encounter that I’ve had was in a steam room at the gym, where I delivered a
message spontaneously through the fog and steam, and we were in towels [laughs]. That was probably
the craziest encounter as far as location goes, but I would say that every reading has something distinct
and special and memorable about it. I do try to release all the information, memory and energy after
every session or it would just be too much, too draining and too emotional to be carrying around all
those feelings, emotions and messages after every reading. I don’t really remember the nitty-gritty of
every reading, but I do know that there’s something special about every connection.
Who was your first Spirit that you encountered?
That’s actually a tricky question [laughs]. The first Spirit that I really knew and felt was in high school. I
had a friend of mine who had lost her mom in third grade, and every time I’d be around her, I’d get
emotional, I’d get choked up, and at first I wasn’t really sure why. Every time she would tell stories of her
childhood and share memories of her mom, I would just hear the ending of the story before she’d even
finished telling it. After a few months, I decided to tell her all the things that I would be hearing or
feeling, and I would repeat the message and she’d start crying asking “How’d you know that about my
mom?” since no one else knew about it. So that was the first Spirit that I ever really communicated with.
Do you have to be in contact with a person to do a reading for them, or do you contact Spirits without
people present?
For the most part, I have to at least be communicating with that client or with the person and hear their
voice in order to really start to hear and feel Spirit come through. We could be talking about the weather
for all that matters, but I just need to have some connection. Communicating and hearing their voice is
usually the switch for me to start feeling and hearing their loved ones. Occasionally, there will be
instances where I could be texting with a friend and then all of a sudden I get that overwhelming

emotion and I’ll tell them what I’ll be hearing or feeling about their loved ones. So, there are occasionally
times where it happens randomly, but for the most part I have to be talking to them.
Has there ever been an encounter with a Spirit that scared you?
There has never been an encounter with Spirit that scared me. I am very clear with people that I’m a
Spirit medium and not a ghost buster or paranormal activity person. I don’t go through haunted houses
and things like that, but there have been occasions where I went into a home or an apartment, where
even though I do not connect to that energy, I might feel a presence of something that is a bit more
earthbound and not somebody who is in heaven. I think for the most part, I’m not scared of it, but I can
get uneasy. But I know how to protect myself and I say a little prayer to the angels. You’ll see this
actually in one of the episodes of Monica the Medium. I actually check out the apartment of one of my
friends and her roommates after they felt like they had a ghost there. So, you’ll see how I react to that
kind of feeling with that kind of thing.
Have you met any of the Pretty Little Liars cast yet?
Yes! I obviously met Ian Harding because we did live tweeting together for one of the PLL episodes which
was amazing. It made my summer! So I’ve met Ian, and I’ve met Shay Mitchell, who I’ve seen twice now.
We ran into each other getting lunch the other day, which was cool, and then I met her at the TCA press
day and I met Janel Parrish at TCA as well. I’ve also met Marlene King, the creator of Pretty Little Liars.
I’ve met quite a few, which was very exciting.
Can you connect with animals or do readings for any pet owners about their pets?
I’ve had clients ask to schedule a reading who have told me they haven’t lost anyone close except for a
pet and want to connect with their pets, but for me it doesn’t come through as often in the readings.
They do come through and sometimes spontaneously, like somebody’s dog or cat will come through, but
for the most part, it’s something that will come in supplemental. I wouldn’t schedule a reading just for
them— it would come up naturally in a reading where they’re already talking to other loved ones
because their dad or their brother or their grandfather who’s passed might be telling them that they’re
with the dog. It’s interesting where animals do come through and communicate just like the people I’m
communicating to.
One of the strongest readings I’ve ever done was with a woman over Skype actually. She lost her cat, and
I asked if she would call her cat Mr. W, and she lost it. That was what she called her cat, Mr. W. I told her
I felt like she was with him from the moment this cat was born and the moment that he passed. Then the
craziest thing that I was nervous to say because I’ve never had a cat and it’s not part of my frame of
reference, but I told her that her cat was showing me a wooden box and it says Mr. W and I described
the box to a tee, and I told her he’s telling me that she cremated him and his ashes are in this box which I
had described. She turns around because she was at her desk and pulls open a drawer and pulls out the
box that I had described that her cat’s ashes are in and she says “I’ve never posted about this, I’ve never
told anyone about it, no one knows what this box looks like,” and it was amazing. So, there are definitely
times that animals come through quite strong.
Besides being a medium, what are you studying in college and hoping to do after you graduate?
I’m a communications and PR major, and I joke around that I’m a bit busier with the different kinds of
communication [laughs], but that is my college degree that I’m working on. After college, I still plan to be
doing my work as a medium full time. I always say I plan to be doing this work connecting to Spirit until
the day that I die, but whether or not, maybe 20 years from now, maybe one day, I will want to be a stay

at home mom for a bit and have a family or do other things and take a little break from doing this as a
career. But that doesn’t mean I would stop doing it and sharing my gift out and about.
Have you also done any readings with other mediums as well?
I actually have. We call it a medium trade, where you give a reading for another medium and then they’ll
give you a reading, so you just do it free for each other. I always say that Spirit comes through strongest
for those who need it the most, not necessarily who want it the most and I don’t really need it because I
know how much they’re around. People always ask can you connect to your own loved ones and I can’t
because they’re too close to me. I can’t communicate with them the same way I communicate to
everybody else’s loved ones, but that doesn’t mean I don’t see the signs and symbols, the hellos from
heaven, songs on the radio, butterflies, all those things. I still feel that connection and know they’re
around me.
How did you get involved with the show Monica the Medium and why did you decide to continue
with it?
It’s actually a long and crazy story, but the way I got into TV is probably one of the coolest parts of this
whole thing. I was not looking, trying or asking for these opportunities. I didn’t do anything really to get
the TV show; it landed in my lap, and the fact that I didn’t try or go out of my way by any means, was a
sign from Spirit and the angels that I was supposed to be open to opportunity. About a year and a half
ago, three different producers from different production companies unrelated from each other, found me
in random ways and all reached out to me asking to have a casual conversation and all asked to set it up
the same Friday, back-to-back-to-back. I noticed that Spirit made it loud and clear that I’m supposed to
at least be open to it. So, from there things just went on to me flying out [to L.A.] to have meetings, and
then I signed with Lionsgate. I always said from day one that if I was going to do a TV show, I would only
do it if it was with ABC Family, and everyone told me not to get my hopes up. But I just had a feeling that
I was going to have a TV show with ABC Family and here we are now, so it’s been pretty amazing.
Does your gift as a medium interfere at all with your social life and in your studies?
It definitely does. I’m learning more and more how to try to juggle and balance everything. Back in high
school, where you’re just trying to get through and be a regular girl, you’re already struggling with a lot
of other things and you want to be the one to fit in and be normal. But for me, once I was in college, I
decided I’m not going to care what people think, I’m just going to come out and I’m going to be loud and
proud that I’m a medium and this is what I do. That doesn’t mean that everybody responds in the perfect
way or in the nicest way. Especially around college boys. It’s hard sometimes to even say “Hi, I’m
Monica,” at a party and then tell them how I talk to dead people, especially when it’s with a guy that
you’re flirting with or one that you’re interested in. Some may take that as like a red flag or think I’m
crazy. It’s definitely a bit hard and I think socially you want to fit in. This is a very unique thing that is very
different than everybody else at school. But I think more and more people are realizing once they have
the experience or they witness that I do have this gift and how beautiful it really is, they realize I am just
like everybody else. I’m not some weirdo with a crystal ball; I’m very normal.
How is your show going to be different from other medium shows on television like Long Island
Medium?
It differs in a couple of ways. Monica the Medium will be hour-long episodes, and the biggest difference
is that it truly shows just as much of me just being Monica as it does me being Monica the Medium. I
know with other shows like Long Island Medium, it does show her being a mom and shows that part of
her life, but I really think with our series it takes it to the next level of everything that’s going on in my
life, whether it’s from my day-to-day like dating, being with my friends, pulling all-nighters, things for

school, hanging out with my roommates, bickering over whose turn it is to empty the dishwasher, to
seeing my family. All the aspects that are going on and around me in my life on top of being a medium
and connecting with Spirit. I think that what’s great about it. There’s something that everybody can
relate to. There’s some people who maybe haven’t really had a significant loss in their life, but they’ll
relate to going on a date with a guy and being really nervous getting ready for it. So, I think there’s
something that everybody can relate to.
How long did it take for you to get used to being filmed?
[The] first episode, was our first experience with having a camera crew follow us around and film all
these readings. I had done events and larger group readings and things like that, but it is definitely the
first time where I’m not just the only one being vulnerable and open to all these other people being
around and watching me as I connect to Spirit. It’s the first time that my clients or the people that I’m
reading are also having to be very vulnerable and open to that experience and allowing it to be shared
with so many. I was definitely pretty nervous and it was out of my element at the beginning, so you’ll
kind of see the difference as the episodes progress—even just by episode two. I got so used to it after
about a week and a half to two weeks, the crew became like family to me. The readings, my everyday life
and just going out and about, everything, was so much more natural and comfortable and I truly forgot
the cameras were around and it kind of faded in the background and I just wouldn’t notice.
Have you ever done a reading for one of the crew members?
It’s funny; at the beginning of production I made a pact with Spirit telling them it’s going to be a little
tricky if every time I’m giving a reading or connecting to Spirit, some of the crew’s people start to creep
in, because that would just be too much [laughs]. It would be too overwhelming, so I asked everybody
from the crew and their loved ones in Spirit to please back up or give me the space so I can do my job
because it can be hard sometimes. Once you open the door to Spirit it’s like everybody wants to come
through who’s around you, and so, for the most part Spirit behaved and did that, but I did do a couple
readings for the crew when it was the right time.
I joked if people from the crew wanted a reading, the best way would be to be stuck with me in the car
for a while, because then it is bound to happen—especially if we were alone. One of the girls on our crew
wanted to go visit some family in DC. We had a weekend off and I wanted to go too. So we took the ride
together and it was four hours long, so I ended up connecting with all her loved ones because it was just
the right time. It did happen a few times, for about four or five people, but hopefully we’ll have a second
season and that will be more of an incentive for them to come back and work on our show and give a
chance to the ones who didn’t have a reading yet.
I also found out something about the crew that I didn’t know until we had our wrap party. On the days
where the clients came over to my home office, we tried to have what we call a “skeleton crew.” Just the
most essential people that have to be in the room, so there will be less people with Spirit trying to come
through, but also so the clients are more comfortable. It would just be two cameramen and the audio
guy. I asked them [at the wrap party]: “Were there ever times when I was giving readings where the
client wouldn’t be able to validate somebody and the messages that were coming through connected to
a particular Spirit, but it did connect to you guys?” Both of the camera guys and the audio guy said they
each had had an experience where someone came through with a name connection, how they died, how
many kids they had, everything connected was one of their loved ones and they just didn’t tell me and
they didn’t speak up because they didn’t want to interrupt the reading. So, I was like “Oh my gosh! How
could you guys not have told me?” Because here I was, thinking “Who the heck is this person?” And it
sucks for this client that I’m talking to another person’s loved ones. So, I thought that was really cool that

they still received some healing messages, even though I didn’t know that it was for them and it was
something that they didn’t confirm, but they still got the message.
Have you ever had any funny Spirits?
I have funny Spirits all the time. I love Spirits who come through with their humor and their personality
and especially some of these loved ones that would have been very witty and have a dry sense of humor
or be sarcastic. They have me just cracking up, giggling and same with their loved ones [laughs]. There
are so many instances that at least for me and my readings, where you are laughing mid tears. You’re
wiping away the tears but then they have you laughing so much that it hurts because they’re so joyful
and fun, so yes, definitely.
If you could guest star on any ABC Family show, which would it be?
No question, Pretty Little Liars.
Who would you want to play on Pretty Little Liars?
I think it would be fun to play a medium, but in that sense it would be fictional, because Monica the
Medium shows me in my real life, and doing this part would be fun on a scripted show to do that. Also, I
think it would be a good part to play in Chasing Life. I feel like in some of the storylines for sure with
people being sick. My favorite show other than Pretty Little Liars is Grey’s Anatomy. They could
definitely, with all the people over the years that have died, they could use a medium on that show.
Do you find yourself getting messages everywhere or are there any specific places where you know
that you’ll get messages or feel something coming through?
For me, it can happen anywhere and everywhere. For the most part, I do have a bit more control in
turning off the porch lights, as what I’ll jokingly call it. But it is a lot more likely, even if my lights are
turned off, that maybe a pushy Spirit will still come through even though I’m trying to stay off the clock.
It happens especially in situations where I’m getting my hair or makeup done, I’m getting my nails done
or I’m getting a massage, things where people are physically touching me, because they’re so close to my
energy, I’m so close to theirs. In those instances, a lot of times, even though I didn’t have any intention
to, I end up giving a reading.
Does it also happen when you’re sleeping as well through dreams or nightmares?
I’ve had interesting dreams my whole life, and ever since I was a child I was also a lucid dreamer, which is
when you know you’re dreaming and you can kind of control the dream, but there have been instances
where my loved ones—and this happens to not just me as a medium, but lots of different people have
had experiences like this—where you can have your visitation dreams. Like my grandfather who’s passed
away, he’s come to me in a dream before and I realized that the last time I had a Spirit visitation dream
with him was the day of the anniversary of his passing. I didn’t realize it was the anniversary of his
passing until I checked the calendar, which was really amazing. So, I have visitation dreams with my own
loved ones and one of the ways that I sense them is through dreams.
I’ll also occasionally, very, very rarely, but occasionally, have a reading booked the next day and I’ll go to
sleep and I’ll have a dream where somebody connected to one of my client’s loved ones will come
through. I’ll wake up thinking, “Who is that Fred who is talking about his three daughters…blah, blah,
blah” and then I’ll be with one of my clients that day and it’s her daughter and it all connects to her. So, it
definitely has happened before.

Do you have any family or friends who are mediums like yourself or feel that they’re intuitive?
I am the only one in my family that is a full blown medium. I know that on my mom’s side there has been
a great aunt or one of our grandmothers that would have had actual dreams before. Loved ones would
have passed and they were just more intuitive, but they were a very conservative Catholic Hispanic
family where you wouldn’t ever say that is medium stuff. They would never acknowledge it that way. I do
have some friends that are mediums that I’ve become friends with after coming out and looking for
people who are like me and I can relate to. You can relate to them and you have them as support and
they totally get it because they go through it too.
You can catch the premiere of Monica the Medium on ABC Family on August 25, at 8:00 pm. Also, you
can follow Monica on Twitter at @

AUGUST 24, 2015 SHELDON WIEBE
ABC Family’s Monica the Medium Talks To The Dead – And To Us!

MONICA THE MEDUIM – “Monica the Medium,” premieres Tuesday, August 25th (8:00 PM ET/PT) on
ABC Family. (ABC Family/Ken White)
MONICA TEN-KATE
Monica Ten-Kate is just another typical girl going to college. She has friends, goes on dates, pulls allnighters and hangs out with her roommates. The only thing that’s different about Monica is that she
talks to dead people – and they respond! Not only that, but Monica is a real person and ABC Family’s
new series, Monica the Medium (Tuesdays, 8/7C) is an hour-long, unscripted show that follows her
through both sides of her life: the mundane and the supernatural.
Recently, Monica spoke with a group of bloggers/journalists about her life and her gift. It made for an
interesting experience.
When did you first realize you were a medium?
Monica Ten-Kate: I was intuitive and impassive growing up, but it really wasn’t until high school that I
started to realize that this is not just things I’m feeling and hearing, but there are dead people around
me. I was able to see that I had this gift and when you’re in high school, you’re already dealing with a
lot of other things to try to fit in and you want to be normal, so it was hard for me. I still suppressed my
gift, out of fear of what people and what my classmates would think, so I only told some of my closest
friends, but when I started college, I realized I needed to be true to myself. I came out as a medium and
I’ve been doing it publically ever since.
What did it feel like when you realized you were a medium?
Monica: When I first realized that what I was experiencing was coming from Spirit, I went through like
every stage of emotion I think [laughs]. Like when you start to first experience it, it can be a little bit
fearful just because I remember going to bed thinking “I don’t want to see anything, I don’t want to hear

anything, I don’t want to smell anything” because it’s so unfamiliar. Once I started to have more
experience and start passing on messages, I realized what a beautiful gift this is and that it’s not a scary
thing. It’s a very peaceful, happy and great experience to have, but I still went through different
emotions that, of course, just me being a rational person in general, I was even skeptical. I was skeptical
of myself when I first started doing this work and connecting to Spirit. I thought it could be a
coincidence, or a lucky guess. I was doubting it because even to this day you’re still thinking “Oh my
goodness!” It’s so crazy to wrap your mind around, but the more and more that I did it, the more I
realized, okay this is not a coincidence, this is definitely Spirit and there’s no question.
Where was the craziest place you’ve done a reading and what was your craziest encounter during a
reading?
Monica: The most interesting encounter that I’ve had was in a steam room at the gym, where I
delivered a message spontaneously through the fog and steam, and we were in towels [laughs]. That
was probably the craziest encounter as far as location goes, but I would say that every reading has
something distinct and special and memorable about it. I do try to release all the information, memory
and energy after every session or it would just be too much, too draining and too emotional to be
carrying around all those feelings, emotions and messages after every reading. I don’t really remember
the nitty-gritty of every reading, but I do know that there’s something special about every connection.
Who was your first Spirit that you encountered?
Monica: That’s actually a tricky question [laughs]. The first Spirit that I really knew and felt was in high
school. I had a friend of mine who had lost her mom in third grade, and every time I’d be around her, I’d
get emotional, I’d get choked up, and at first I wasn’t really sure why. Every time she would tell stories
of her childhood and share memories of her mom, I would just hear the ending of the story before she’d
even finished telling it. After a few months, I decided to tell her all the things that I would be hearing or
feeling, and I would repeat the message and she’d start crying asking “How’d you know that about my
mom?” since no one else knew about it. So that was the first Spirit that I ever really communicated
with.
Do you have to be in contact with a person to do a reading for them, or do you contact Spirits without
people present?
Monica: For the most part, I have to at least be communicating with that client or with the person and
hear their voice in order to really start to hear and feel Spirit come through. We could be talking about
the weather for all that matters, but I just need to have some connection. Communicating and hearing
their voice is usually the switch for me to start feeling and hearing their loved ones. Occasionally, there
will be instances where I could be texting with a friend and then all of a sudden I get that overwhelming
emotion and I’ll tell them what I’ll be hearing or feeling about their loved ones. So, there are
occasionally times where it happens randomly, but for the most part I have to be talking to them.
Has there ever been an encounter with a Spirit that scared you?
Monica: There has never been an encounter with Spirit that scared me. I am very clear with people that
I’m a Spirit medium and not a ghost buster or paranormal activity person. I don’t go through haunted
houses and things like that, but there have been occasions where I went into a home or an apartment,
where even though I do not connect to that energy, I might feel a presence of something that is a bit
more earthbound and not somebody who is in heaven. I think for the most part, I’m not scared of it, but
I can get uneasy. But I know how to protect myself and I say a little prayer to the angels. You’ll see this
actually in one of the episodes of Monica the Medium. I actually check out the apartment of one of my

friends and her roommates after they felt like they had a ghost there. So, you’ll see how I react to that
kind of feeling with that kind of thing.
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Have you met any of the Pretty Little Liars cast yet?
Monica: Yes! I obviously met Ian Harding because we did live tweeting together for one of the PLL
episodes which was amazing. It made my summer! So I’ve met Ian, and I’ve met Shay Mitchell, who I’ve
seen twice now. We ran into each other getting lunch the other day, which was cool, and then I met her
at the TCA press day and I met Janel Parrish at TCA as well. I’ve also met Marlene King, the creator of
Pretty Little Liars. I’ve met quite a few, which was very exciting.
Can you connect with animals or do readings for any pet owners about their pets?
Monica: I’ve had clients ask to schedule a reading who have told me they haven’t lost anyone close
except for a pet and want to connect with their pets, but for me it doesn’t come through as often in the
readings. They do come through and sometimes spontaneously, like somebody’s dog or cat will come
through, but for the most part, it’s something that will come in supplemental. I wouldn’t schedule a
reading just for them— it would come up naturally in a reading where they’re already talking to other
loved ones because their dad or their brother or their grandfather who’s passed might be telling them
that they’re with the dog. It’s interesting where animals do come through and communicate just like the
people I’m communicating to.
One of the strongest readings I’ve ever done was with a woman over Skype actually. She lost her cat,
and I asked if she would call her cat Mr. W, and she lost it. That was what she called her cat, Mr. W. I
told her I felt like she was with him from the moment this cat was born and the moment that he passed.
Then the craziest thing that I was nervous to say because I’ve never had a cat and it’s not part of my
frame of reference, but I told her that her cat was showing me a wooden box and it says Mr. W and I
described the box to a tee, and I told her he’s telling me that she cremated him and his ashes are in this
box which I had described. She turns around because she was at her desk and pulls open a drawer and
pulls out the box that I had described that her cat’s ashes are in and she says “I’ve never posted about
this, I’ve never told anyone about it, no one knows what this box looks like,” and it was amazing. So,
there are definitely times that animals come through quite strong.

Besides being a medium, what are you studying in college and hoping to do after you graduate?
Monica: I’m a communications and PR major, and I joke around that I’m a bit busier with the different
kinds of communication [laughs], but that is my college degree that I’m working on. After college, I still
plan to be doing my work as a medium full time. I always say I plan to be doing this work connecting to
Spirit until the day that I die, but whether or not, maybe 20 years from now, maybe one day, I will want
to be a stay at home mom for a bit and have a family or do other things and take a little break from
doing this as a career. But that doesn’t mean I would stop doing it and sharing my gift out and about.
Have you also done any readings with other mediums as well?
Monica: I actually have. We call it a medium trade, where you give a reading for another medium and
then they’ll give you a reading, so you just do it free for each other. I always say that Spirit comes
through strongest for those who need it the most, not necessarily who want it the most and I don’t
really need it because I know how much they’re around. People always ask can you connect to your
own loved ones and I can’t because they’re too close to me. I can’t communicate with them the same
way I communicate to everybody else’s loved ones, but that doesn’t mean I don’t see the signs and
symbols, the hellos from heaven, songs on the radio, butterflies, all those things. I still feel that
connection and know they’re around me.
How did you get involved with the show Monica the Medium and why did you decide to continue with
it?
Monica: It’s actually a long and crazy story, but the way I got into TV is probably one of the coolest parts
of this whole thing. I was not looking, trying or asking for these opportunities. I didn’t do anything really
to get the TV show; it landed in my lap, and the fact that I didn’t try or go out of my way by any means,
was a sign from Spirit and the angels that I was supposed to be open to opportunity. About a year and a
half ago, three different producers from different production companies unrelated from each other,
found me in random ways and all reached out to me asking to have a casual conversation and all asked
to set it up the same Friday, back-to-back-to-back. I noticed that Spirit made it loud and clear that I’m
supposed to at least be open to it. So, from there things just went on to me flying out [to L.A.] to have
meetings, and then I signed with Lionsgate. I always said from day one that if I was going to do a TV
show, I would only do it if it was with ABC Family, and everyone told me not to get my hopes up. But I
just had a feeling that I was going to have a TV show with ABC Family and here we are now, so it’s been
pretty amazing.
Does your gift as a medium interfere at all with your social life and in your studies?
Monica: It definitely does. I’m learning more and more how to try to juggle and balance everything.
Back in high school, where you’re just trying to get through and be a regular girl, you’re already
struggling with a lot of other things and you want to be the one to fit in and be normal. But for me, once
I was in college, I decided I’m not going to care what people think, I’m just going to come out and I’m
going to be loud and proud that I’m a medium and this is what I do. That doesn’t mean that everybody
responds in the perfect way or in the nicest way. Especially around college boys. It’s hard sometimes to
even say “Hi, I’m Monica,” at a party and then tell them how I talk to dead people, especially when it’s
with a guy that you’re flirting with or one that you’re interested in. Some may take that as like a red flag
or think I’m crazy. It’s definitely a bit hard and I think socially you want to fit in. This is a very unique
thing that is very different than everybody else at school. But I think more and more people are realizing
once they have the experience or they witness that I do have this gift and how beautiful it really is, they
realize I am just like everybody else. I’m not some weirdo with a crystal ball; I’m very normal.
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How is your show going to be different from other medium shows on television like Long Island
Medium?
Monica: It differs in a couple of ways. Monica the Medium will be hour-long episodes, and the biggest
difference is that it truly shows just as much of me just being Monica as it does me being Monica the
Medium. I know with other shows like Long Island Medium, it does show her being a mom and shows
that part of her life, but I really think with our series it takes it to the next level of everything that’s going
on in my life, whether it’s from my day-to-day like dating, being with my friends, pulling all-nighters,
things for school, hanging out with my roommates, bickering over whose turn it is to empty the
dishwasher, to seeing my family. All the aspects that are going on and around me in my life on top of
being a medium and connecting with Spirit. I think that what’s great about it. There’s something that
everybody can relate to. There’s some people who maybe haven’t really had a significant loss in their
life, but they’ll relate to going on a date with a guy and being really nervous getting ready for it. So, I
think there’s something that everybody can relate to.
How long did it take for you to get used to being filmed?
Monica: [The] first episode was our first experience with having a camera crew follow us around and
film all these readings. I had done events and larger group readings and things like that, but it is
definitely the first time where I’m not just the only one being vulnerable and open to all these other
people being around and watching me as I connect to Spirit. It’s the first time that my clients or the
people that I’m reading are also having to be very vulnerable and open to that experience and allowing
it to be shared with so many. I was definitely pretty nervous and it was out of my element at the
beginning, so you’ll kind of see the difference as the episodes progress—even just by episode two. I got
so used to it after about a week and a half to two weeks, the crew became like family to me. The
readings, my everyday life and just going out and about, everything, was so much more natural and
comfortable and I truly forgot the cameras were around and it kind of faded in the background and I just
wouldn’t notice.

Have you ever done a reading for one of the crew members?
Monica: It’s funny; at the beginning of production I made a pact with Spirit telling them it’s going to be a
little tricky if every time I’m giving a reading or connecting to Spirit, some of the crew’s people start to
creep in, because that would just be too much [laughs]. It would be too overwhelming, so I asked
everybody from the crew and their loved ones in Spirit to please back up or give me the space so I can
do my job because it can be hard sometimes. Once you open the door to Spirit it’s like everybody wants
to come through who’s around you, and so, for the most part Spirit behaved and did that, but I did do a
couple readings for the crew when it was the right time.
I joked if people from the crew wanted a reading, the best way would be to be stuck with me in the car
for a while, because then it is bound to happen—especially if we were alone. One of the girls on our
crew wanted to go visit some family in DC. We had a weekend off and I wanted to go too. So we took
the ride together and it was four hours long, so I ended up connecting with all her loved ones because it
was just the right time. It did happen a few times, for about four or five people, but hopefully we’ll have
a second season and that will be more of an incentive for them to come back and work on our show and
give a chance to the ones who didn’t have a reading yet.
I also found out something about the crew that I didn’t know until we had our wrap party. On the days
where the clients came over to my home office, we tried to have what we call a “skeleton crew.” Just
the most essential people that have to be in the room, so there will be less people with Spirit trying to
come through, but also so the clients are more comfortable. It would just be two cameramen and the
audio guy. I asked them [at the wrap party]: “Were there ever times when I was giving readings where
the client wouldn’t be able to validate somebody and the messages that were coming through
connected to a particular Spirit, but it did connect to you guys?” Both of the camera guys and the audio
guy said they each had had an experience where someone came through with a name connection, how
they died, how many kids they had, everything connected was one of their loved ones and they just
didn’t tell me and they didn’t speak up because they didn’t want to interrupt the reading. So, I was like
“Oh my gosh! How could you guys not have told me?” Because here I was, thinking “Who the heck is
this person?” And it sucks for this client that I’m talking to another person’s loved ones. So, I thought
that was really cool that they still received some healing messages, even though I didn’t know that it
was for them and it was something that they didn’t confirm, but they still got the message.
Have you ever had any funny Spirits?
Monica: I have funny Spirits all the time. I love Spirits who come through with their humor and their
personality and especially some of these loved ones that would have been very witty and have a dry
sense of humor or be sarcastic. They have me just cracking up, giggling and same with their loved ones
[laughs]. There are so many instances that at least for me and my readings, where you are laughing mid
tears. You’re wiping away the tears but then they have you laughing so much that it hurts because
they’re so joyful and fun, so yes, definitely.
If you could guest star on any ABC Family show, which would it be?
Monica: No question, Pretty Little Liars.
Who would you want to play on Pretty Little Liars?
Monica: I think it would be fun to play a medium, but in that sense it would be fictional, because Monica
the Medium shows me in my real life, and doing this part would be fun on a scripted show to do
that. Also, I think it would be a good part to play in Chasing Life. I feel like in some of the storylines for
sure with people being sick. My favorite show other than Pretty Little Liars is Grey’s Anatomy. They

could definitely, with all the people over the years that have died, they could use a medium on that
show.
Do you find yourself getting messages everywhere or are there any specific places where you know
that you’ll get messages or feel something coming through?
Monica: For me, it can happen anywhere and everywhere. For the most part, I do have a bit more
control in turning off the porch lights, as what I’ll jokingly call it. But it is a lot more likely, even if my
lights are turned off, that maybe a pushy Spirit will still come through even though I’m trying to stay off
the clock. It happens especially in situations where I’m getting my hair or makeup done, I’m getting my
nails done or I’m getting a massage, things where people are physically touching me, because they’re so
close to my energy, I’m so close to theirs. In those instances, a lot of times, even though I didn’t have
any intention to, I end up giving a reading.
Does it also happen when you’re sleeping as well through dreams or nightmares?
Monica: I’ve had interesting dreams my whole life, and ever since I was a child I was also a lucid
dreamer, which is when you know you’re dreaming and you can kind of control the dream, but there
have been instances where my loved ones—and this happens to not just me as a medium, but lots of
different people have had experiences like this—where you can have your visitation dreams. Like my
grandfather who’s passed away, he’s come to me in a dream before and I realized that the last time I
had a Spirit visitation dream with him was the day of the anniversary of his passing. I didn’t realize it was
the anniversary of his passing until I checked the calendar, which was really amazing. So, I have
visitation dreams with my own loved ones and one of the ways that I sense them is through dreams.
I’ll also occasionally, very, very rarely, but occasionally, have a reading booked the next day and I’ll go to
sleep and I’ll have a dream where somebody connected to one of my client’s loved ones will come
through. I’ll wake up thinking, “Who is that Fred who is talking about his three daughters…blah, blah,
blah” and then I’ll be with one of my clients that day and it’s her daughter and it all connects to her. So,
it definitely has happened before.
Do you have any family or friends who are mediums like yourself or feel that they’re intuitive?
Monica: I am the only one in my family that is a full blown medium. I know that on my mom’s side there
has been a great aunt or one of our grandmothers that would have had actual dreams before. Loved
ones would have passed and they were just more intuitive, but they were a very conservative Catholic
Hispanic family where you wouldn’t ever say that is medium stuff. They would never acknowledge it
that way. I do have some friends that are mediums that I’ve become friends with after coming out and
looking for people who are like me and I can relate to. You can relate to them and you have them as
support and they totally get it because they go through it too.
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A television show about a medium isn't exactly a rare occurance. The first one debuted in the early
1950s during the early days of television and it's been a really fixture of TV ever since. Currently, LONG
ISLAND MEDIUM has been a long-running series for TLC and the Lifetime Movie Network has a block of
medium-related programs, ranging from THE HAUNTING OF...and PSYCHIC INTERVENTION to the
recently premiered THE LAST GOODBYE.
ABC Family is now premiering its own entry and not surprisingly, it features college-age medium Monica
Ten-Kate. Besides attending Penn State, the 21-year-old communicates with those who have passed
over. While still trying to have as normal of a life as possible.
Ten-Kate recently took time to talk about the show, how she learned she was a medium and her love of
PRETTY LITTLE LIARS.
Q: When did you first realize you were a medium?
Monica Ten-Kate: I was intuitive and impassive growing up, but it really wasn’t until high school that I
started to realize that this is not just things I’m feeling and hearing, but there are dead people around
me. I was able to see that I had this gift and when you’re in high school, you’re already dealing with a
lot of other things to try to fit in and you want to be normal, so it was hard for me. I still suppressed my
gift, out of fear of what people and what my classmates would think, so I only told some of my closest
friends, but when I started college, I realized I needed to be true to myself. I came out as a medium and
I’ve been doing it publically ever since.

Q: What did it feel like when you realized you were a medium?
Monica Ten-Kate: When I first realized that what I was experiencing was coming from Spirit, I went
through like every stage of emotion I think [laughs]. Like when you start to first experience it, it can be a
little bit fearful just because I remember going to bed thinking “I don’t want to see anything, I don’t
want to hear anything, I don’t want to smell anything” because it’s so unfamiliar. Once I started to have
more experience and start passing on messages, I realized what a beautiful gift this is and that it’s not a
scary thing. It’s a very peaceful, happy and great experience to have, but I still went through different
emotions that, of course, just me being a rational person in general, I was even skeptical. I was skeptical
of myself when I first started doing this work and connecting to Spirit. I thought it could be a
coincidence, or a lucky guess. I was doubting it because even to this day you’re still thinking “Oh my
goodness!” It’s so crazy to wrap your mind around, but the more and more that I did it, the more I
realized, okay this is not a coincidence, this is definitely Spirit and there’s no question.
Q: Where was the craziest place you’ve done a reading and what was your craziest encounter during a
reading?
Monica Ten-Kate: The most interesting encounter that I’ve had was in a steam room at the gym, where I
delivered a message spontaneously through the fog and steam, and we were in towels [laughs]. That
was probably the craziest encounter as far as location goes, but I would say that every reading has
something distinct and special and memorable about it. I do try to release all the information, memory
and energy after every session or it would just be too much, too draining and too emotional to be
carrying around all those feelings, emotions and messages after every reading. I don’t really remember
the nitty-gritty of every reading, but I do know that there’s something special about every connection.
Q: Who was your first Spirit that you encountered?
Monica Ten-Kate: That’s actually a tricky question [laughs]. The first Spirit that I really knew and felt was
in high school. I had a friend of mine who had lost her mom in third grade, and every time I’d be around
her, I’d get emotional, I’d get choked up, and at first I wasn’t really sure why. Every time she would tell
stories of her childhood and share memories of her mom, I would just hear the ending of the story
before she’d even finished telling it. After a few months, I decided to tell her all the things that I would
be hearing or feeling, and I would repeat the message and she’d start crying asking “How’d you know
that about my mom?” since no one else knew about it. So that was the first Spirit that I ever really
communicated with.
Q: Do you have to be in contact with a person to do a reading for them, or do you contact Spirits
without people present?
Monica Ten-Kate: For the most part, I have to at least be communicating with that client or with the
person and hear their voice in order to really start to hear and feel Spirit come through. We could be
talking about the weather for all that matters, but I just need to have some connection. Communicating
and hearing their voice is usually the switch for me to start feeling and hearing their loved
ones. Occasionally, there will be instances where I could be texting with a friend and then all of a
sudden I get that overwhelming emotion and I’ll tell them what I’ll be hearing or feeling about their
loved ones. So, there are occasionally times where it happens randomly, but for the most part I have to
be talking to them.
Q: Has there ever been an encounter with a Spirit that scared you?
Monica Ten-Kate: There has never been an encounter with Spirit that scared me. I am very clear with
people that I’m a Spirit medium and not a ghost buster or paranormal activity person. I don’t go
through haunted houses and things like that, but there have been occasions where I went into a home

or an apartment, where even though I do not connect to that energy, I might feel a presence of
something that is a bit more earthbound and not somebody who is in heaven. I think for the most part,
I’m not scared of it, but I can get uneasy. But I know how to protect myself and I say a little prayer to the
angels. You’ll see this actually in one of the episodes of MONICA THE MEDIUM. I actually check out the
apartment of one of my friends and her roommates after they felt like they had a ghost there. So, you’ll
see how I react to that kind of feeling with that kind of thing.
Q: Have you met any of the PRETTY LITTLE LIARS cast yet?
Monica Ten-Kate: Yes! I obviously met Ian Harding because we did live tweeting together for one of the
PLL episodes which was amazing. It made my summer! So I’ve met Ian, and I’ve met Shay Mitchell, who
I’ve seen twice now. We ran into each other getting lunch the other day, which was cool, and then I met
her at the TCA press day and I met Janel Parrish at TCA as well. I’ve also met Marlene King, the creator of
PRETTY LITTLE LIARS. I’ve met quite a few, which was very exciting.
Q: Can you connect with animals or do readings for any pet owners about their pets?
Monica Ten-Kate: I’ve had clients ask to schedule a reading who have told me they haven’t lost anyone
close except for a pet and want to connect with their pets, but for me it doesn’t come through as often
in the readings. They do come through and sometimes spontaneously, like somebody’s dog or cat will
come through, but for the most part, it’s something that will come in supplemental. I wouldn’t schedule
a reading just for them— it would come up naturally in a reading where they’re already talking to other
loved ones because their dad or their brother or their grandfather who’s passed might be telling them
that they’re with the dog. It’s interesting where animals do come through and communicate just like the
people I’m communicating to.
One of the strongest readings I’ve ever done was with a woman over Skype actually. She lost her cat,
and I asked if she would call her cat Mr. W, and she lost it. That was what she called her cat, Mr. W. I
told her I felt like she was with him from the moment this cat was born and the moment that he passed.
Then the craziest thing that I was nervous to say because I’ve never had a cat and it’s not part of my
frame of reference, but I told her that her cat was showing me a wooden box and it says Mr. W and I
described the box to a tee, and I told her he’s telling me that she cremated him and his ashes are in this
box which I had described. She turns around because she was at her desk and pulls open a drawer and
pulls out the box that I had described that her cat’s ashes are in and she says “I’ve never posted about
this, I’ve never told anyone about it, no one knows what this box looks like,” and it was amazing. So,
there are definitely times that animals come through quite strong.
Q: Besides being a medium, what are you studying in college and hoping to do after you graduate?
Monica Ten-Kate: I’m a communications and PR major, and I joke around that I’m a bit busier with the
different kinds of communication [laughs], but that is my college degree that I’m working on. After
college, I still plan to be doing my work as a medium full time. I always say I plan to be doing this work
connecting to Spirit until the day that I die, but whether or not, maybe 20 years from now, maybe one
day, I will want to be a stay at home mom for a bit and have a family or do other things and take a little
break from doing this as a career. But that doesn’t mean I would stop doing it and sharing my gift out
and about.
Q: Have you also done any readings with other mediums as well?
Monica Ten-Kate: I actually have. We call it a medium trade, where you give a reading for another
medium and then they’ll give you a reading, so you just do it free for each other. I always say that Spirit
comes through strongest for those who need it the most, not necessarily who want it the most and I

don’t really need it because I know how much they’re around. People always ask can you connect to
your own loved ones and I can’t because they’re too close to me. I can’t communicate with them the
same way I communicate to everybody else’s loved ones, but that doesn’t mean I don’t see the signs
and symbols, the hellos from heaven, songs on the radio, butterflies, all those things. I still feel that
connection and know they’re around me.
Q: How did you get involved with the show MONICA THE MEDIUM and why did you decide to
continue with it?
Monica Ten-Kate: It’s actually a long and crazy story, but the way I got into TV is probably one of the
coolest parts of this whole thing. I was not looking, trying or asking for these opportunities. I didn’t do
anything really to get the TV show; it landed in my lap, and the fact that I didn’t try or go out of my way
by any means, was a sign from Spirit and the angels that I was supposed to be open to opportunity.
About a year and a half ago, three different producers from different production companies unrelated
from each other, found me in random ways and all reached out to me asking to have a casual
conversation and all asked to set it up the same Friday, back-to-back-to-back. I noticed that Spirit made
it loud and clear that I’m supposed to at least be open to it. So, from there things just went on to me
flying out [to L.A.] to have meetings, and then I signed with Lionsgate. I always said from day one that if
I was going to do a TV show, I would only do it if it was with ABC Family, and everyone told me not to get
my hopes up. But I just had a feeling that I was going to have a TV show with ABC Family and here we
are now, so it’s been pretty amazing.
Q: Does your gift as a medium interfere at all with your social life and in your studies?
Monica Ten-Kate: It definitely does. I’m learning more and more how to try to juggle and balance
everything. Back in high school, where you’re just trying to get through and be a regular girl, you’re
already struggling with a lot of other things and you want to be the one to fit in and be normal. But for
me, once I was in college, I decided I’m not going to care what people think, I’m just going to come out
and I’m going to be loud and proud that I’m a medium and this is what I do. That doesn’t mean that
everybody responds in the perfect way or in the nicest way. Especially around college boys. It’s hard
sometimes to even say “Hi, I’m Monica,” at a party and then tell them how I talk to dead people,
especially when it’s with a guy that you’re flirting with or one that you’re interested in. Some may take
that as like a red flag or think I’m crazy. It’s definitely a bit hard and I think socially you want to fit in.
This is a very unique thing that is very different than everybody else at school. But I think more and
more people are realizing once they have the experience or they witness that I do have this gift and how
beautiful it really is, they realize I am just like everybody else. I’m not some weirdo with a crystal ball;
I’m very normal.
Q: How is your show going to be different from other medium shows on television like LONG ISLAND
MEDIUM?
Monica Ten-Kate: It differs in a couple of ways. MONICA THE MEDIUM will be hour-long episodes, and
the biggest difference is that it truly shows just as much of me just being Monica as it does me being
Monica the Medium. I know with other shows like Long Island Medium, it does show her being a mom
and shows that part of her life, but I really think with our series it takes it to the next level of everything
that’s going on in my life, whether it’s from my day-to-day like dating, being with my friends, pulling allnighters, things for school, hanging out with my roommates, bickering over whose turn it is to empty the
dishwasher, to seeing my family. All the aspects that are going on and around me in my life on top of
being a medium and connecting with Spirit. I think that what’s great about it. There’s something that
everybody can relate to. There’s some people who maybe haven’t really had a significant loss in their

life, but they’ll relate to going on a date with a guy and being really nervous getting ready for it. So, I
think there’s something that everybody can relate to.
Q: How long did it take for you to get used to being filmed?
Monica Ten-Kate: [The] first episode, was our first experience with having a camera crew follow us
around and film all these readings. I had done events and larger group readings and things like that, but
it is definitely the first time where I’m not just the only one being vulnerable and open to all these other
people being around and watching me as I connect to Spirit. It’s the first time that my clients or the
people that I’m reading are also having to be very vulnerable and open to that experience and allowing
it to be shared with so many. I was definitely pretty nervous and it was out of my element at the
beginning, so you’ll kind of see the difference as the episodes progress—even just by episode two. I got
so used to it after about a week and a half to two weeks, the crew became like family to me. The
readings, my everyday life and just going out and about, everything, was so much more natural and
comfortable and I truly forgot the cameras were around and it kind of faded in the background and I just
wouldn’t notice.
Q: Have you ever done a reading for one of the crew members?
Monica Ten-Kate: It’s funny; at the beginning of production I made a pact with Spirit telling them it’s
going to be a little tricky if every time I’m giving a reading or connecting to Spirit, some of the crew’s
people start to creep in, because that would just be too much [laughs]. It would be too overwhelming,
so I asked everybody from the crew and their loved ones in Spirit to please back up or give me the space
so I can do my job because it can be hard sometimes. Once you open the door to Spirit it’s like
everybody wants to come through who’s around you, and so, for the most part Spirit behaved and did
that, but I did do a couple readings for the crew when it was the right time.
I joked if people from the crew wanted a reading, the best way would be to be stuck with me in the car
for a while, because then it is bound to happen—especially if we were alone. One of the girls on our
crew wanted to go visit some family in DC. We had a weekend off and I wanted to go too. So we took
the ride together and it was four hours long, so I ended up connecting with all her loved ones because it
was just the right time. It did happen a few times, for about four or five people, but hopefully we’ll have
a second season and that will be more of an incentive for them to come back and work on our show and
give a chance to the ones who didn’t have a reading yet.
I also found out something about the crew that I didn’t know until we had our wrap party. On the days
where the clients came over to my home office, we tried to have what we call a “skeleton crew.” Just
the most essential people that have to be in the room, so there will be less people with Spirit trying to
come through, but also so the clients are more comfortable. It would just be two cameramen and the
audio guy. I asked them [at the wrap party]: “Were there ever times when I was giving readings where
the client wouldn’t be able to validate somebody and the messages that were coming through
connected to a particular Spirit, but it did connect to you guys?” Both of the camera guys and the audio
guy said they each had had an experience where someone came through with a name connection, how
they died, how many kids they had, everything connected was one of their loved ones and they just
didn’t tell me and they didn’t speak up because they didn’t want to interrupt the reading. So, I was like
“Oh my gosh! How could you guys not have told me?” Because here I was, thinking “Who the heck is
this person?” And it sucks for this client that I’m talking to another person’s loved ones. So, I thought
that was really cool that they still received some healing messages, even though I didn’t know that it
was for them and it was something that they didn’t confirm, but they still got the message.

Q: Have you ever had any funny Spirits?
Monica Ten-Kate: I have funny Spirits all the time. I love Spirits who come through with their humor and
their personality and especially some of these loved ones that would have been very witty and have a
dry sense of humor or be sarcastic. They have me just cracking up, giggling and same with their loved
ones [laughs]. There are so many instances that at least for me and my readings, where you are
laughing mid tears. You’re wiping away the tears but then they have you laughing so much that it hurts
because they’re so joyful and fun, so yes, definitely.
Q: If you could guest star on any ABC Family show, which would it be?
Monica Ten-Kate: No question, PRETTY LITTLE LIARS.
Q: Who would you want to play on PRETTY LITTLE LIARS?
Monica Ten-Kate: I think it would be fun to play a medium, but in that sense it would be fictional,
because Monica the Medium shows me in my real life, and doing this part would be fun on a scripted
show to do that. Also, I think it would be a good part to play in Chasing Life. I feel like in some of the
storylines for sure with people being sick. My favorite show other than PRETTY LITTLE LIARS is GREY'S
ANATOMY. They could definitely, with all the people over the years that have died, they could use a
medium on that show.
Q: Do you find yourself getting messages everywhere or are there any specific places where you know
that you’ll get messages or feel something coming through?
Monica Ten-Kate: For me, it can happen anywhere and everywhere. For the most part, I do have a bit
more control in turning off the porch lights, as what I’ll jokingly call it. But it is a lot more likely, even if
my lights are turned off, that maybe a pushy Spirit will still come through even though I’m trying to stay
off the clock. It happens especially in situations where I’m getting my hair or makeup done, I’m getting
my nails done or I’m getting a massage, things where people are physically touching me, because
they’re so close to my energy, I’m so close to theirs. In those instances, a lot of times, even though I
didn’t have any intention to, I end up giving a reading.
Q: Does it also happen when you’re sleeping as well through dreams or nightmares?
Monica Ten-Kate: I’ve had interesting dreams my whole life, and ever since I was a child I was also a
lucid dreamer, which is when you know you’re dreaming and you can kind of control the dream, but
there have been instances where my loved ones—and this happens to not just me as a medium, but lots
of different people have had experiences like this—where you can have your visitation dreams. Like my
grandfather who’s passed away, he’s come to me in a dream before and I realized that the last time I
had a Spirit visitation dream with him was the day of the anniversary of his passing. I didn’t realize it was
the anniversary of his passing until I checked the calendar, which was really amazing. So, I have
visitation dreams with my own loved ones and one of the ways that I sense them is through dreams.
I’ll also occasionally, very, very rarely, but occasionally, have a reading booked the next day and I’ll go to
sleep and I’ll have a dream where somebody connected to one of my client’s loved ones will come
through. I’ll wake up thinking, “Who is that Fred who is talking about his three daughters…blah, blah,
blah” and then I’ll be with one of my clients that day and it’s her daughter and it all connects to her. So,
it definitely has happened before.

Q: Do you have any family or friends who are mediums like yourself or feel that they’re intuitive?
Monica Ten-Kate: I am the only one in my family that is a full blown medium. I know that on my mom’s
side there has been a great aunt or one of our grandmothers that would have had actual dreams before.
Loved ones would have passed and they were just more intuitive, but they were a very conservative
Catholic Hispanic family where you wouldn’t ever say that is medium stuff. They would never
acknowledge it that way. I do have some friends that are mediums that I’ve become friends with after
coming out and looking for people who are like me and I can relate to. You can relate to them and you
have them as support and they totally get it because they go through it too.
MONICA THE MEDIUM premieres on Tuesday, August 25th, 2015 on ABC Family.
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Meet Monica, Your Typical College Student…Who Happens to Speak to the Dead – Read Our Q&A!
(@MonicaMediumTV)
August 25, 2015

Monica Ten-Kate is a typical 21-year-old college junior, juggling school, friends, family, bills and boys…all
while communicating with the dead.
In case you haven’t heard, Monica the Medium premieres tonight on ABC Family. The show follows
Monica, a junior in college, through her life as she navigates friendships, relationships and the fact that
she’s a medium and can talk to dead people. Her uncommon vocation provides an endless supply of
emotional and engaging stories.
CelebSecrets4U caught up with Monica to get you the scoop on what we can expect from this unusual
ABC Family series. In our interview, Monica talks about how she got on the show, her ability to
communicate with the dead and the craziest place she has encountered Spirit!
In the premiere episode, Monica and her roommates decide to throw a back-to-school party and invite
friends and other students. During the party, she keeps getting strong vibes from the guy behind her
whom she has never met. Unable to ignore it any longer, she finally turns around and does a spot-on
spontaneous reading for him…shocking every one around her.
Monica the Medium premieres Tuesday, August 25th at 8PM ET/PT on ABC Family.
Make sure to read our Q&A with Monica below and check out some clips and stills from tonight’s
episode.
SNEAK PEEK CLIP VIDEO: HTTP://YOUTU.BE/XYQSTSUOT_M

CS4U: How did you get involved with the show Monica the Medium and why did you decide to
continue with it?
Monica Ten-Kate: It’s actually a long and crazy story, but the way I got into TV is probably one of the
coolest parts of this whole thing. I was not looking, trying or asking for these opportunities. I didn’t do
anything really to get the TV show; it landed in my lap, and the fact that I didn’t try or go out of my way
by any means, was a sign from Spirit and the angels that I was supposed to be open to opportunity.
About a year and a half ago, three different producers from different production companies unrelated
from each other, found me in random ways and all reached out to me asking to have a casual
conversation and all asked to set it up the same Friday, back-to-back-to-back. I noticed that Spirit made
it loud and clear that I’m supposed to at least be open to it. So, from there things just went on to me
flying out [to L.A.] to have meetings, and then I signed with Lionsgate. I always said from day one that if
I was going to do a TV show, I would only do it if it was with ABC Family, and everyone told me not to get
my hopes up. But I just had a feeling that I was going to have a TV show with ABC Family and here we
are now, so it’s been pretty amazing.
CS4U: When did you first realize you were a medium?
Monica Ten-Kate: I was intuitive and impassive growing up, but it really wasn’t until high school that I
started to realize that this is not just things I’m feeling and hearing, but there are dead people around
me. I was able to see that I had this gift and when you’re in high school, you’re already dealing with a
lot of other things to try to fit in and you want to be normal, so it was hard for me. I still suppressed my
gift, out of fear of what people and what my classmates would think, so I only told some of my closest
friends, but when I started college, I realized I needed to be true to myself. I came out as a medium and
I’ve been doing it publicly ever since.
CS4U: What did it feel like when you realized you were a medium?
Monica Ten-Kate: When I first realized that what I was experiencing was coming from Spirit, I went
through like every stage of emotion I think [laughs]. Like when you start to first experience it, it can be a
little bit fearful just because I remember going to bed thinking “I don’t want to see anything, I don’t
want to hear anything, I don’t want to smell anything” because it’s so unfamiliar. Once I started to have
more experience and start passing on messages, I realized what a beautiful gift this is and that it’s not a
scary thing. It’s a very peaceful, happy and great experience to have, but I still went through different
emotions that, of course, just me being a rational person in general, I was even skeptical. I was skeptical
of myself when I first started doing this work and connecting to Spirit. I thought it could be a
coincidence, or a lucky guess. I was doubting it because even to this day you’re still thinking “Oh my

goodness!” It’s so crazy to wrap your mind around, but the more and more that I did it, the more I
realized, okay this is not a coincidence, this is definitely Spirit and there’s no question.
CS4U: Where was the craziest place you’ve done a reading and what was your craziest encounter
during a reading?
Monica Ten-Kate: The most interesting encounter that I’ve had was in a steam room at the gym, where I
delivered a message spontaneously through the fog and steam, and we were in towels [laughs]. That
was probably the craziest encounter as far as location goes, but I would say that every reading has
something distinct and special and memorable about it. I do try to release all the information, memory
and energy after every session or it would just be too much, too draining and too emotional to be
carrying around all those feelings, emotions and messages after every reading. I don’t really remember
the nitty-gritty of every reading, but I do know that there’s something special about every connection.
CS4U: Can you connect with animals or do readings for any pet owners about their pets?
Monica Ten-Kate: I’ve had clients ask to schedule a reading who have told me they haven’t lost anyone
close except for a pet and want to connect with their pets, but for me it doesn’t come through as often
in the readings. They do come through and sometimes spontaneously, like somebody’s dog or cat will
come through, but for the most part, it’s something that will come in supplemental. I wouldn’t schedule
a reading just for them— it would come up naturally in a reading where they’re already talking to other
loved ones because their dad or their brother or their grandfather who’s passed might be telling them
that they’re with the dog. It’s interesting where animals do come through and communicate just like the
people I’m communicating to.
One of the strongest readings I’ve ever done was with a woman over Skype actually. She lost her cat,
and I asked if she would call her cat Mr. W, and she lost it. That was what she called her cat, Mr. W. I
told her I felt like she was with him from the moment this cat was born and the moment that he passed.
Then the craziest thing that I was nervous to say because I’ve never had a cat and it’s not part of my
frame of reference, but I told her that her cat was showing me a wooden box and it says Mr. W and I
described the box to a tee, and I told her he’s telling me that she cremated him and his ashes are in this
box which I had described. She turns around because she was at her desk and pulls open a drawer and
pulls out the box that I had described that her cat’s ashes are in and she says “I’ve never posted about
this, I’ve never told anyone about it, no one knows what this box looks like,” and it was amazing. So,
there are definitely times that animals come through quite strong.
CS4U: Does your gift as a medium interfere at all with your social life and in your studies?
Monica Ten-Kate: It definitely does. I’m learning more and more how to try to juggle and balance
everything. Back in high school, where you’re just trying to get through and be a regular girl, you’re
already struggling with a lot of other things and you want to be the one to fit in and be normal. But for
me, once I was in college, I decided I’m not going to care what people think, I’m just going to come out
and I’m going to be loud and proud that I’m a medium and this is what I do. That doesn’t mean that
everybody responds in the perfect way or in the nicest way. Especially around college boys. It’s hard
sometimes to even say “Hi, I’m Monica,” at a party and then tell them how I talk to dead people,
especially when it’s with a guy that you’re flirting with or one that you’re interested in. Some may take
that as like a red flag or think I’m crazy. It’s definitely a bit hard and I think socially you want to fit in.
This is a very unique thing that is very different than everybody else at school. But I think more and
more people are realizing once they have the experience or they witness that I do have this gift and how
beautiful it really is, they realize I am just like everybody else. I’m not some weirdo with a crystal ball;
I’m very normal.
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Monica the Medium Sneak Peek: Watch Monica Talk with the Dead at a Nail Salon
By Michele Corriston 08/25/2015 AT 04:50 PM EDT

(Video: Sneak peek clip of Monica giving reading to lady at nail salo n)
She sees dead people.
Penn State student Monica Ten-Kate's college life is complicated by her alleged ability to
communicate with ghosts, as seen in this exclusive clip from Tuesday night's premiere of
her new reality show, Monica the Medium.
While getting pampered at a nai l salon, Ten-Kate's supernatural senses start tingling.
"You mom's definitely here. She's like, 'My daughter, look how beautiful she looks!'
She's like, really strong energy," she tells Anita, a stunned woman who works there.
Then, she communicates with Anita's late loved one, who died of cancer.
"She connected with the closest friend that I've lost in my entire life, I lost last year,"
Anita tells the camera, tears in her eyes. "The hair of my arms stood up, and I just was
overwhelmed."
Monica the Medium airs Tuesday on ABC Family at 8 p.m. ET.

August 25, 2015
http://www.accesshollywood.com/monica -the-medium-how-her-powerworks_video_2936237
'MONICA THE MEDIUM': HOW HER 'POWER' WORKS

LINK TO VIDEO: HTTP://BCOVE.ME/4KF109UW
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Fairlington’s ‘Monica the Medium’ to Premiere Tonight on ABC Family
by arlnow.com

HYPERLINK TO VIDEO: http://youtu.be/BXAG_tS6SKY
Monica Ten-Kate, a 21-year-old with ties to Fairlington, will make her big television debut
tonight.
“Monica the medium,” a new reality series on ABC family starring Ten -Kate, will premiere
tonight at 8 p.m. The show will follow Ten -Kate as she attends Penn state and navigates
the pitfalls of dating, all while supposedly communing with her class mates’ dead
relatives.
Ten-Kate graduated from Oakton high school in Fairfax County in 2012 but her business is
registered to a Fairlington condo owned by her father.
Ten-Kate has been making the rounds promoting her series on this week on shows like
the insider and access Hollywood live.

August 26, 2015
‘Monica The Medium’ Premiere Recap: Monica Ten-Kate Gets Stood Up On Blind Date Because She
Talks To Spirits

Although Monica Ten-Kate‘s gift of being a medium helps people heal and find closure after the death
of their loved ones, her non-existent love life is a downside to being a medium!
On the series premiere of Monica The Medium, Monica has trouble finding a college boy to date
because of her rare gift of being able to speak with dead people.
“It’s really hard trying to find a guy while you’re a medium and you’re a college student,” she explained.
“It’s next to impossible actually.”
During a barbecue with friends, Monica hoped to fit in with her classmates by playing flip cup.
“I spend most of my time with dead people, and dead people don’t play flip cup,” Monica said.
After a round of the game, Monica couldn’t act like every other 21-year-old student for long, as a spirit
came to her during the party! Monica then pulled aside a partygoer named Corey and explained that his
late father has been trying to connect with her.
“Something happened in the water where your dad is struggling,” she recalled. “He makes me feel pain
all up in my shoulders, my neck and my back. Does that make sense to you?”
When he said that his father broke his neck after being hit by a wave in the ocean, Monica responded,
“‘My son did everything he could to try to save me.’ He shows me you paddling, trying to get out to your
dad. I see you getting him, I see you giving him CPR.”
Monica added, “You need to stop thinking, ‘I could’ve done more, I could’ve saved my dad.’ He wants
you to understand you did everything and more to keep him here.”
After the party, her friends commented on how Corey seemed interested in Monica.
“If I dated someone like Corey, every time I would be around him I would be like, ‘Oh your dad…” she
said.

In an effort to be more open when it comes to dating, she agreed to go on a blind date set up by her
friend Krista. As her friends helped her shop for an outfit for the big day, Monica found herself giving
readings to store cashiers and customers!
When it was finally time for Monica’s blind date, she drove to the spot they planned to meet.
Unfortunately for Monica, she was stood up.
“He just called me and he’s not coming Monica,” Krista told her over the phone. “He found out that
you’re a medium and backed out of the date. I am so sorry.”
Monica responded, “This is why I didn’t want to do this. This is why I don’t put myself out there to guys.
I thought he would get to know me first before he started judging me.”
Luckily for Monica, she has a great support system, as Krista brought her mini golfing to cheer her up.
Her gift doesn’t only affect her love life, as she has trouble finding a job on next week’s episode. After
accepting a position at a boutique, Monica can’t help but give readings to customers!
But will her gift get her fired? Watch Monica the Medium Tuesdays at 8pm ET/PT on ABC Family.

August 26, 2015
By Teresa Roca
‘Monica The Medium’ Premiere Recap: Monica Ten-Kate Gets Stood Up On Blind Date Because She
Talks To Spirits

Although Monica Ten-Kate‘s gift of being a medium helps people heal and find closure after the death
of their loved ones, her non-existent love life is a downside to being a medium!
On the series premiere of Monica The Medium, Monica has trouble finding a college boy to date
because of her rare gift of being able to speak with dead people.
“It’s really hard trying to find a guy while you’re a medium and you’re a college student,” she explained.
“It’s next to impossible actually.”
During a barbecue with friends, Monica hoped to fit in with her classmates by playing flip cup.
“I spend most of my time with dead people, and dead people don’t play flip cup,” Monica said.
After a round of the game, Monica couldn’t act like every other 21-year-old student for long, as a spirit
came to her duringthe party! Monica then pulled aside a partygoer named Corey and explained that his
late father has been trying to connect with her.
“Something happened in the water where your dad is struggling,” she recalled. “He makes me feel pain
all up in my shoulders, my neck and my back. Does that make sense to you?”
When he said that his father broke his neck after being hit by a wave in the ocean, Monica responded,
“‘My son did everything he could to try to save me.’ He shows me you paddling, trying to get out to your
dad. I see you getting him, I see you giving him CPR.”
Monica added, “You need to stop thinking, ‘I could’ve done more, I could’ve saved my dad.’ He wants
you to understand you did everything and more to keep him here.”

After the party, her friends commented on how Corey seemed interested in Monica.
“If I dated someone like Corey, every time I would be around him I would be like, ‘Oh your dad…” she
said.
In an effort to be more open when it comes to dating, she agreed to go on a blind date set up by her
friend Krista. As her friends helped her shop for an outfit for the big day, Monica found herself giving
readings to store cashiers and customers!
When it was finally time for Monica’s blind date, she drove to the spot they planned to meet.
Unfortunately for Monica, she was stood up.
“He just called me and he’s not coming Monica,” Krista told her over the phone. “He found out that
you’re a medium and backed out of the date. I am so sorry.”
Monica responded, “This is why I didn’t want to do this. This is why I don’t put myself out there to guys.
I thought he would get to know me first before he started judging me.”
Luckily for Monica, she has a great support system, as Krista brought her mini golfing to cheer her up.
Her gift doesn’t only affect her love life, as she has trouble finding a job on next week’s episode. After
accepting a position at a boutique, Monica can’t help but give readings to customers!
But will her gift get her fired? Watch Monica the Medium Tuesdays at 8pm ET/PT on ABC Family.

August 26, 2015
By Desiree Cole
‘Monica The Medium’ Premiere Recap: Monica Ten-Kate Gets Stood Up On Blind Date Because She
Talks To Spirits

Although Monica Ten-Kate‘s gift of being a medium helps people heal and find closure after the death
of their loved ones, her non-existent love life is a downside to being a medium!
On the series premiere of Monica The Medium, Monica has trouble finding a college boy to date
because of her rare gift of being able to speak with dead people.
“It’s really hard trying to find a guy while you’re a medium and you’re a college student,” she explained.
“It’s next to impossible actually.”
During a barbecue with friends, Monica hoped to fit in with her classmates by playing flip cup.
“I spend most of my time with dead people, and dead people don’t play flip cup,” Monica said.
After a round of the game, Monica couldn’t act like every other 21-year-old student for long, as a spirit
came to her duringthe party! Monica then pulled aside a partygoer named Corey and explained that his
late father has been trying to connect with her.
“Something happened in the water where your dad is struggling,” she recalled. “He makes me feel pain
all up in my shoulders, my neck and my back. Does that make sense to you?”
When he said that his father broke his neck after being hit by a wave in the ocean, Monica responded,
“‘My son did everything he could to try to save me.’ He shows me you paddling, trying to get out to your
dad. I see you getting him, I see you giving him CPR.”
Monica added, “You need to stop thinking, ‘I could’ve done more, I could’ve saved my dad.’ He wants
you to understand you did everything and more to keep him here.”
After the party, her friends commented on how Corey seemed interested in Monica.

“If I dated someone like Corey, every time I would be around him I would be like, ‘Oh your dad…” she
said.
In an effort to be more open when it comes to dating, she agreed to go on a blind date set up by her
friend Krista. As her friends helped her shop for an outfit for the big day, Monica found herself giving
readings to store cashiers and customers!
When it was finally time for Monica’s blind date, she drove to the spot they planned to meet.
Unfortunately for Monica, she was stood up.
“He just called me and he’s not coming Monica,” Krista told her over the phone. “He found out that
you’re a medium and backed out of the date. I am so sorry.”
Monica responded, “This is why I didn’t want to do this. This is why I don’t put myself out there to guys.
I thought he would get to know me first before he started judging me.”
Luckily for Monica, she has a great support system, as Krista brought her mini golfing to cheer her up.
Her gift doesn’t only affect her love life, as she has trouble finding a job on next week’s episode. After
accepting a position at a boutique, Monica can’t help but give readings to customers!
But will her gift get her fired? Watch Monica the Medium Tuesdays at 8pm ET/PT on ABC Family.
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“Dead People Don’t Play Flip Cup”: The Nonsensical Pleasures of ABC Family’s ‘Monica the Medium’

MONICA THE MEDUIM - "Blind Date Surprise" - Monica Ten-Kate is a typical 21-year-old college junior,
juggling studies, friends, family, bills and boys…all while communicating with the dead. “Monica the
Medium,” premieres Tuesday, August 25th (8:00 PM ET/PT) on ABC Family. (ABC Family/Ken White)
MONICA TEN-KATE, VANESSA TEN-KATE, JOANNA TEN-KATE
“I spend most of my time with dead people, and dead people don’t play flip cup,” says Monica, early in
the series premiere of ABC Family’s Monica the Medium, which aired Tuesday. If we were lucky, this
would be a scripted dramedy about a hard-partying ghost attending a paranormal university. Instead,
it’s ABC Family’s most ridiculous currently airing show — and you might love it.
If nothing else, the premise is original: Monica the Medium is a reality series about Monica, a junior in
college who also happens to be a medium. She deals with a lot of the same stuff as her peers: roommate
troubles, attractive boys, parental disapproval, etc. The difference? “My roommates don’t really know
how hard it is balancing being a medium and a college student,” she laments at one point. Later, she is
seemingly making eyes with a guy, only to explain that she’s feeling a spiritual energy from beyond
that’s attached to him. The tension between Monica and her mother is not about grades or boozing; it’s

about how talking to the dead might mean that Monica is possessed. At the very least, her mom is
worried that she’s going against her religion.
The pilot episode introduces us to Monica and her college roommates — the thinker, the free spirit, the
one who talks to dead people, etc. — as they’re prepping for one last summer party. At the party, during
a game of flip cup, Monica feels the spirit of a partygoer’s father, recounts how the father died, and
shares a message from the spirit. “It blew my mind. Hashtag: shocking,” the bro says eloquently.
The entire episode is full of unintentionally hilarious quotes like that. “It’s really hard trying to find a guy
when you’re a medium and a college student,” says Monica. Later, in a department store: “I’m just
trying to find a dress for tonight’s blind date when all of a sudden I kept hearing a spirit come through.”
(At the store, she speaks to many spirits for employees and customers; at one point, someone marvels
about how, through Monica, she learned that her grandparents want her to continue taking linguistics
classes.)
One of the big stories this season, I suppose, is Monica trying to have fun and find a boyfriend during her
junior year. It’s a problem that her medium-ness keeps interrupting. She can’t go shopping without
being bombarded by spirits who want to say hi to their children or help a granddaughter pick out her
course schedule. She can’t talk to a hot dude without seeing his father drowning in Panama. When her
friends set her up on a blind date, the boy cancels last minute. “He found out,” Monica’s friend says
ominously, “found out that you’re a medium and backed out of the date.” In an interview segment,
Monica complains to the camera, “College boys suck. Once they find out I can talk to the dead, it freaks
them out and then they’re long gone.”
Monica the Medium isn’t what you would call a must-see television show, and much of it that is
obviously contrived — but it’s also the sort of programming that’s so entertainingly nonsensical you
can’t look away from. It’s a college student who is a medium! She drinks beer and talks to the dead! She
flirts with boys and summons spirits! It’s absolutely ridiculous, and I am on board for the entire season.
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By Sammi T

MONICA THE MEDIUM
FUN FACTS ABOUT MONICA
Some people are born with the talent to sing. Some are meant to be Mensa members. Others are able
to cure diseases. Monica Ten-Kate can talk to spirits and it is a gift that is nothing short of amazing. Her
new show, Monica The Medium premieres tonight on ABC Family and to celebrate, TVGrapevine has an
exclusive interview with the Penn State student who is juggling school, a personal life and being a
medium—all a the tender age of 21. Below are some of thehlights from our chat.
1. Monica’s gift began in high school. She would hear and see dead people, and realized she knew
things about people that she had no way of knowing otherwise. However, she didn’t start sharing her
gift with the world until she was in college.
2. She didn’t set out to be on TV, it was just a situation that happened to fall in her lap. Once the
opportunity presented itself, she took it as a sign that she was meant to share her gift and decided to go
for it. She adds that the more she pursued the show, the more she realized that it was something she
was meant to do.
3. The most challenging part is finding a balance in her life when it comes to her personal life, school and
being a medium. She says it is hard to say no to people and that she wants to help as many people as
possible, but there are simply not enough hours in the day to help everyone.
4. Monica thinks that everyone has the ability within to connect, but some people are more in tuned to
it. She says that if you pay attention to signs and energy around you, then you can possibly connect with
those who have died. She adds that people should be open to messages and that she is working hard to
bring attention to the fact that more people could possibly have this gift.
5. She hopes that people enjoy the show because it not only brings awareness to mediums and how
they work, but it also shows that she is a normal college girl trying to enjoy her life. She also hopes that
the show takes away misconceptions of the spirit world and that people can relate to her on some level.
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Who Is Monica Ten-Kate? 8 Things To Know About 'Monica The Medium,' Besides Her Unique Gift

Monica Ten-Kate leads a pretty normal life for a college girl. She’s a 21-year-old junior at Penn State who
juggles family, dating, college life, and a job. What sets her apart, however, is what exactly that job
entails. As we'll see on Monica the Medium, Monica Ten-Kate is, well, a medium.
The reality series premieres Tuesday night on ABC family and will follow the life of this college
student/medium. Trailers for Monica the Medium show its star hanging with friends, going to parties,
and getting turned down for a date when the guy finds out she’s a medium. She also seems to become
overcome, with what we find out she calls “Spirit,” and gives strangers emotional pieces of advice and
information from beyond — even at parties.
In addition to Monica’s studies, she also runs a business connecting people with lost loved ones. She
performs these readings in person and over Skype, and this business has lead to Monica The Medium.
According to ABC Family's series description, “Monica uses her gift of communicating with Spirit to bring
through details, facts, names, memories and more, to validate the connection to people’s loved ones on
the Other Side and to deliver healing messages they may have.”
So, we know Monica’s a medium. But what else is there to this Penn State student? Here are eight
things to know about her before tuning in to the series premiere on Tuesday at 8 p.m.

1. She Grew Up In Northern Virginia With 3 Sisters

She’s part of a big, Catholic family, according to her ABC Family bio.
2. Her Mom Allegedly Thinks Monica’s Gift Is Scary

Monica’s sister Vanessa claimed on camera that their mother thinks Monica’s gift “[is] something like,
scary, bad.” Hopefully we'll get to hear from the Ten-Kates' matriarch herself this season.

3. She’s A Communications Major

According to the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, that's Monica's major at Penn State, which is fitting, since she
also communicates with the dead.
4. She Has An Adorable Dog, Luna

5. She Is Close With Her College Roommates

Hopefully they're cool with her having Spirit over from time to time.
6. She Loves To Travel

But still gets homesick sometimes, just like the rest of us.

7. Her Favorite Shows Are Grey’s Anatomy & Pretty Little Liars

They're listed in her ABC Family bio and hey, Monica the Medium and PLL are both on the network —
crossover anyone?
8. Monica Suppressed Her Gifts Until High School

But then started her successful business in college, according to ABC Family. And now she's turned that
successful business into a very promising reality TV show.
Images: Donald Rager, Eric McCandless/ABC Family
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Recap: Monica The Medium, Episode 1, “Blind Date Surprise”
Monica Ten-Kate is your average college student who is busy hanging out with roommates, taking
classes and trying to find a cute guy. And… she talks to dead people. Ten-Kate is a medium, who
discovered her gift in high school, but who kept it a secret until college. Monica’s journey as a normal
woman with an extraordinary ability is chronicled In ABC Family’s new reality series, Monica the
Medium.
Monica generously answered my questions for a revealing profile and she is incredibly honest about the
incredible life she leads. I an interested to learn more about Monica and see for myself what her gift
entails. I am not sure if I believe in the ability to communicate with the dead, but I have an open mind,
and am willing to let Monica’s actions serve as proof.
So let’s get started and dive into Monica’s world.

From left: Julie, Krista, Ann and Monica
Image: ABC Family/Donald Rager
From the get-go, Monica looks like your normal young woman. She’s a student at Penn State, and has a
group of nice-seeming friends: Krista, her high school BFF and resident “Social Butterfly;” new roomie
Ann, “The Thinker” aka “The Skeptic;” and Julie, “The Free Spirit.”
The four friends plan a Back-to-school BBQ at their house, which is waaaay nicer than any college pad
my friends had. We also meet Monica’s two sisters, who share Monica’s gorg tresses. I’m close with my
sisters, and I know from experience, if you want to get the honest scoop, ask someone’s sisters. I hope
they are frequent visitor to State College because they reveal Monica’s silly side.

At the party, “I spend most of my time with dead people, and dead people don’t play flip cup.” While
Monica learns the fine art of flip cup, her attention is drawn to a handsome hunk, and a fatherly energy
around him. She asks if she can deliver a message from his father who had passed away, and gives him
insanely accurate information about the passing of his father. The events surrounding his death are so
intimate and exact that there is no other explanation but that the information was being fed to her by
something supernatural.

Monica reveals #Shocking details about Corey’s father.
The guy, named Corey, is visibly shaken, especially when Monica reveals that Corey tried valiantly to
save his father’s life by not only rescuing him from the water in Panama, but also doing CPR on him for
an hour. You simply cannot make this up! Monica’s message to Corey from his father is that he did
everything possible to save him, and that his father is okay and at peace. Cory cries tears of relief. The
hair on my arms is standing straight up, and I’m completely in tears. Corey summed it up best, saying
“#Shocking.” Ditto.

Jaws on the floor.
The party guests are gobsmacked. It’s amazing that despite the number of eyes on them, Monica is only
aware of the person in front of her, breaking her focus only to ask about the name of a lake that she
can’t place. The exact lake where the young man lives!
Monica reveals that when she first started communicating with Spirit (her term for the spiritual realm),
she thought she was crazy. Her first connection was with the deceased mother of a friend. I wonder if
the friend is her long-time bestie, Krista. Since then, Monica has honed her gift and has gotten more
adept at deciphering the clues, images and sounds presented by the spirit world.

The next morning, Monica and her sisters fill roomie Julie in on the party… and cute Corey. Monica says
it’ d be a little weird to date someone that she’s given a reading to. It could get a little busy in a
relationship if someone’s dead Grammy was always offering an opinion. And she reveals that some guys
are freaked out by her gift, or rather, what they think her gift means. She can’t read minds or predict the
future. “It’s hard to meet a guy when you’re a medium,” says Monica, so Krista offers to set her up on a
blind date.
Off they head to pick out a cute outfit for the date, because hey — worst-case scenario — if the date is a
dud, at least she’ll have something pretty to wear. She finds the perfect dress, but before she can check
out, she gets a message from Spirit. A store employee receives a message from an uncle who died from
a gunshot. The poor woman witnessed the tragic death, and it still a hunts her! Another woman gets a
message from a grandmother who died from lunch cancer, but who is still able to celebrate the family’s
big moments. A third employee is told by beloved grandfather, that she needs to walk away from an onagain-off-again relationship, and she also gets encouragement to stay the course with a difficult
linguistic course. All of these details Whoa! Time after time, Monica pulls out specific information about
each of the loved ones, favorite activities, names, dates, she even describes the hat one of the departed
wore. How can Monica sift through the number of people who want to communicate through her? It
must be exhausting!

When it’s girl’s night in, the truth comes out!
Later, Monica sits down with her roommates for a girl’s night in, and Krista reveals how Monica told her
that she was a medium that the reading that convinced her. Monica’s sisters also talk about their own
struggles when their sister revealed her gift and reveal that their devoutly Catholic mother thinks that
Monica’s ability is a bad thing. She and her sisters can laugh about it, but I’m sure it’s something painful
for Monica to deal with.
The next morning, Monica even Skypes with her Dad, a contractor who lives and works overseas. He is
also wary of her gift; he and her mom have been divorced since Monica embraced her ability, but
accepts Monica’s offer to witness a future reading. How would your parents react if you told them that
you were a medium? It’s got to be a shock for any parent to wrap their head around; because who
expects their child to come out as a medium?!?

Monica reveals words of comfort from beyond the grave.
The day of her blind date, Monica and Kirsta get their nails done. Monica gets a message “For Anita” and
gives the thrilled woman messages from her mother and a close friend who died of cancer. The woman
is overjoyed and overwhelmed, especially when her friend sends a message of peace and loved and
revealed that she came through to Anita in a parking garage, shortly after her death. The look on the
woman’s face is a smile of relief and peace. It must be nice to be able to give that comfort to strangers.
Monica says, “Spirit comes through for who needs the most, not who wants it the most.”
Monica heads to her blind date with “Andrew.” After half an hour, he’s a no-show. Then Krista calls, and
it’s bad news. The jerk Googled her, and bailed once he learned that she was a medium. What a tool!
Isn’t one of the blind date ground-rules that Google is off-limits? Monica is humiliated, but her friend
comes to her rescue and they have a fun night of putt-putt. (And, Monica looks adorable in her new
dress.) Thankfully she has friends to support her when life and love gets her down.

Monica learns what friends are “Fore.”
So what did you think of the first episode of Monica the Medium? Are you obsessed yet? Do you believe
in communication with the afterlife? Would you want Monica to approach you with a message from a
deceased loved one? Have you ever had an experience that you describe as communication from the
other side?
From left: Julie, Krista, Ann and Monica Image: ABC Family/Donald Rager
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‘Monica The Medium': ABC Family TV Show Featuring Psychic Medium Monica Ten-Kate, Premieres
Tonight
By Traciy Reyes

Monica the Medium is a brand new one-hour unscripted show that is scheduled to premiere Tuesday
night. Monica the Medium follows Monica Ten-Kate, a 21-year-old college undergrad and spirit medium
who loves to give readings to almost anyone she feels strongly about. In the new reality show, some of
her readings are given in the strangest places, such as a retail store, where she speaks to a sales clerk in
Episode 1, entitled “Blind Date.”
Aside from doing her readings, Monica the Medium is trying her best to find a nice guy to date. Dating
can be a problem for her, since most of the guys that she meets end up being freaked out by her special
powers. ABC Family viewers will get to tag along with Monica Ten-Kate as she readies herself for her
blind date.
According to Monica, her social skills can sometimes be a bit off because she spends most of her time
with dead people. Originally from Northern Virginia, according to her mini-bio, Monica Ten-Kate always
knew that she had a special gift, a gift that didn’t really start to blossom until her teen years. Now that
she is a college girl, attending classes at Pennsylvania State University, she has fully accepted that she
has a special gift that is meant to help people. In a previous interview with Onward State, she made the
following statement.
“The best part of being a medium is the gift I get to give people that I read … Just being able to see their
face change from sadness to tears of joy from hearing from their loved ones is probably one of the best
feelings I could ever have.”
In real life, people can book private reading sessions with Monica, though right now she is booked up,
according to her Facebook page. Monica’s clients report that she has helped them in unspeakable ways,
such as connecting them with their loved ones, and relaying positive messages that help bring closure to
grieving families. Best Psychic Directory, a site that reviews psychic mediums, appears to have given the
talented young lady a good review. Many past clients report that they enjoyed their session with
Monica, and that her readings were spot-on. Her warmth and caring attitude is also something that her
clients noted.
Despite Monica’s so-called success rate with the general public, there are many skeptics who don’t
believe Monica has any special abilities, and they don’t believe that she should be given her own show.

There are also some ABC Family viewers who may not be sure if this kind of show is appropriate for a
family channel. Here are some comments from ABC Family’s Facebook page.
“No thanks. I will be watching switched at birth tomorrow though. Scripted shows and less reality
please.”
For others, this looks like a great show that many are planning to watch.
“Can’t wait to watch.”
“I am going to check it out.”
Monica the Medium is a show that is sure to connect with ABC audiences. Watch Monica in action
tonight at 8 p.m. on ABC Family. The Inquisitr recently reported on ABC’s Katrina 10 Years After The
Storm.
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How To Get An Appointment With 'Monica The Medium' & Watch ABC Family's Newest Star Connect
With Spirits IRL
By Rachel Paige

Monica Ten-Kate is just your average college student, except for the fact that she can contact the spirits
of the dead. On Tuesday night, ABC Family is rolling out a brand new show, Monica the Medium, all
about how she's managed to juggle life as a college student, and also as someone with a pretty
interesting talent. Already, she sounds like someone I want to be friends with. But maybe you want to
hang out with Monica for a different reason, namely for that unique trait, and just aren't sure how to
make that happen. How do you get an appointment with Monica the Medium?
Well, the answer to that comes with good and bad news. Monica, who calls herself a "Spirit Medium,"
does take appointments. However, seeing as how she's incredibly in-demand as a medium right now —
along with the fact that she now has her own brand new TV show — her website explains that she has
paused appointments for the time being and "is fully booked for the next few months." But, they'll start
up again eventually, and when they do, it shouldn't be hard to sign up for a slot.
All you have to do to make an appointment is enter your information on Monica's website. She also runs
her own Facebook page, where she talks to fans (and friends) about life and spirits. At the end of the
day, she really is just a regular college student.
When holding appointments, Monica would either do them out of her home in State College, where she
attends Penn State, or travel back to her old stomping grounds in Northern Virginia for readings,
according to the school's student-run blog Onward State. Now that she's becoming more popular
though, I wouldn't be surprised if Monica started traveling to new cities to do readings for her new fans.
Onward State also reports that Monica takes a lot of her classes online, so she doesn't have to travel
back and forth to campus so often. This leaves her free and available to conduct more readings. She

often does up to four readings a day (if not more) at around $100 an hour. And according to Onward
State, student discounts are available.
However, as of right now, all future readings have been postponed . As Monica wrote on her website,
she's even paused the wait list for all upcoming events and functions. I can't blame her, considering how
busy she must be. She's already going to college, fully booked with readings for months, and now
starring on a reality series. I'd have to pause any future commitments too.
The ability to schedule appointments will eventually be back up and running, and when it is, all it's going
to take is navigating to her website to sign up for one. More than likely, you'll still need to be in the Penn
State/Virginia area to make an appointment, but who wouldn't want to take a little road trip to hang out
with Monica?
Image: Donald Rager/ABC Family
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‘Monica the Medium’ Turns Her College Roommate Into A Believer
by 2Paragraphs in Culture

'Monica the Medium' is Monica Ten-Kate. The Arlington, Virginia native is a college student at
Pennsylvania State University and the star of the new ABC Family reality TV show, Monica the Medium.
Yes, she talks to dead people. But not exclusively. She has a living, breathing roommate, Anne.
“Coming in as Monica’s new roommate this year was a huge change of perspective for me,” says Anne,
who comes from "a very agnostic background." Anne says she had never heard of nor seen a medium
before meeting Monica, which is difficult to believe considering all of the TV shows that feature
mediums. But Anne does say convincingly that since meeting Anne, she's now thinking about her
spirituality (which she's never done before). Monica the Medium airs Tuesdays at 8pm on ABC Family.

August 31, 2015
'Monica The Medium' Sneak Peek! (Exclusive)

Link to watch video: http://www.accesshollywood.com/monica-the-medium-sneak-peekexclusive_video_2943237

Seriously? OMG! WTF?
http://seriouslyomg.com/?p=53138
August 25, 2015
Monica the Medium is the real deal, so you must witness her gift tonight!

Monica Ten-Kate is just your normal 21-year-old college student, but there is something different about
her. She can talk to the dead and share their messages with their loved ones. Tonight and every Tuesday
at 8p for the next 10 weeks on ABC Family, you can watch Monica the Medium try to date as a departed
soul wants to use her to connect with a loved one. If that is not enough for her to handle her Catholic
mom is trying to understand her gift, her sisters and her are close but sometimes they bicker and she
has the typical fights that roommates have when they live together. It is a lot for anyone to handle, but
somehow she makes it work.
On tonight’s season premiere, you will not only get to know Monica, her friends and her family you will
get to see her at work. She can be shopping at a store getting ready to buy a dress when someone will
come through with a message for a loved one. One loved one can turn into multiple ones and a quick
trip to the store can turn into a long one. Or she can be at a party and a father wants to tell his son that
he knows he did everything he could to save him but there was nothing he could’ve done. It is so special
to watch her share her gift with strangers because you can tell she is doing it from the heart.
Something I can tell she does from experience. About two weeks ago, I interview her about her
docuseries and my mother came through. She knew stuff about how my mom died that I haven’t told
anyone. She was also able to share some information about my mom and me after she passed away. It
wasn’t only these things that made her gift so special to me, it was how she relayed the information
with such warmth and care. It made her gift so much more special to me and watching her share her gift
weekly will do the same for you.
A gift that is so special, it seems like the spirits were at work to make her share it on television. She
wasn’t looking to be on TV, but then about a year and a half ago, a few producers and production
companies contacted her all during the same week. In fact, they all found her in different ways. One of
the producers went to Penn State and he read about her in the school newspaper. They all asked for
interviews on the same day and she did them back to back on Skype. With all of those coincidences, she
took it as sign as maybe it something she should do. After 13 meetings here in Los Angeles, she knew it
was something that was right for her to do.

Now that she decided she wanted to do the show, she wanted to make sure it was going to air on the
right network. It was important for to do it on ABC Family, not only because she grew up watching it, she
also knew they would make her docuseries something she could be proud to be part of.
The lighthearted show gives the Medium a larger medium that she can share her gift with. Instead of
just helping people locally, she can now help people all over the country. She is also hoping that some of
the skeptics, who will tune into the show, will change their minds about Mediums. Maybe by seeing her
in action, they will realize that there truly are people who can communicate with the dead.
Don’t expect all of those communications to be depressing. She told me, “I always say a spirit comes
through for whoever needs it the most, not necessarily, who wants it the most.” Some of those spirits
who come through will be just funny as when they were when they were alive and others will have a
serious message to share.
She promises that during each of the 10 one-hour episodes that there will be laughs and there will be
tears, but most importantly, it will be an hour of television that people of all ages can watch together as
a family and enjoy it all the same.
Not only is she relatable, she is also very likable. How many times can you say that about a person’s who
real story is being shared on television every week? Not that often. Monica is pure joy and her show
captures that essence.
Monica the Medium is the story of girl who is trying to go to college, hang with her friends and family,
try to meet a guy and help people who lost someone very special to them. Since she is not your typical
college student, Monica the Medium is not your typical show. It is better than that. Out of all the reality
shows I’ve seen that are about and/or have Mediums in them, this one is by far the best. If you’ve ever
been curious about Mediums, then I promise you will enjoy this docuseries.
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Recap: Monica the Medium, Episode 2 “Spirit At Work”
By Kellie Freeze
Last week we got to know hip, young medium, Monica Ten-Kate, and got to witness her heart-stopping
abilities in action. But this show is more than just the adventures of a young woman who stops people in
her college town and gives them readings, Monica The Medium also explores the day to day lives of an
average woman (Albeit one with a very unusual ability) and her friends.
Monica’s sisters are still visiting and after Monica complains about how high her bills are, her sisters
suggest she gets a part-time job. “Look at my work friends — a gaggle of dead people!” Monica jokes.
Okay, stop. Needle scratch on a record. How is being a medium not paying the bills? Based on the
results we’ve seen, how is Monica not fending off desperate people and their cash-filled hands? I would
expect campus paparazzi camped outside of her house because: 1) There are cameras following her 2)
she is a MEDIUM!
At my campus, it took mere days to know whose parents were famous, who had been a child star, and
who had won a Pamela Anderson lookalike contest (don’t judge, it was the late 1990’s). Monica is
college campus famous. She’s basically the social status of a college athlete, someone who appears on
The Real World (is that still on?) or poses for Playboy’s college issue.
Monica first stops in a boutique and strikes up a great report with the girl working there. I have noticed
that many of the stores in State College have massive walls filled with earrings. Do Nittany Lions love
their accessories, or what? Look out Monica, the stuff at Sercy there is so cute that you’ll spend your
entire paycheck!
Next, Monica stops into a sandwich shop. “I like eating sandwiches, so I figure, maybe I’ll like making
them too.” Bwahhaa! If I had to eat one food for the rest of my life, it would definitely be a sandwich. I
am a sandwich junkie! Monica reveals her status as a medium to the shop owner and he jokes that
there’s no communicating with the dead allowed when you’re serving the living. So I guess that won’t
work.
Monica’s next stop is The Apple Tree, a free-spirited store. I see what appear to be wall tapestries, so
I’m thinking Head shop/ smoke shop. It has a very cosmic vibe. Monica is immediately distracted in the
store, there is a young woman grabs her attention …

Monica passes along messages of love and acceptance to Carter and her brother.
The young woman agrees to have Monica pass along a message. Carter receives a message from her
deceased mother Kim meant for her and her brother Sam. Monica is able to tell her brother’s name, and
that her mom had breast cancer which metastasized. Monica even points to a ring that belonged to the
girl’s mother and reveals that Mommy still comes to visit her daughter and also revealed a loving
message that she acknowledges and accepts Sam’s homosexuality. It is an incredibly touching moment,
for Carter to know that her mom is still with her and her brother, and she follows their lives even though
she isn’t with them physically. Phew! If she doesn’t get this job, these guys are bozos; who wouldn’t
want their business frequented by lots of people? People with money?
That evening, Monica’s roommate invites Kristi the roomies on a group bowling date. I’m pretty sure
that Monica nearly chokes on her wrap. She must be thinking, “another blind date? I hope this one goes
better than the last one.” And then she gets a call from Sercy, letting her know that she’s been hired! (I
totally thought that her gift was right up the alley of the guys at The Apple Tree)
The next day, Monica heads to her first day of work, pledging not to do any readings that day. And
before long, she has the ins-and-outs of retail sales. And then, Spirit speak up…
In an interstitial, the girls share their embarrassing first date stories. I think most first dates are basically
the most awkward experiences of our lives. Mine involved a very hot day, and the unwise decision to
bite the bottom off of a very large chocolate ice cream cone. Mess ensued.

On your first day of work should you…
1) Wear a cute outfit?
2) Learn your job responsibilities?
3) Give a customer a message from her dead mother?
4) All of the above?
Back to Monica and the slightly stunned young woman who Monica has just approached while working
her first day. Monica takes a moment to breathe so she doesn’t want to douse the woman with “Spirit
vomit.” Eew, but an apt term. The young woman, Cassandra’s mother is coming through to acknowledge
responsibility for the alcoholism that claimed her life. Cassandra’s mother apologizes for actions that

turned her daughter into an adult. The woman’s mom is still aware of the family’s goings on; even that
Cassandra’s younger sister had just been accepted to Bloomsberg University. Cassandra is relieved to
know that her mom really is still with her.

For cool boss Erica, helping customers = good, changing their lives = even better.
And after she blows this woman’s mind, Monica gets back to work. Luckily, Monica’s boss, Erica, is cool
with the powerful moment that just happened.
After her first day or work, Monica and her roommates prepare for their group date. “How are you
Bowling Chic?” ponders Ann. Definitely go for long shirts girls, lots of bending goes on at a bowling alley.

Bowling, nature’s romance machine.
Image credit: ABC Family/Donald Rager
At the lanes, Monica and her pals meet the group of cute guys, and the date gets rolling. (Get it?)
Monica and one of the guys not only strike up a vibe, but they match!

A family bonding night takes on a whole new meaning when Monica walks over.
Image credit: ABC Family/Donald Rager
While Monica and Mitch wait for their pizza order, Monica gets a vibe from a family in a nearby lane.
While her friends wait for her to eat, she stops at a lane to pass along a message to a woman and her
family. “She’s not a Ghostbuster,” says Krista, to the table. To Julie and Krista, Monica passing messages
to strangers is nothing new, and not too unusual. But this is all really new to Ann. Mitch (the cutie guy),
is excited to know that Monica has the ability to change people’s lives with her gift and the other guys
want to know more! It’s encouraging to Monica — maybe a possible boyfriend is in the works?

The next time Monica works, her coworker tells her that it’s no big deal that she gave a reading. But
Monica is trying hard to push down Spirit when a woman comes in. Monica doesn’t want o have to
choose who she is and what she does, and decides that retail isn’t for her. She quits. Erica understands
and is a really cool girl. Well, if Monica’s goal was to make a little money, and meet cool people, I think
she succeeded in both places.
So what to you think after Episode 2? Do you think those people are prescreened? How are there so
many people who have loved ones with unfortunate deaths? It makes me so sad for them, and sorry
that Monica has a constant stream of the passings of so many people. I’m not saying that Monica knows
anything about these people ahead of time, but I wonder if the producers have panted people with
emotional pasts to see what Monica’s intuition can uncover.
I’d love to see Monica walk up to someone that I’m sure hasn’t been prescreened. I’d love to hear only
the good that happened in people’s lives. I’m sure that Cassandra’s mother was much more than her
alcoholism and the violent way she died. Maybe it’s just how the spirit world works, since a person’s
death was their last moments on Earth, maybe it’s some of the first energy that Monica receives. I’d love
to ask Monica about that, because it seems like such a heavy burden for her, to revisit the violent, tragic
or graphic deaths of those who come through.
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Monica the Medium: Juggling a Sixth Sense for Spirits and College Classes
By Aubry D'Arminio

College is difficult, whether you’re struggling with New Media 101 or just trying to throw an epic kegger.
Now imagine doing both with a bunch of dead people gabbing in your ear. That’s the premise behind
ABC Family’s reality show Monica the Medium, about Penn State junior and “Spirit Medium” Monica
Ten-Kate, who started hearing the dearly departed as a teenager. When she’s not studying for exams,
she’s helping the bereft communicate with their deceased loved ones. In tonight’s episode, Monica goes
looking for a new job, but not every employer is thrilled with her talent. We talked to the 21-year-old
about her gift and more.
How did you discover you were a medium?
When I was in high school, my friends would tell stories about their childhood and I would see or hear or
feel the ending before they told it, especially if it was about someone they lost. Once it started
happening with strangers, I knew that there was no going back.
Your roommate Ann is a bit of a skeptic. Will you change her mind over the course of the season?
It’s not that she thinks I’m a con, but she’s just not sure she believes [my abilities] are possible. But after
living with me and witnessing me do what I do so many times, she starts coming to terms with it. My
other roommate, Lea, and I are the ones who get on each other’s nerves. I like to have a clean kitchen,
and she doesn’t care as much.
What’s the biggest misconception about mediums?
People automatically assume when I say I’m a medium that I can predict the future or that I’m a mind
reader. I’m very clear that I’m a spirit medium and only connect to those in heaven.
What is the hardest thing about being a student and doing what you do?
Finding the motivation that I should have for my schoolwork when I’m doing a reading with someone

who really needs the message. It’s really hard to be like, “OK, I’m going to head off, spirit, because I have
to go write a paper or do a math problem!”
Monica the Medium, 8/7c, ABC Family
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Kerry Washington, Nathan Fillion, and Kermit the Frog Are in the Hot Seat When
the Stars of ABC and ABC Family Interview Each Other
By Ethan Alter

Hyperlink to video: https://www.yahoo.com/tv/anthony-anderson-kerry-washington-kermit-the128111343270.html
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Monica the Medium's Monica Ten-Kate: 'I Thought I Was Nuts!'
By Michele Corriston

When college student Monica Ten-Kate goes out, she's not just dancing with her roommates
or scoping out cute guys – she's also fielding requests from the dead.
"It definitely comes through at interesting times," the Monica the Medium star tells PEOPLE.
"That's for sure."
It leads to some awkward moments, like when Ten-Kate was waiting in line for the bathroom
at a bar when she began to give a reading.
"As we went into the stalls, I continued basically connecting with the spirit while we were like
going to pee," she recalls, laughing. "So that was probably the most uncomfortable location."
Read on for more on her reality show, how she discovered her gift and what it's like to be
third-wheeled by a ghost. Monica the Medium airs Tuesday at 8 p.m. ET on ABC Family.
When did you start communicating with spirits?
I was intuitive and empathic growing up, but it really wasn't until high school that I was like,
"Okay, I am feeling and hearing and sensing and seeing things that I'm really not sure where
it's coming from." After time with friends and acquaintances where they would tell stories of
their childhood or friends who had passed, they would be talking about them and I would hear
or see the entity of the story before they finished telling it. And I was like, "Oh, that's weird,
that's coincidence, a lucky guess." As it started happening more and more, it would be like I
would get choked up or emotional with being around certain people. So when I started to kind
of repeat what I'd been hearing, feeling, sensing, seeing, et cetera, to people, they'd start
crying and be like, "Nobody knew that about my mom," or "No one knew that about my
brother, how'd you know that?" I realized, though, after it happening more and more, that it

was coming from a spirit. But you're in high school already trying to deal with everything else
and trying to fit in and be normal, so I really did not share it or open up with everybody about it
out of fear of people thinking I was crazy. It wasn't until the beginning of college that I kind of
came out of the medium closet.
How did you even connect the dots between sensing something and talking to ghosts?
At first I thought I was crazy, or I had some illness and I had to got to a psychiatrist. I thought I
was nuts. And it's kind of weird to be searching "hearing voices," you know? That's kind of an
awkward, uncomfortable thing to be Googling. In that moment, you're like, "I'm a crazy
person." I read different books by other mediums and I watched certain shows that had
already been out there and interviews. I was like, "Oh my goodness! Seeing these people
express and communicate what they go through as mediums sounds like a lot of what I've
been experiencing for quite some time now." I was able to realize, when I'm hearing these
things, this is coming from a spirit. And once it started happened with strangers, and I could
see how much feeling it brought them and how it was changing their lives. I was like, 'Okay
this is very much so a positive gift, and I'm supposed to be sharing it to help people."
How did your friends and family react?
My mom, she comes from a very Catholic, conservative Hispanic background, and the way
she found out was like the last way you would want your mother to find out you talk to dead
people (laughs). It was over the summer, I was home from college. I kept this from her for
months and months and months because I knew she'd be worried because of her faith and all
of that. She overheard me on a telephone call with one of my friends kind of talking about a
reading I had done. She basically eavesdropped and heard me talking about it, and I
remember walking downstairs in the kitchen, finding my mother crying her eyes out. "Monica,
are you talking about the devil? What do you see?" And I was like, "Oh my god, Mom, this is
not the way I wanted you to find out." I had this whole plan, I was going to sit her down, try to
gently explain to her. So yeah, she basically heard in the worst way possible. She never
doubted or questioned if I had this ability, she didn't think I was some liar or fraud. She just
was worried, is it coming from God? Is it a gift from God, is it coming from a good place or
could this be negative disguising itself as a positive spirit? She was more concerned and
worried. With my dad, he's an auditor in Afghanistan, he works in Kabul at the American
embassy there, and so he's a very analytical thinker. He was not sure what to think about all
this and is still kind of coming to terms with things. My sisters have been very supportive. One
of them thought I was a nut job and she'd roll her eyes, but now my three sisters fully trust and
believe in my gift and support me in any way they can. And even my mom, she's coming
around, and you'll see it on the show.
How has being a medium affected your dating life?
It's either the guy is completely freaked out, he's like, "This is a red flag, you're crazy," or they
assume that me being a medium means I could read their mind and know all their secrets and
all of their stuff, and I'm like, "No, that's not what it is." It's either they get freaked out and I
never hear from them again, or it's one of those things where they say they're open to it or
okay with it but as they start to spend time with me, they see how much of my life is dedicated
to this work, and sometimes I have to put what I do and helping people and sharing my gift
over spending time with them. They might date me because they think it's a fun thing to
parade around at parties with their friends. It's hard to find somebody who is just in the middle
of accepting me and supporting me but liking me as much for just being Monica as being
Monica the medium. And now there's the aspect of being on TV, so there's a whole other
category, them maybe not having the right intentions because it's a girl on television.

What are your thoughts on E! developing a similar reality show about Tyler Henry,
Hollywood Teen Medium? Do you have a circle of medium friends?
My medium mama, I call her, is Maureen Hancock. She's from Boston, she had a special
when there used to be a Style Network a few years ago, and she's amazing and gifted and
great. So I have kind of my own little community. I don't know all the mediums. I've never met
Tyler. I think we're kind of in the middle of an evolving consciousness, a spiritual awakening
you could say, and I think it's great that more and more people are begin introduced to the
topic of mediums and those who have this gift and that life does exist after you leave the
physical world. I think it's great that these shows and having this platform make it so people
can have the conversation at the dinner table. I just hope, with a show like the one on E!, that
they portray it in the right way and that it doesn't turn into trashy reality TV, you know? I just
hope it's portrayed in a positive way in that it respects the work that we do and doesn't make a
joke out of it.
What do you say to skeptics?
Whether you've been doing this for a day or you've been doing this for years, you tell people
you talk to the dead, and you're going to have haters, you're going to have skeptics, you're
going to have people who are going to doubt you, not believe in you, et cetera. So it kind of
comes with the title, and I'm used to it. I know where the skeptics are coming from. If I wasn't
the one doing this work thousands of times, day after day, I would be skeptical. People should
question things, but there's a difference between not understanding what I do or being
skeptical to it and being the bullies and the mean people online. I'm not here to convince
those people, but I have turned a lot of skeptics around, I have had them be more open to the
possibility of all this, but even if they don't believe me, my hope is to continue to spread the
healing and comfort. That's why I do what I do.
What can you tease for the rest of the season?
What I love about the show that makes it different than other medium shows that have been
out there is you're really going to see just as much of me being Monica as you will see me
being Monica the medium. So whether or not people can relate to losing someone very close
to them or a significant loved one, they'll relate to being nervous getting ready for a job

interview or going on a date. I think it's a very relatable show, whether you're even a believer
or not. There's so much more to the show than just the readings and spirit.
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8 questions for a 21-year-old TV medium (yes, you read that right)
By Sulagna Misra

We’ve set out to ask 20-somethings about how they’re making a living, fulfilling their goals, or just trying
to get by in this crazy quarter-life journey. Needless to say, we’re loving their answers. In the latest
installment of our career questionnaire, we talked to a 21-year-old woman with a pretty unique career
path. For real.
Name: Monica Ten-Kate
Job Title: Spirit Medium/ star of ABC Family’s Monica the Medium
Age: 21
Well my first question is, how would you describe your job? Like where you are in your career right
now and how’d you get there?
I would describe my job as a medium as a gift that I have, but it’s also my job where I connect with those
who have crossed over. So I will hear, feel, sense, see and just note things. All of these things are coming
from spirit and I then interpret all those things as a message for my clients, but how I got to do this as a
job is kind of a long story.

I had suppressed my gift connecting to spirit for many years and it wasn’t until high school that I started
to truly recognize that they are deceased people around me, there’s dead people around and really
started sensing things, but I still suppressed it.
You know, you’re already going through a lot of other things in high school and struggling to fit in. I was
nervous to tell people, “Hey, I’m feeling and hearing things.” I didn’t want people think I was crazy, so I
really didn’t come out publicly as a medium until the beginning of college.
While I was going to school, I was still working at Lockheed Martin. I would go to the hub where there’s
the restaurants and it’s kind of the main central place on campus where you can go and hang out.
I would be sitting there typing up an essay or doing my homework online and would start to
do spontaneous readings for whoever was sitting next to me. They were always so grateful and thankful.
They would say, “That was amazing. Can you do this for my roommate? Can you do it for mom? Can you
see my brother?” I started doing that, but I was still working another job and I was going to college fulltime at the same time. Soon more people started telling me, “You should be doing this for your job. Why
aren’t you doing this as a career? You have this gift, but also do it for your work.”
I was like, you know what? I quit that job, but I stayed in school and I started seeing clients. Now I just
do a mix of spontaneous readings that are for free, but I also do have my scheduled clients. That’s kind
of where I am now.
Oh wow, I’m actually really interested in the fact that you were working at Lockheed Martin and how
that compares to your work now. What does your day look like now and how does that compare to a
day at Lockheed Martin?
It’s very different, that’s for sure. Yes, so when I started working at Lockheed Martin I started as a
summer intern, it was my sophomore year of high school. Then they hired me as a co-op where they
gave me a laptop and I would continue to work virtually where ever I was—at school, or home, or what
not. I was working with the big data department and cyber security. Also, I started out as a
communications intern, but then it turned into also working on more of the technical side. A typical day
at Lockheed Martin, for me, I was doing some little bit of coding. I was making some websites for them, I
was running a series of virtual webinars for them. I was doing all sorts of communications work, but also
I did some of the technical things. You are around technical people, these engineers, you know, it’s very
different environment than the one I’m in now.

A typical day, now, is a combination of balancing school, and trying to get through my homework and all
that, taking care of my puppy, hanging out with roommates, but then also seeing my clients.
How do you think your work at Lockheed Martin, or even other internships and other jobs have
contributed to the job you have now?
I was [at Lockheed Martin] for several years and I would say that I was so meant to have that job,
to have that experience. It helps you grow and develop as a person, so I don’t regret it by any means. I
gained a lot of really great relationships out of that work.
What I do now is a very different type of work, but it’s still kind of comes down to doing your best,
keeping organized. It’s still a business, even though it doesn’t feel like work a lot of the times because I
love what I do. But I still have to keep up a schedule, and e-mail clients, and follow-up with them, and
have good communication skills—and not just good communication skills to a spirit, but also with my
clients.
That’s awesome. My next question is related to how you said that you’re thinking about being a
medium for the rest of your life. But I’m wondering is this like your dream job or do you have plans for
what you want your future to look like? Maybe trying something new? Or even like doing something
outside of work that you want to accomplish?
I feel and trust that I’ll be a medium and connecting to spirits until the day that I die, but I don’t
necessarily know what is coming up in my future.
Growing up, my dream job was actually working behind the scenes of a television show. In a way, I have
the best of both worlds [with the show, Monica the Medium] because I absolutely love my job. I do feel
like it’s a dream job, but I’m now getting to have this platform of the show. I get to go behind the
scenes. I get to see how the cameras work. It’s fun because that was a thing that I’d always been
interested—producing, production.
Oh cool, maybe you get to do some of that on your show?
Yeah, I do have a producer credit, but maybe one day I’ll be the EP.
My next question was about your money situation. Since you’re working on a TV show, I was
wondering if it’s freelance?

Well because it is a docu-series, I’m not an actress. I’m a medium on TV and off, as well as my real life.
It’s not considered union, or SAG… You don’t get those benefits with [reality] television. You don’t get,
like, health insurance.
Am I right in saying that you’re still in school now?
Yes, I am in college. I’ve been going to Penn State for the last three years and I technically I’m starting
my fourth year, but I am a little bit behind in my classes just because it is hard to balance being a
medium and being a college student. I was taking the bare minimum credits to be a full-time student,
but technically, to graduate on time, you need to take a little bit more. I probably will have to take
another semester or so, but I am trying to steadily go through it.
What you do outside of work?
When I’m not doing school, when I’m not doing readings, I’m just really like everybody else—being 21,
dating, hanging out with my friends, disagreeing with my sisters, seeing my family, my parents, hanging
out with my puppy. I don’t have tons of time for TV, but when I do, I’m obsessed with Grey’s Anatomy
and Pretty Little Liars. I also love Orange is the New Black. I like to go hiking. I like to travel a lot. My
older sister, Jessica, lives in London, so I’ve been to Europe a couple of times and my mom’s whole
family is from Costa Rica, so I visited there several times growing up. I love to travel and explore the
world. I’m the one hearing it first hand in every reading, time and time again, when loved ones are
saying, “You don’t want to look back and have regrets that all you ever did was work.”

The New Generation of Mediums: "Monica the Medium"
Breakthrough with A.J. Barrera
Episode 9: Monica the Medium

Monica Ten-Kate, is the newest generation of mediums to be featured on ABC Family's
television series called 'Monica the Medium.' Monica is a 21-year old Junior at PENN STATE
(Pennsylvania State University) who realized she had intuitive and empathic abilities when she
was in high-school.
On one of the upcoming episodes of 'Monica the Medium,' Monica Ten-Kate jokes that spirit
doesn't play flip-cup on the other side. (Flip-Cup is a popular drinking game in college where
two teams race to drink their beers and flip their cups). Monica and AJ Barrera answer
questions from fans Anjelia, Lynn and Debbie! Tune into today's show to find out whether or not
Monica can get through a entire day without giving readings and what happens when spirit has
a negative or bad message to deliver? Also, hear what happens on her drive home with an Uber
driver.
ARE YOU READY FOR A BREAKTHROUGH?
'MONICA THE MEDIUM' AIRS ON ABC FAMILY TUESDAYS at 8PM (PST/CST)

Click on hyperlink to listen to podcast: http://www.sidetrackedmedia.com/breakthrough-with-aj-barrera
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Get to Know Monica the Medium
ABC Family’s newest show, Monica the Medium, may not be your typical light-hearted comedy or
drama, but one thing’s for sure— it’s every bit (if not more) addictive! Just like the title suggests, it’s
about a normal, everyday college student name Monica with one exceptional gift— she can
communicate with spirits. But what does that mean? What exactly are “the spirits” and what are they
telling her? Find out in our one-on-one with Monica, and get to know her beyond her mediumship.
Turns out, she’s really not that different from us after all! Catch all new episodes Tuesdays at 8 EST on
ABC Family.

Hyperlink to video: http://youtu.be/gk3fyh3NcVM
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Recap: Monica the Medium, Episode 3 “Spirit Needs An Office”
By Kellie Freeze
Monica is having clients over to the house for a se$$ion, (she’s got bills to pay, yo!) but her
roomies are total piggos!

So while Monica cleans up the dirty plates and abandoned banana peels (gross) she also has to
find someone to dog-sit her dog, Luna. Krista is enlisted to help, but I wonder if Monica should
look into getting loony Luna trained as a therapy dog. Or at least get that pooch some
obedience classes.
Monica’s clients arrive to Monica’s house and her now clean living room. The space has lots of
candles, but is waaay too bright to need them. This is TV, your star has to be well lit, and
besides, this isn’t some psychic mumbo jumbo, spirits can come through during the daytime, as
we’ve seen in episodes 1 and 2.
Lauren and her boyfriend Kelly arrive at Monica’s house and are so visibly nervous that I can
almost see them shaking! Lauren’s sister quickly comes through and thanks Lauren for painting
her nails for her funeral. And then it’s revealed that when Lauren’s sister had her fatal car
accident, her car hit into Kelly’s car. So Lauren and Kelly aren’t a couple, despite the hand
holding they’re doing!

OMG, Kelly & Lauren are simply amazing people with a story that is unforgettable.
This entire reading is so different from anything that Monica has done, that she’s having a hard
time understanding the messages that Lauren’s sister is presenting. Me too. Kelly’s brother also
died in a car accident, and Lauren’s sister is sorry that through her accident with Kelly, he had
to revisited the pain of his brother’s death. Kelly’s brother comes through too and knows that
Kelly still carries a photo of him in his wallet. Lauren’s sister and Kelly’s brother want them to
stay connected and you can twll that Lauren and Kelly are two souls who are connected through
tragedy. Lauren says, “There will never, ever be a good enough reason for my sister to be dead.
However, I absolutely, 100% believe that we were supposed to meet.”
OMG, tissue break!! These two are like a Lifetime or a Hallmark movie come to life!
Once Kelly and Lauren leave, Monica’s roommates emerge from their rooms, a little annoyed to
have had to stay in her room while Monica had her session. Monica thinks its time to get proper
space to hold readings and turn the house’s den into her office. And when she says “den,” she
means awesome, huge room that must have been left unused by production with an eye into
turning it into Monica’s lair.
The night, the girls head to a local bar with a cute name and on the way are tooooo generous
with some shaggy flannel-wearing street musicians. Don’t spend your hard-earned dough on
street music, spend it on alcohol!! That was just the TV forcing their hands, because the guys
were neither that good, nor that cute.
Krista is on a mission to meet guys. They get a round of tequila shots and a pack of guys to
come over. Monica attributes Krista’s sex appeal to her vampire-y teeth and her confidence. Her

roommates are in awe with her ease with men. “I come bearing gifts- guys and shots!” Monica
gets through the night without channeling Spirit, but doesn’t hook up with any of the hotties.
The next day, Monica enlists her sisters for den decorating duty. So Monica goes out on search
of a couch. They meet three women who are looking to get rid of their couch (but why?) and
Spirit comes through with messages for the girls.

One of the girls has lost her father and she grabs a nearby notebook so she can make sense of
him. Monica talked about the specific smell of the girl’s dad, who delivered oil for a living. Her
dad is remorseful over the manner of his death and apologizes for not wearing his seatbelt in
the accident that took his life.

Monica tells Courtney that her father knows and approves of her fiancé Dale and Dad
even knows the date, September 5. Courtney’s dad even knew about her secret plan to
play a special song in memory of him. “I haven’t told anyone,” she tearfully tells Monica.
Now that Monica has changed the life of Courtney, she also buys her couch.

Monica’s sisters Joanna and Vanessa spend Monica’s hard-earned cash on decorating
Monica’s office. While her sisters spend her money, Monica visits the vet to get Luna
microchipped. And of course, the vet has lots of spirits floating around it and Monica
connects to the dead spirits of a woman’s grandparents. Jennifer’s grandparents were
watching over her mom when she had a heart procedure the day before and her
grandmother is proud of Jennifer’s talent as a mom to her two teens. (There is no way
that lovely woman is old enough to have teens! She must have been a baby!)
Monica is also getting messages for the vet, Dr. Fred. And she gets a message for a
woman who was there to pay for her animal’s procedure. Monica tells the Chloe that her
adorable dog can see her father when he visits. And her father knew that she was there
when he dies, This grieving woman feels such relief knowing that her father is okay and
knows how much he is loved.
My dog hates the vet, and Luna is much better behaved than my dog. Dr. Fred is lol,
“My closest things to a medium is a steak.” Dr. Fred’s seems pretty skeptical, but when
Monica mentions the favorite drink of Dear ‘ol Dad — Segrams 7 and distilled water —
Dr. Fred knew she was the real deal.
When Monica gets home, her roomies and sisters are busy getting her new office space
ready. And Krista contributes an original work of “Art” that she calls, “Sprit vomit.”
Hilarious, but Hmmmm. And then Luna poops on the carpet. Perfect.

http://www.accesshollywood.com/monica-the-medium-sneak-peek-exclusive_video_2955237

'Monica The Medium' Sneak Peek! (Exclusive)
Monica Ten-Kate does a reading for a daughter who lost her mother.

Hyperlink to watch video: http://bcove.me/isd1hdqo

‘Monica the Medium’ compares telling her family
about her psychic abilities to ‘coming out’

Zap2it: How did you come to realize you had your gift?
Monica Ten-Kate: When I was younger, I was definitely very intuitive and empathic. I’d feel things
around people, the emotions of others and things like that. At the time, I didn’t know that I had this gift.
It was just like, ‘Oh, I just feel a little bit different than most kids around me.’ But … really when it
started strongest was when I was in high school. I’d be around certain friends and they’d tell me about
their childhood or a story from their past or their loved one who had passed away and I could hear or
see the ending, or feel it before they’d finish telling me. …
There was one particular best friend that it would happen to quite often where every time I’d be around
her I’d get kind of emotional, I’d get choked up and I’d kind of hear or feel those things and she’d be
talking about her family. And so I would finally repeat to her what I would be hearing and she’d be like
crying, ‘Nobody knew that about my mom. How did you know that about my mom?’ I’m like, ‘I don’t
even know how I knew that. I just heard it or like felt that.’ And over time it happened more and more.
Zap2it: How did your family react?
Monica Ten-Kate: In a way, it really is like coming out, like I had to come out as a medium and I had to
tell my family. And some of them had a hunch that there’s something different about Monica … . But
really I was kind of having to come out altogether to really tell them what was going on because I
suppressed it and I kept it to myself for a long time because I was fearful of how my family would react
and how they’d look at me, especially with my mother. She’s a very conservative, strong Catholic. … But
she now kind of supports me and more than she ever did but the rest my family, they’ve all really
supported me.

Recap: Monica The Medium, Episode 4: “Junior Slump”
By Kellie Freeze | Tuesday, September 15, 2015 8:04 pm
Mommy is coming! Mommy is coming! Hide your candles and crystals because we finally get to meet
Monica’s mom (whom Monica does a killer impression of). But first, Monica has a classy issue.

Monica and Krista need to get their study-on, and their coffee-on!
Image: ABC Family/Donald Rager
She’s not doing well in a statistics class. BFF Krista’s solution? First, have coffee. Then, find Mon a cute
math tutor. Monica and Krista also decide to have a singles bash at their casa, because it’s been a whole
three episodes since their last throw down. But this one is for the single ladies (cue Beyoncé) but only
the single ladies who are named Monica, Krista and Ann.
First, Monica has a reading in her newly renovated den/ office. The space looks great and Monica talks
with two girls who want to reconnect with a friend. “Court” is coming through to talk to her sorority
sisters. The two girls instantly brighten while Monica shares memories of their deceased friend. The
quote on a memorial stone reads, “Don’t cry because it’s over, smile because it happened.” Spirit
reveals to Monica that the two friends were in the car with Courtney when the car they were riding in,
slipped on black ice, and crashed. Courtney passed along the message that she has traveled the world
alongside her friends. The two girls, who seemed skeptical at first, are so happy to know that their friend
is okay, and happy, in the afterlife.

Later, Monica’s Mom arrives at Casa Monica. The best thing about Mom-ica’s arrival is that Monica’s
sister came too! Momica promises to teach Monica and her roomies how to make a traditional Costa
Rican dish, but first Monica, Joanna and their mom go on a walk.

Mom-ica wants her daughter to be anything she wants … anything but a medium.
Monica’s mom is concerned that Monica’s life as a medium is interfering with her college courses and
doesn’t want her to make being a medium her career. Monica’s conservative mother is still anti-medium
and texts Monica Bible passages and notes from the Catholic Catechism about the church’s stance on
mediums. Monica’s mom has never seen Monica’s gift at work; I wonder if she’d change her tune if she
saw Monica’s gift changes people’s lives.
Monica meets Nathaniel the charming tutor at a local bookstore (Webster’s bookstore and café). He’s
got numbers on the brain, but she’s thinking that he’s possible boyfriend material. But suddenly, Spirit
shows up to spoil the math-time romance. Monica takes a study break to give a message to the two
girls, and Nat give her a look like, “maybe she won’t notice if I just sneak away…”
Jaclyn and Katie call Monica’s visit “kind of random” but they listen when Monica reveals that Katie’s
mom is coming through for her and her brother Kevin. Katie has kept a lock of her mom’s hair, and she’s
floored that Monica told her about it. Monica also has a message for Katie’s grieving dad, “It’s okay to
let go.” Katie knows this message from beyond will bring her father the peace he needs.
Surprise! Nathanial is still there! And he doesn’t think Monica is nuts. Monica asks for a second study
session so she can see her cute tutor again.

Monica’s Momma is making Monica’s favorite meal, Gallo Pinto, which looks like a fantastic rice and
beans dish. Mmm, Momma Ten-Kate, can you make me some Gallo Pinto?!? Monica — can you share
your mom’s recipe?
Monica meets her roomies for pizza and they talk about their party. They come up with a cute party
game where guys bring ties and the single ladies pick their fav tie and then the couple gets tied together
at the wrist. Very 50 shades of fun!
Monica meets Nat for yogurt and study time. We can all agree that this is a date, right? Not just a study
date, but a date date? Nat is a great tutor (Admission: I married my tutor from my college Logic class)
and after she gets great vibes, she invites him to her party. Needle scratch. He changes the subject to
“limits” math limits, but also tutor-tutoree limits, perhaps?
While shopping for party supplies, Monica reveals that she’s my twin because we share a love of cheese.
“Don’t lie to me, everybody loves cheese,” says Mouse-ica, who describes her dream food combo as
Cheese, Eggs and Avocado. I hear ya, twin!

Monica stuns a woman with a message from Spirit.
Image: ABC Family/Donald Rager
Monica sees a flickering light and she notices two girls in super-short shorts. So she supermarket stalks
them because one woman’s deceased mother is coming through. The young women still wears her
mom’s lipstick/lip gloss and keeps the last bit of her mom’s perfume. Monica reveals that her mom was
with her at her death and heard her words of love and peace.
The night of the party is here! And the house is looking very clean! (a good sign after last episode’s
pigsty). After a shot of liquid courage, the girls realize that the place is a sausage fest. A lot of men might
mean too many men for Monica.
She slips outside and reveals to Krista that she’s too nervous to them! This is insane because Monica
normally has so much confidence in approaching strangers! Maybe she wears Spirit like a protective
mantle?

The bros hang up their ties, which one will Monica choose?
Image: ABC Family/Donald Rager
“I’d rather hang out with Spirit. I’d rather party with Spirit, she tells an exasperated Krista, “Spirit, wanna
drink some shots? Because you’re way more enjoyable than real people.” LMFAO! Monica has no idea
that she’s gorgeous and all of those guys are probably dying to meet her. And, she’s drunk and I think
Krista may punch her to get her out of her self-deprecating funk. Thankfully, Krista imparts words of
wisdom and confidence into her beautiful friend, gets her off of the crazy train, and back into the party.
Because it’s tie-me to pick ties (see what I was trying to do there — tie + time = tie-me?!?).
Monica picks the tie of a hottie named Mitch, who after spending time attached to Monica, asks her out
to dinner. And then he plants one on her! Mitch and Monica (I ship thee Mitchica) make out while
everyone watches. It’s awkward when you’ve had a few doses of liquid courage. To alcohol! The cause
of … and solution to … all of life’s problems. Thank you Homer Simpson for those words of wisdom.

http://www.accesshollywood.com/monica-the-medium-sneak-peek-exclusive_video_2970137
'MONICA THE MEDIUM' SNEAK PEEK! (EXCLUSIVE)
Monica Ten-Kate does a reading for a fiancée and cousin.

http://www.zachsangandthegang.com/2015/09/18/monica-the-medium-interview-watch/

Recap: Monica the Medium, Episode 5 “Heaven on Hold”
By Kellie Freeze | Tuesday, September 22, 2015 8:05 pm
Monica is a tired lassie, there’s a lot on her plate and her heavy schedule of readings has her drained
both emotionally and physically. Communicating with the dead is a lot more than simply listening,
there’s an unseen energy exchange that takes a toll on the reader. Thankfully there’s plenty of water in
her extra-huge glass, because gurl needs to hydrate!

Cheers, sister! I’m so glad to spend time with …. can you go wait in the bathroom?
Monica’s sisters are visiting (yay!) and they’re celebrating big sis Vanessa’s recent promotion (double
yay!). At the sisters’ celebratory lunch, Monica’s spider senses start to tingle and her attention is drawn
to two girls sitting at the restaurant’s bar. Monica asks her sisters to wait in the bathroom (Oh no, she
didn’t. Oh, yes she did) or at another table while she gives a message to one of the woman. Vanessa and
Joanna roll their eyes and take the pizza with them, but not to the bathroom, because that’d be gross.
The sit at a nearby table and shoot daggers at their sister. Not really — maybe a little.
Monica approaches a woman named Kela who agrees to receive a message from her fiancée. (The
deceased was also the cousin of the other woman at the bar). Joshua died as a result of an epileptic
seizure that led to him crashing his truck. Joshua knows Kela still agonizes for him and the fight that led
to that fateful drive. Joshua wants her to remember the good times and forgive herself. He also
apologizes for the actions of his family, who blame her for his death. This message is the answer to
Kela’s prayers and she feels like she can finally move on with her life.
Once Monica is done helping Kela, she has to face the wrath of her sisters, and they are pissed!! I know
they’re resentful that they’ve been dismissed, but aren’t they even a bit proud that their sister has the

ability to give comfort to people in pain? After lunch, Monica ditches her sisters to get interviewed for a
student documentary.

OMG, I remember these days from college!

A camera shooting a camera. I feel like I’m in The Matrix.
Monica meets with Chelsea the documentarian and her cameraperson, which is a surreal moment
because a camera crew making a documentary about Monica, is filming another camera crew making a
documentary about Monica. Monica reveals that she doesn’t open herself to negative energy or
earthbound energy. “I’m not a Ghostbuster,” Monica says in an interview. The interviewer tells Monica
that she believes that she as a ghost in her apartment, who she and her roommates have dubbed
“Geppetto.” The girls keep a log of the things “he” does and although it goes against what Monica
usually does, she agrees to visit the girl’s apartment. Monica feels it’s urgent and she breaks more plans
with her sisters. Joanna and Vanessa are doubly pissed.

Me thinks this apartment is haunted by the spirits of dead wine bottles.
Monica goes to the apartment that Chelsea shares with four other girls. And there is a guy there who
seems gleefully skeptical. One of the girls, Erin’s grandfather comes through and reveals that he still sits
next to his wife in the matching chairs that were in their home. Erin’s pseudo-grandfather, Billy, also
came through. Then a spirit came through for the group’s skeptic, Dylan, and he found himself believing
in the possibility of beyond.
Monica rushes home to spend time with her sisters, but they’re not there. When Krista, Vanessa and
Joanna get back, it’s Monica’s turn to be upset. It’s not payback, but it is turnabout. Monica stamps into
her room and goes to bed.
The next morning, the tensions are still high, but Monica has clients coming over. Terri and Nikki have
several spirits who want to come through, but one — a man named Chris — is extremely pushy and
eager to talk. (That’s got to be a good feeling — to be so beloved that people line up for a chance to say
“Hi!”) Chris reveals that his death happened because he fell asleep at the wheel. Chris tells Nikki that is
proud that their son chose to donate Chris’ organs; the son believed that no other child should lose their
parent. Nikki feels guilty that she encouraged her husband to go out that night, and wishes she had kept
her husband from going out with work friends that night. He tells his wife that it was his time, and she
needs to let go of the burden of that decision. It’s a message that calms Nikki. Personally, it makes me
feel powerless.
After her reading, Monica leaves to go to the haunted apartment again, further pissing off her sisters.
“We don’t drive here to hang out with each other,” says Joanna. She continues, “If she spends the rest
of her life, putting her work before her personal life, she’s not going to have much left.” I agree, Joanna.
You knew her first and you called dibs long before Spirit.
Monica is big-hearted and doesn’t want to miss out on the chance to offer closure to people whom she
may not see again. But maybe she needs to hand out cards when she’s out and about and feels the

presence of their loved ones and encourage people to come for a reading. If Monica can’t create safe
boundaries for herself, where will she draw the line? Her wedding day? A professional interview? And
what if the people she’s approaching aren’t in a receptive mood? What if she interrupted someone’s
engagement? Or breakup?
Monica goes back to the haunted apartment, where she burns sage and sprinkles holy water around the
apartment. She sees a man in her mind’s eye that she dubs “Geppetto” whose granddaughter may have
lived in the apartment. His granddaughter had a hard time with his passing, so he stayed behind and got
used to being in the apartment. When she moved out, he stayed. Monica says he’s a funny guy and likes
playing with the girls, although isn’t trying to scare them. Why didn’t she ask his real name? Or get him
to move along?
Monica is back home and gets to help her sisters and roomies make a tasty dinner. Monica brings out a
beautiful cake as a peace offering and vows to spend more time with the people in her life who are
alive. That’s a good idea, because pissed off live folks can smack you.

Recap: Monica The Medium, Episode 6, “Bun in the Oven”
By Kellie Freeze | Tuesday, September 29, 2015 8:04 pm
Tonight, Monica disrupts dinners and dreams about diapers, and I share a recent message that I got
from beyond the grave.

Daddy-Daughter time with Joanna, Monica, Michael and Vanessa Ten-Kate. Image credit: ABC
Family/Donald Rager
Monica’s Dad is coming! We met Mr. Ten-Kate via Skype in Episode 1, but now we get to see Papa in the
flesh! Monica doesn’t get to see her dad very often, he’s been working as an Afghanistan-based
contractor for several years, so this is a big treat for her. She hopes to show him that her dead-talking
abilities are legit. (FYI-I’m obsessed with Monica’s olive moto jacket) She’s looking for acceptance from
one of her parents.
And, Monica had a dream (that may have been spirit-sent) that someone in her life may be pregnant!

Jamie and her lookalike daughter are looking for closure.
Monica’s first session is with Jamie, her sister Terri, and Jamie’s daughter. The family is struggling with
the loss of Jamie’s father and they’re looking for closure.
Monica picks up his strong, military-like energy and it’s revealed that women’s brave father was a police
officer who was shot and killed in the line of duty. One of the messages that he passes through Monica
is his happiness happy that the women’s mother (his ex-wife) has found love again, and that the failure
of their marriage was his big mistake.

Your face at the exact moment Monica the Medium blows your mind.
Then Spirit makes the women’s jaws drop. The night before, the young woman put her grandfather’s
picture in her purse and challenged him to bring up the photo as proof that it was really his spirit coming
through. When Monica tells the women that their father/grandfather is asking to see the picture, they

are amazed and overcome. He also reveals that he approves of the young woman’s boyfriend and tells
her that he’ll be at her high school graduation. He also thanks Jamie for the manner in which he was laid
to rest, a decision that gives relief to Jamie who had agonized over his final wishes after his sudden
death. Understandably, it was a session filled with tears of joy.
I’ve been wondering what had happened with Mitch since Monica and her roomies’ singles party. Well,
he’d asked Monica out to dinner and now he wants to make that date happen! Ann and Krista are
thrilled for their roomie because Mitch is a catch. “And he’s a good kisser!” teases Krista, who saw
Monica and Mitch’s lip-lock. Is it wrong that I’m like Krista and already shipping M&M? (And trying to
come up with a better couples’ nickname than Mitchica.)
Monica’s Pops has arrived with her her sisters and Mon’s hoping that this visit will legitimize her talents
in his eyes. Monica’s dad is a budding cook, so he’s brought a grill and looks forward to cooking for the
girls. MMMMmmm, can we get a Monica the Medium cookbook!

Daddy does din-din
Monica’s dad is preparing a delicious-looking dinner of tasty steaks and has a host of willing sous chefs.
Who wouldn’t want to help with the fest they’re preparing? Monica says that she and her dad aren’t
super-close; they drifted apart as a teenaged Monica struggled to understand her gift. But whenever
Monica brings up her life as a medium, her father changes the subject. It’s clearly not something that his
empirical mind can wrap itself around. He also gives Monica a little fatherly advice. He doesn’t want her
to filter every life moment through her experiences a medium. It seems that he’s telling her that things
happen, not because she’s a medium, but because he’s a person. “You’re still a normal person.” He
reminds her.
That night, Monica gets ready for her date. (Have you noticed Monica’s enviable triangle-shaped
necklace collection?)
Monica tells her roommates that she things that someone in her life is pregnant. And she resolves to get
to the bottom of the baby drama. So who’s baking a bun in her oven?

Let’s channel Chandler Bing: “Could they be any cuter?”
Monica is early for her dinner-date with Mitch, who is tardy for the party. Just when she thinks she’s
been stood up again (and perhaps contemplating becoming a nun), Mitch arrives bearing a sweet, pink
rose. Awwwwwdorable!!! Mitch tells Monica that he’s graduating in only 2 weeks and Monica shares
with him the strangest place she’s ever given a reading (a steam room!). Monica tells him that he’s one
of the few people she’s ever met who she can’t read, is it Spirit’s way of telling her he’s “the one”? Is
love blooming? I hope so, Mitch is comfortable with her gift and he likes her for her.

It’s never “Just Dinner” when you’re a medium.
And then spirit comes a’knocking. While Mitch excuses himself, Monica gives a message to a woman
seated nearby who has lovely reddish-brown hair. Her mustachioed father, Norman, has come through
to Monica with messages of love and support. Norman knows her daughters (his granddaughters) and is

always with them. Dad also offers council from beyond the grave on the woman’s recent marital
separation, and encourages her to finish her education although he and other deceased loved ones
support any decision she makes.

Young “like” is so sweet.
Then, Monica returns to her date and Mitch tells her, “it was awesome” seeing her in action. Mitch is a
special guy, Monica likes him, and I think TV-land is in love with him! #TeamMitchica
Monica takes her sisters out for yogurt to get insight into what her dad thinks about her medium-ness.
Each of the girls’ parents parent the girls differently; of course they do, they’re different people!
Monica’s dad is scientific and he hopes that he can believe in something that can’t necessarily be
scientifically proven. Monica’s mother is driven by her faith, and Monica as a medium is in contradiction
to her Catholic beliefs. (Which is confusing, because so much of what Spirit describes to Monica — the
deceased being at peace, in a happy and safe place, surrounded by loved ones — sounds like the
Christian idea of heaven to me!) Anyway, back to Monica.

Family dinner interrupted in 3…2…1…
Image credit: ABC Family/Donald Rager
The Ten-Kate girls and their dad go out for dinner. Mr. T-K (or Michael, if you know him, which I don’t)
has never seen Monica give a reading. Monica reveals that she is unable to give readings to her sisters
because they share the same friends and family members. She’d be too close to the sender and receiver
of the message and she can’t be sure if she’s getting a real message from Spirit or she’s just recalling her
own memory.

Om Nom Nom, Papa Ten- Kate!
After a few moments of family time, Monica receives a message from Spirit and heads to another table
to pass along a message. It’s finally time for Pops to see his daughter’s gift at work. But Monica’s Dad
says he’s is agnostic about the idea of his daughter being a medium and instead, is focused on eating his
oysters. “I’m channeling these oysters,” he giggles.

See?!? It can never be “Just Dinner.”
At another table, Monica approaches a young woman and describes the girls’ engraved necklace in
memory of her father. Then Monica gives her a message from her father, who was her best friend.
Monica also passes along her father’s approval of her boyfriend. Her father also calls attention to the
fact that the next day is the anniversary of his death, and says that is grateful for the heroic surgery that
was attempted to save his life. Monica starts to cry thinking about the pain the woman feels and her the
own grief she’d feel if she was never able to see her wn father again. “Love never dies,” Monica tearfully
tells the woman. “Their spirit will never die.”
Monica returns to her family at the table. They’ve eaten their entire meals and Monica anxiously awaits
her father’s reaction to her reading. “It’s a gift,” he concludes.
The next day, they video chat the fourth Ten-Kate sister, Jessica, who lives in London. Another Ten-Kate
beauty! Jessica tells her family that she got a promotion — to Mommy! That’s right, she’s pregnant!
Monica’s premonition was right and she can’t wait to become “Auntie Monica” (insert LOL British
accent). It doesn’t seem like Monica normally gets help about the future from Spirit, but perhaps she
was getting a message from a deceased loved one someone who knows Jessica and her husband and
had already learned the happy news. Monica’s dad is a little stunned that he’s becoming a Grandpa. “I’m
flummoxed!”
As Monica’s Dad prepares to head back to Afghanistan, I hope he’s gotten a better understanding of
Monica and her ability.
My message from beyond
So, here’s something amazing that happened to me on Sunday, which I can only describe as a message
from beyond …
On Sunday night after watching the CSI series finale (I also got to interview the show’s creator-yay!)
intermixed with breaks to check out the eclipse, I got ready for bed. I had run out of my normal eye
cream, so I went into my collection of unopened cosmetics from a past Lancome bonus time.

Immediately, I smelled my grandmother, who’s been deceased for 30 years. I’ve smelled her scent over
the years — usually when I open a box of her scarves in my mom’s closet — but it’s been a very long
time. The comforting smell took me back to my early childhood, and I was overcome with the most
wonderful feeling of warmth, happiness and peace. I’d like to think it was her saying “Hi” from the other
side. And if I’m wrong, I don’t want to be right.
That was just one moment an It was exhausting and exhilarating, I can only imagine how Monica and the
people she gives readings to feel after they get messages from their loved ones.
Do you have an experience where you feel like you’ve gotten a message from the other side? Share
below!

http://www.accesshollywood.com/monica-the-medium-sneak-peek-exclusive_video_3000537
'MONICA THE MEDIUM' SNEAK PEEK! (EXCLUSIVE)
Monica Ten-Kate does a reading for a girl who lost her best friend in a drinking and driving accident.
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Monica the Medium dishes on the episode that drew the most hate from her fans
by Christine McDow

Image: ABC Family
Monica Ten-Kate talks about her future, her passion for helping people and the lessons her hit show is
teaching her
Monica the Medium is more than halfway through its freshman year on ABC Family and it keeps getting
better week to week. The show's star, Monica Ten-Kate, recently agreed to answer some of our
questions and she is honestly one of the most down-to-earth, real people we have ever met.
SheKnows: How is school going? Have you gotten into a routine with your schoolwork and readings
that allows you to be successful at both?
Monica Ten-Kate: I am still struggling. You will definitely see more of the struggle and what I am doing
with all of that as the season progresses. I don't want to give anything away, but I am still struggling to
find that balance. It is definitely one of those things where I want to be able to do both, not just for me,
but so I can make my family proud. My mom, particularly, wants me to finish school, but it is definitely a
struggle to find that motivation for school when you have already found what makes you passionate and
gives you so much joy in life.

Image: ABC Family
SK: Has your mom come around yet to your gift of talking to spirits?
MT: That is another thing that progresses throughout the season — the way my family views me and
what I do. My mom has come a long way from when I first told her that I was a medium. Every time I
would tell her what I was doing, she would break down in tears. Now she is very nice about it and no
longer cries.
SK: Where do you see yourself in the future?
MT: I don't know. I honestly have no idea. I don't know where or what I will be doing 5-10 years from
now, but I do know I will still be sharing my gift until the day I die, whether I am doing it publicly or not.
Maybe 10 years from now things will calm down a bit so I can have a family, but still be a medium on the
side.
SK: Have you ever had a message for someone who was not open to hearing it? And, if so, what do
you do in that situation?
MT: In the hundreds of times I have done this in my everyday routine, spirit has never brought me up to
someone randomly who is not open to it. Spirit is the one leading me to people. Even though I am only
led to people who are open to it, I always ask permission to make sure the person is willing to listen and
be open to the process of hearing from their loved ones.
SK: Let's say you are doing a scheduled meeting and no spirit shows, what do you do?
MT: It is very rare for that to happen, but if it does happen, I have a policy for my scheduled readings
that if in the first 15 minutes the client is not happy with what they are hearing or if the spirit is not
coming through, that either of us can cancel the reading with a full refund. However, no one has ever

asked for that. For me, I have only had to stop three times and I didn't need to refund it. We just
rescheduled. When that does happen, I have been able to figure out why the spirit wasn't coming
through. Usually what occurs is that the spirit didn't come through because I needed to reserve my
energy for another very hard, emotional reading later in the day. When I would meet with the client
whose meeting was rescheduled again, the reading would go great.
SK: Do spirits only come when you are face to face with people?
MT: Spirits will usually come only if I am turned "on". For instance, I am turned "off" right now. I am not
wanting to connect to spirit. If I am not really thinking about it or if I am open to connecting, then that is
when spirit will pop in. I have had customer service calls with my cable provider and ended up giving
them a reading. However, I am always getting tweets from people asking me if I am hearing anything.
That is where I draw the line. I don't do readings over social media.
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SK: On the show, we saw the difficulty you had when spirit came through while you were out with
your sisters. If you can sort of turn it off, why can't you do that when you are out with your friends and
family?
MT: Over the years, I have learned how to strengthen the ability to turn it off, but it is not a full-strength
off button. There have been times when I need to be off and am supposed to turn it off and I tell spirit
to go away, like a press day. I have done pretty good keeping it at bay even though I felt an urge to do a
reading. However, I still end up doing a couple of readings sometimes. At a recent press event, I ended
up doing a reading for a makeup artist who was touching my face and another one for somebody's
manager where it was just meant to be and the timing was right. Even when I am off, sometimes spirit
will ignore me, but only when it is so necessary and the person really, really needs it. When it is
important for the person to get a message, like at a restaurant

when I will never have the opportunity

to cross someone's path again, I try to listen to spirit even if I am off. My sisters understand that this is
part of my life.
SK: Have you figured out a way to get more quality time with your sisters?
MT: Oh, absolutely. I got a lot of hate in that episode. People were saying, "You are terrible. Your sisters
are going to be dead before you appreciate them." I appreciate my sisters more than anyone knows and
realizes. We love each other so much. Honestly, yes, it was rude of me to get up from the table.
Watching it back is also a learning experience for me. I am growing and learning as a medium. I
shouldn't have made my sisters get up and go to a different table. That is really rude. Watching it back
makes me appreciate them more and spend more time in the moment with them.
People have to realize, too, that the TV show is only an hour and there are things that have to be taken
out because there just isn't time to show it all. Yes, it was rude of me to kick out my sisters, but in my
defense, I had been sitting with them for an hour. They made it look like we had been there for three
minutes.
SK: Did you ever hear from your tutor again or did you scare him away?
MT: I don't know if I scared him away. He was actually a very nice guy, but I think he wanted to keep
things professional. He didn't want to get fired from his job. He was a really smart, nice, kind kid who
was working really hard at his job. He is not my tutor anymore because after I got the hang of things I
didn't want to spend more time and money. Tutors are expensive!
SK: What is your favorite avocado, egg and cheese meal?
MT: If there is egg in it then it is going to be a scrambled egg with pepper jack cheese and cut-up
avocado. Or toast with a sunny side-up egg, a slice of cheese and sliced avocado. I also like just eating an
avocado with balls of mozzarella cheese and cherry tomatoes. I had avocado for dinner last night. It is a
constant in my life. I sometimes eat avocado with just fresh ground pepper. Mmmm... I am getting
hungry.
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SK: Previews show that you think one of your friends is having a baby. Did you find out if someone is
pregnant?
MT: I can't tell you who, but yes.
SK: Is it you?
MT: It is definitely not me. I am not Monica the pregnant medium.
SK: Is seeing or feeling things about the future something you normally experience in addition to
spirits talking to you?
MT: It is not really normal, but it does happen occasionally. I want to make this clear since people will
probably ask me when they watch the episode: I am not a psychic or a fortune-teller. I can't predict the
future. The only time that me as a medium will get information from spirit is when upcoming events are
already in motion. That is why in my everyday readings spirit can tell me when my client is pregnant
because they can tell me that they are already with the soul of that child in heaven. I can get the
information because the life has already started. It was only because someone in my circle was already
pregnant that I was having that feeling.
SK: Did the person already know they were pregnant?
MT: What is funny is that two things happened. I knew before that person knew, before they had taken
the test. I also knew after the person knew, but before she had told anyone. That was crazy and that is a
first. It doesn't normally happen that way.

SK: Has the show been picked up for Season 2 yet?
MT: We are hoping. Crossing my fingers.
Do you watch Monica the Medium on ABC Family? Do you believe in mediums? Let us know what you
think by commenting below!

Monica Does A Reading In Front Of Her Dad For The First Time Tonight On ‘Monica The Medium’ –
Watch a Clip! (@MonicaMediumTV @MonicatheMedium @ABCFamily)
September 29, 2015

When Monica’s dad comes to visit from Afghanistan, he finally witnesses her give a reading on an allnew episode of Monica the Medium, airing Tuesday, September 29th at 8PM ET/PT on ABC Family.
On tonight’s episode, Monica’s dad flies over from Afghanistan to visit Monica and her sisters. He’s
never really believed that Monica could communicate with the dead, but will he finally change his mind
and accept her gifts when Spirit comes through for a fellow diner at dinner?
Plus, Monica goes on her first official date with Mitch, only to get interrupted by Spirit. Later, Monica
senses that someone near and dear to her is pregnant, but no one’s admitting anything.

http://www.centredaily.com/2015/10/06/4955899_monica-the-medium-to-highlight.html?rh=1
TV show features local missing person case as new details emerge
By Lori Falce
October 6, 2015
A television show featuring an area psychic is putting a national spotlight on a local missing person case.
The disappearance of Jennifer Cahill-Shadle was a point on ABC Family’s “Monica the Medium” on
Tuesday, featuring Penn State student and medium Monica Ten-Kate.
Cahill-Shadle was last seen in May 2014. Her mother, Johanna Zmuida, has been a driving force in
seeking her ever since.
“I’ve had prior experience with mediums,” said Zmuida. “Monica is the real deal. She has an amazing gift
there. And not only is she able to tell you messages, but she also can express emotion. She is a very, very
interesting person.”
On the show, Ten-Kate contacts the family after seeing Cahill-Shadle’s missing persons flier, and meets
them after working with another medium in a parking lot.
“I couldn’t feel for certain one way or another if Jennifer has crossed over or if she’s still alive,” Ten-Kate
told them.
She said she felt a presence at Webster’s Bookstore Cafe and the family confirmed she was there the
day before she disappeared, and mentioned three men at a bar. Police said that Cahill-Shadle briefly
spoke with a table of middle-aged Hispanic men at Champs Sports Grill, information that was released in
August 2014.
Zmuida also released information that has come to light in Cahill-Shadle’s case since the last update.
“We found out on her anniversary date that here she had been in the tanning salon down in the WalMart complex,” said Zmuida.
Cahill-Shadle was previously believed to be last seen at the North Atherton Wal-Mart on May 15 about
5:15 p.m. The new information put her at the nearby tanning salon for an appointment that afternoon,
but also had her coming back around 8 p.m. to look for a lost wallet.
“They helped her look for it and then she left,” said Zmuida. “The whole timeline has changed. She was
still alive and around at 8 p.m., not at 5 p.m.”
The worried mother, who says she would like the FBI to take over the case from the Ferguson Township
police, is asking anyone who may have seen Cahill-Shadle to reach out. In addition to police, information
can be directed to the Missing Jennifer Shadle Facebook page or to the family’s private investigator at
215-915-7400.
Cahill-Shadle, 49, is 5 feet 4 inches tall with a thin build, blue eyes and curly brown hair.

http://www.channelguidemagblog.com/index.php/2015/10/06/recap-monica-the-medium-episode-7missing-person/
Recap: Monica The Medium, Episode 7, “Missing Person”
By Kellie Freeze | Tuesday, October 6, 2015 10:23 pm
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Tonight, on Monica the Medium, Episode 7 — Double dates, double psychics, three lives lost and one
family’s desperate search for answers.
Kristin has set up a double date with Monica and two guys named Clayton and Zack. They’ve chosen to
do some very sporty things at batting cages. Monica is no Sporty Spice, but she and Krista see it an
opportunity to buy Krista some new shoes.
Monica is drawn to a poster in town about a missing woman and vows to help the desperate family. But
she’s never done this before, so she calls her longtime mentor Maureen Hancock, for help. Monica calls
Maureen her “medium Mama.”
At the shoe store, Krista finds the perfect kicks in seconds, but Monica gets drawn to two women. One
of the women’s best friend (Hailey) and two young men (Spencer and Johnny) come through. The trio
died in a tragic drinking and driving accident. Monica tells the woman shocking things about the
accident, including the fact that the accident driver fled the scene. Hailey sends the message that she
and the boys forgive the driver and they understand that he reacted in a moment of human panic. They
want their families to release the negative emotions and the burden of their deaths. Is this the message
that can heal an entire community?
That night, Monica calls the phone number from the missing person poster. Jennifer’s cousin, Amy, is
eager to meet with Monica and Maureen in a group setting for other family members.

At what looks like the same place that Monica was supposed to have her terrible mini-golf date (yup, it
is), she and Krista meet the cute guys for their double date. Krista rocks short-shorts (and her sweet
shoes) and Monica turns out to be Babe Ruth with a bat. Maybe she was channeling the Sultan of Swat!

Afterwards, Krista extricates a massive spider in her ‘do and while she nearly busts a guy from fright, I
almost have beer shoot out my nose when she says, “Dear Mr. Spider, when you’re on the ground,
you’re A-OK, but when you’re on me, you got to pay. Get off!” Bwahaha!
While enjoying a post-at-bat treat, Monica feels a message coming through from loud-shirted Clayton’s
deceased mom. Krista isn’t thrilled that Monica is holding hands with her date, but she knows it’s just
Monica being Monica. Monica tells Clayton how proud his mom is that he’s excelling in school and
working his butt off.

Monica wows Clayton with the news that his mother has been with him though life’s big moments —
even his wild 21st birthday party!
Krista can relate to the loss of a parent; her own mom passed while she was in high school. Poor Clayton
was so young when his mom died, but in the 15 years since she died, she’s still been there for his big
moments. Sweet Clayton poured her a shot on her 21st birthday, which she enjoyed, and ever the
protective mom, she tells her son not to drive too fast in his new car.
After the intense moment, they switch gears, literally and drive go-carts. It’s a fun end to the date.
Then we get to meet Maureen! Maureen has mentored Monica since Monica approached her at an
event when Monica was a neophyte medium. One area of Maureen’s gift that she’s worked on has
allowed her to work with police departments and teach them how to use their own intuition in
investigations. Maureen and Monica go to the place where Jennifer, the missing woman, was last seen.
Monica is terrified, but Maureen promises to walk her through the experience and help her grow her
skills as a medium.

Monica and her mentor visit the last place that Jennifer was seen. And Spirit’s messages confuse and
frighten Monica.
Monica is overwhelmed and seems to be having a panic attack and doubts the messages she’s getting.
Monica senses things related to the event but the emotions are really heavy and hard to understand. I
wonder if it’s a challenge since Monica has already seen photos of this woman so if she sees flashes of
her, it may be her memory. This would be the part of being a medium that would terrify me. I would be
afraid that Jennifer would come through and show horrible images that would be traumatic. Tomorrow,
Monica and Maureen will perform a “Double Link” and connect with Spirit at the same time. This will be
Monica’s first time and Maureen tells her to get a lot of rest in preparation for what promises to be a
very draining day.
That night, Monica gets a text from Zack asking for a second date. She gets texting tips and boy advice
from Krista and Monica makes plans to play pool with him a few days later. Um, Monica, do I need to
remind you about Mitch and his cute pink rose? It was only last episode, so it’s pretty hard for me to
forget.
The next day, Maureen gives Monica advice before the missing person’s meeting. It’s like a coach’s pep
talk before an athlete participates in “The big game.” Maybe it’s another Babe Ruth connection and
Maureen is playing the legendary Yankee manager, Joe McCarthy! There are so many people attending
today’s group session that they’re using a former fire station as the meeting place; a lot of people miss
Jennifer and want for her to come home.

Jennifer Cahill-Shadle’s family is desperate for news of their daughter/ sister/ cousin/ loved one.
We meet Jennifer’s family and it’s crushing to see her mom and dad and the looks on their faces.
Jennifer’s dad seems a little skeptical and her mom and sister are so desperate for information that any
lead is a good lead. After a year of Jennifer being gone, they’re looking for any new lead that can provide
answers and closure.
Monica can’t feel if Jennifer has crossed over or not so Maureen and Monica work in tandem to
interpret messages that are coming through.

Psychic Maureen Hancock and Monica Ten-Kate search for clues into Jennifer’s disappearance.
After talking to the group, Monica and Maureen speak privately with Jennifer’s parents and sister.
Maureen sees a dirt road and a wooden sign with the letter “E.” Jennifer’s mother mentions that there
is a park with a bike path called “Eagle” It’s a new avenue for the family to investigate and while it’s not

a concrete answer to Jennifer’s whereabouts, it is new information. It’s something. And who knows,
perhaps it can be the answer to everything. I’m dying to know if this information helps Jennifer’s family
find closure.
And then Jennifer’s dear mother shows the missing poster again and pleads for information. Please look
at Jennifer’s face and think. Someone has to know where she is. Is it you?

If you have any information about Jennifer please call 215-915-7400
After she helps Jennifer’s family, Monica is exhausted. She isn’t sure if helping out on missing person’s
cases are for her. But Maureen is thrilled with Monica’s ability and thinks that she can be a great help to
other families with missing loves ones.
Days later, Monica meets Zack to play pool. He’s friendly and flirty and they’re having lots of fun. Zack
asks Monica about being a medium and tells her that he thinks her gift is “super-cool.” He’s also curious
and asks lots of questions, which become more and more personal. Then it gets embarrassingly
awkward and — it happens. He asks for a reading. Sooooooooooooooooooooo. It’s a moment when I’m
sure that Monica would love for Zack to disappear. And clever-Monica invents a fake emergency; telling
him that Krista needs her home ASAP. And home she flees to tell her roomies about her dud of a date.

But first, gurl finishes her drink, because hey-free beer!
better.

That’s okay, Monica, I like Mitch

Back at home, Monica shares deets of her disaster date with Krista and Julie and Julie says some of the
best roomie things ever. Awww, Julie you’re such a good friend.

WJAC-TV State College News
Oct 5, 2015
http://www.wjactv.com/news/features/top-stories/stories/new-information-nearly-two-years-afterwomans-disappearance-7271.shtml
Updated: Tuesday, October 6 2015, 11:45 AM EDT
By: Erin Calandra
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. -- A woman missing from State College for more than a year – and now the family
has new information.
“I grabbed her and hugged her. I said ‘I love you’ and she said, ‘I love you too Dad,’” Ed Cahill said. “She
would never, ever go away and leave her children. Never.”
New information puts 48-year-old Shadle at Simply Tan on North Atherton Street around 8 p.m. on May
15, 2014.
New information, but not much a lead according to police.
“The bottom line is she’s still at the plaza, walking in the same clothing as earlier,” Ferguson Township
Police Chief Diane Conrad said.
Jennifer’s parents have spent thousands of dollars hiring attorneys and a private investigator to bring
their daughter back – and they won’t stop there.
“I would like to see the FBI and attorney general come in and really go into detail,” Cahill said. “Detail
that Ferguson Township police has not gone into.”
Conrad says the FBI is involved.
“We’ve talked with agents in (the) local office and (are) willing to help,” Conrad said. “Right now we just
don’t have any evidence or anything for them to follow up on.”
And until they do get solid evidence of a crime, there is little they can do.
“There are multiple opinions on what might have happened to her, but we can only act on the evidence
that we have,” Conrad said.
The family admits that Jennifer had been battling alcoholism.
“Even if someone out there was an alcoholic, do they deserve to be murdered? I don’t think so,” Cahill
said.

A Penn State student known as a medium saw one of Jennifer’s missing person posters, and says
Jennifer came to her.
“Monica is gifted. There is no doubt about it,” Cahill said.
The case is still very active according to police, and the family needs anyone with information to come
forward so they can bring their daughter home.
“Once you have a child, she is always your daughter,” Jennifer’s mother Johanna Zmuida said. “You just
have that attachment that can’t be severed.”
The show “Monica the Medium” airs on the ABC Family Channel Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Art Surfer Magazine
Oct 8, 2015
URBAN WARRIOR
Monica Ten-Kate

The moment Monica Ten-Kate starts speaking, you can instantly feel she is an old soul. Besides being a
gifted spirit medium, Monica has an innate wisdom, an incredible knack for communicating her thoughts
and a deep passion for helping others.
The 21-year old Penn State college student and star of ABC Family’s “Monica The Medium”, she is quite
simply one of the warmest, most positive and infectiously enthusiastic people you’ll get to meet.
Since starting her medium work publicly, Monica has been bringing healing messages and comfort from
those who have crossed over to people all around the US. Outspoken and confident talking about her
gift and the people she’s helped along her medium journey, Monica Ten-Kate captures your heart right
away.
We spoke to Monica about her medium journey, soul purpose and the things she learns while helping
others.
Artsurfer Magazine: You were very intuitive and empathic when you were younger, but up until high
school you didn’t know you had a gift of communicating with spirit. What were your first medium
experiences?
Monica Ten-Kate: I didn’t know or realize that Spirit was around me until high school. So growing up I
was intuitive, I was empathic, I’d feel things around people. I’d get emotional and choked up for no
reason. I’d get a sense of things that were going on in their life and I didn’t know why. I couldn’t explain
those type of things. In high school, that’s when everything kind of different and weird started
happening.
Do you think you were more open to it at that point? You started exploring it?
I definitely think that growing up being in a very Catholic household and going to Catholic school,
contributed to me subconsciously suppressing my gift for all those years. I think that it’s a gift I had and I
could’ve used even then, but that I’d suppressed it, not even knowingly. I did so just out of my life and
my surroundings and the people that were around me; what I’ve been taught was right and wrong. But
then going into high school, I was kind of a rebel with everything. Even with my gift I was a rebel
thinking, “I know my mom is going to think that this is the worst thing ever, she is gonna think that I’m
connecting to the devil”, but I knew once I started having those experiences that it was a positive thing,

a gift from God. At that point I wasn’t afraid to explore it and strengthen that gift and develop it in a
way. Maybe if I was younger I would have been pushing it out, but at that time I thought I needed to
figure out why I’ve been feeling these things. I’d be around friends and classmates and I’d get all
emotional and start crying for no reason. At first I thought I was gay to be honest, because I’d start
getting these weird feelings and sensations around certain people. It all happened with this one girl in
particular starting out and I was like, I think maybe I am gay. But then I realized that she lost her mom in
3rd grade, and every time she’d tell stories of her mom and her childhood, I’d hear or see the ending
before she’s finish telling it. I started to connect the dots, realizing that was coming from Spirit and
that’s why I was emotionally and physically feeling these sensations connected to how she passed and
things that she’s gone through. It started happening with more and more people. All these things
started happening, like knowing the exact day and time my grandfather had died before anyone had
told me, or when I’d been in a car accident when my friend was driving just a little too fast and I
remember hearing Spirit yell out my name, protecting me.
The first reading I gave to a stranger at my old job was the defining moment when I knew it was not a
coincidence. I was not making it up and it was not a lucky guess, it was Spirit. Leading to where I am
now, it never really stopped. I just started sharing it with more and more people.

Amazing. And now with “Monica The Medium”, you have this platform and you can help so many
more people. How do you describe your purpose or mission? What do you believe you’ve come to this
planet to learn and accomplish as Monica in this lifetime?
I 100% feel like this is my life purpose, this is my plan to be here. Not just to grow and learn within
myself, but to be a teacher, to be opening people’s eyes to the fact that there are those of us who have
this gift and it’s very real and that your loved ones are still with us in Spirit. Life does go on past the
physical world. I think that I’m supposed to, as part of my purpose here in this lifetime, not only be
sharing my gifts, but teaching on this larger platform and bringing the healing and comfort to people.

There are people that question me asking, “If you are really gifted, why would you do a TV show? That
makes you seem like a medium that just wants fame or money.” I didn’t look to be on TV, that is a whole
other story in itself. That landed in my lap completely randomly without me trying. It made me think
that I at least need to be open to the idea of doing a show, because the way it all came about was so
random. I saw it as a sign. Really meditating, praying and thinking about it, I truly realized it was part of
my purpose here on earth to share my gift on a larger platform, show people what it’s all about, and
have them view mediumship in a more positive way.
What are you learning through helping so many people?
That’s actually a very good question. I learn things every single day through the people that I meet, the
spirits that I channel and the messages that I give. Every single reading is a lesson for me. It’s teaching
me certain things about life; how to treat one another, how to treat your own friends and family, how to
go through the world being a kind and grateful person, to take advantage of the time that you have here
with the people that you love. There are little every day life lessons in every reading. Through the
experiences that Spirit shows me, I’m just constantly seeing the world differently.

On the show you talk a lot about your psychic symbols during the readings. How did you learn to
interpret them?
I call that my spirit dictionary. Before I even started publicly doing this work as a medium, I was sitting in
the HUB at Penn State, kind of like a central location on campus where you can get a cup of coffee and
do your homework sitting on a comfy chair. So I was sitting there writing a paper and it would be like
out of 40,000 people, whoever would end up sitting next to me happened to just have lost their dad, or
their best friend just committed suicide, or their brother got in a car accident. Whatever the loss was, it
was always significant. So I ended up giving all these free readings. I didn’t even call them readings, just
passing along the messages. Through the experience of connecting to spirit and doing this work time
and time again, I started to build and develop certain meaning for the things they showed me. The first
time you see it you don’t know what it means, but then the next time spirit shows it to you, you
understand. The Spirit will have me see little images or certain feelings during the reading to interpret
the message, and then there are also signs and symbols that all of us will get from Spirit, like butterflies
or dragonfly, a rainbow, a song on the radio, pennies from heaven, dreams. Those are all signs and
symbols, or “hellos from heaven” as I like to call them.

So you see things, feel and hear them as well, and as everything is energy, how do you distinguish
between spirits or spirit guides and angels? Is it various levels of frequencies or vibrations? Can you
describe it in terms of feeling or what you see or feel.
It’s definitely different frequencies, vibrations. I know that I don’t do this, but there are people with the
gift of communicating with angels – angel readers. When you communicate with the archangels or any
guardian angels – that’s a much higher vibration. You are bringing your energy even higher, it feels
stronger. For me, when I’m connecting to spirit, I don’t always bring through guides, but I can feel the
difference.
It’s just the feeling that I’d get between.. let’s say this is a woman’s father that’s coming though, versus
this is one of her guides who is a male energy and looks to be around 30. I can just get the feeling that
this is the guide versus this is the relative or their loved one that had passed. There is definitely a lot of
energy that goes into it, that’s basically what mediumship is. You have to raise your energy very, very
high in order to connect. The Spirit lowers theirs and then we meet somewhere in the middle in order to
communicate. It’s not an exact science. It’s definitely hard to sometimes even wrap my brain around
how it even works, but it just happens.
It seems like children are more and more aware than ever. More children are being born into the
world where they are gifted healers and communicators with the other side. What do you have to say
about psychic kids? What advice can you give to parents who think their kids might be seeing spirits or
having psychic experiences, in order to raise them to understand their abilities and not be afraid of
them?
I’ve had many clients that I’ve given a reading to when the spirit was communicating about one of their
children being open to spirit or seeing spirit. I feel like it’s always been that kids are more open. When
you are born you are naturally open to the spiritual side of things. You are open to feeling and seeing
and hearing things, because you haven’t been taught yet that that’s not okay. I think why you hear more
and about these kids today is because society is in a phase of spiritual awakening. We are becoming
more and more accepting of people with these gifts and talking about it; it’s more of an open
conversation. A lot of kids with these gifts grow out of it because the world teaches them it’s not really
normal and they start to suppress it. The advice I tell parents is that they shouldn’t make their child feel
ashamed or afraid for experiencing the things they’ve shared with them. I’ve had a lot of clients whose
kids have described a loved one who’s passed away that they have never met before. Things like that
happen all the time. So I tell them, try not to have your reaction make them feel like something is wrong
with them; be very open and encourage them. If the child does communicate that they are scared or
frightened, help them understand that they have control and they can say no. Help them with ways to
push it out, know that it’s not scary and that they are allowed to say that they don’t want that. And if
the child seems happy – just be open in talking about it.

Can you tell me your thoughts on soul contracts and soul groups? I personally think that being aware
of that really helped me to be more understanding and compassionate when things happen. It just
stays on the back of your mind and doesn’t allow to get angry. Instead it makes me think about things
I need to learn from it.
I believe that even before we were born in the physical world, with the help of our spirit guides and
immediate people in our soul family, we come up with our soul contract, or as some mediums call it,
“the to-do list for Earth School”. Certain experiences that we’ll go through, the ups and downs, the
good, the bad, the ugly and even the timing of when we will cross over, are all according to this contract.
It is what we are supposed to achieve, learn and grow from in this life. People then always ask me,
“Well, does that mean we don’t have free will?” That’s not the case. There are things that may be a part
of our life according to our soul contract, that might have been on our to-do list, but because we have
our free will, we completely go against it and we completely don’t honor it. We push it out and we
decide we don’t want any of that. And that’s why you’ll come again next time. That’s why you are
learning and growing. And I know it’s controversial, and some people might not like to hear me say this,
but I personally believe in past lives and in coming back, in learning in different lifetimes. So I do believe
that we have free will, but if you didn’t learn things you were supposed to, you’ll probably have to do it
again next time. I do believe that and I feel like in our soul groups or soul families we not only have our
immediate family here in physical world, but it also is made up of closest friends, even teachers or
random people.
Yeah, definitely! Those people could become catalysts for us to learn something.
There are definitely people as part of your soul group that are supposed to cross paths with you and
come into your life. It may not even be forever, maybe just for a short period of time, but you grow
more as a person and learn more out of that friendship or relationship than you would’ve in years. There
is always a reason why. Maybe it’s not even the best relationship, but you grow and learn so much out
of it, because it’s part of both your soul contracts to cross path and learn from your experiences with
each other.

You consider Maureen Hancock to be your medium mentor. How important has this friendship been
to you? And how important is it to have a mentor in life and work?
I call her my medium mama! We actually met after I already was publicly out as a medium, with a
website and giving readings. I’d only seen Maureen through social media, on YouTube and her Style
Network special. I was drawn to her energy. I went to Boston for a group reading and learned that she
was doing a small event 20 minutes away from where I was staying, so I bought a ticket and went to see
her. I was in the last row just being quiet, not looking for a reading because I didn’t need it. At the end
she said, “your loved ones have been bothering me this whole time, saying that you are gifted and you
need to talk to me after. Come find me”. I was so touched. After the show, I went up to her, we talked
and just immediately clicked. So through email and social media we stayed in touch and formed a close
friendship. Every time I’d be in her neck of the woods, or vice versa, we’d meet up. We just call each
other all the time. Even though I can always call my sisters and friends, to be able to call her as a person
that totally gets everything about the medium part of my life, is pretty amazing.
Early on, you read different books by other mediums and watched certain shows and interviews that
helped you validate what you were going through. Any books that particularly helped in the beginning
of your journey?
Yes! I did read a lot. I can’t remember a specific book, but I remember trying to get my hands on
everything. Reading about other people’s experiences, confirmed for me that I wasn’t crazy [laughs]. It
opened my eyes. In Northern Virginia, where I grew up, there wasn’t a big medium community. There
are a couple weekly meet up and meditation groups. I’ve met people along the years that have helped
me grow and develop and strengthen my gifts by sharing different techniques. But I’d say that Spirit has
been the biggest help, they’ve been the biggest teacher for me, working with me in every reading. Every
meditation in every exercise I do helps cleanse my energy and ground myself.
Besides being a medium, you are communications and PR major in college. Do you see yourself ever
transitioning to a regular job? What does education mean to you?
I definitely don’t see myself transitioning to a “normal job”. I definitely want to finish school and not
only make my family and friends proud, but make myself proud to know that I accomplished that. It’s
another way of learning things that is gonna help me in what I do. My life experiences, frame of
reference, my spirit dictionary, all can be used by Spirit to communicate things with me. My major is
definitely helping me with business side of things, including social media and my website. I always tell
people that I’m not a psychic. I can’t predict the future. I’m strictly a medium who connects to those
who crossed over. I can’t tell you for certain that in 10, 20, or 30 years from now I’ll be a medium as my
full-time job. One day I might wanna start a family, I might wanna be a stay at home mom for a couple
years. Just because I am a medium doesn’t mean I don’t have any other ambitions or hobbies. I feel like
if one day I decide to maybe not do mediumship full-time as a career, or I take a break for a period of
years at some point, that doesn’t mean I won’t always share and use my gift. If I’m not being a medium
with the website and booking appointments, it doesn’t mean I wouldn’t still give the spontaneous
messages when someone needs it or give a reading to somebody that I stumble upon.
With your show, what is the message you want to give to the world?
I think ultimately the biggest thing for me is being a teacher in a way. They might not believe in
everything and I always say I don’t have all the answers, but my message is teaching others that there is
more out there and life exists beyond here in the physical world. Another big reason why I did this show
is that I’m one person. I can’t personally reach every last person individually and give them a reading. It
breaks my heart getting all these floods of messages. I wish I could help every last person, but the

beauty in this television show is that even though I can’t reach everyone individually, I have a platform
to share my gift and the comforting and healing messages that come through.

I’ll be honest with you, Monica- I cry during every episode.
Aww. And I cry reading all the comments; I’m running a free reading raffle on my Facebook page and I
asked to comment on the post saying your favorite moment of the season so far. I started crying reading
through them all. I get emotional talking about it now. I just started getting teary-eyed. It touches me
hearing how everybody’s favorite moment was something different depending on what they could
relate to because it made them feel good, or reminded them of one of their loved ones they think about
or miss. It brought them some comfort knowing that their loved one is okay. I get emotional just seeing
how much it affects everybody in different ways and teaches people different things about life. It’s crazy
to be 21 years old and see how much of an impact what I do has on people. I get messages from people
saying “Your show changed my whole perception on life”.
It’s interesting and it’s actually one of the big reasons I wanted to do this interview too. I get the same
kind of messages when I bring these stories to people and they get inspired or change their
perspective.
YES! That’s amazing!!
I have my last question. In our Urban Warrior’s section we feature people like yourself, making a
difference empowering and inspiring others and making a change. Please name one person that you
consider a real “warrior”?
Maureen Hancock. People don’t know how much she gives back by helping kids and helping people to
cross over. She is such a role model to me. And of course women in my family, especially my Mom! She
is a real inspiration to me. My mom is the strongest, most hardworking person I know!

http://www.channelguidemagblog.com/index.php/2015/10/06/recap-monica-the-medium-episode-7missing-person/
Recap: Monica The Medium Episode 8 “Road Trip”
By Kellie Freeze | Tuesday, October 13, 2015 8:44 pm
Tonight on Monica the Medium…Road trip!!
It’s not a reality show if there’s not a road trip; it’s pretty much a TV rite of passage. The roomies are
feeling stressed, so they’re heading to the lake for a long weekend of R&R. At the lake, Monica and
roomies Ann, Julie and Krista are meeting up with a few others (boys!!!!).

It’s time to forget about the stresses of school and unwind with lake time!
ABC Family/Lou Rocco
Krista challenges the roommates to have a tech-free weekend without social media (I love this idea, I’m

totally stealing it
). The only way they can use their phones is to make calls and snap pictures.
But when they say “No Snapchat,” Krista backpedals. But eventually, they pinkie promised to stay
offline.
On the road, they stop at a charming country store to eat. Charming candies! Candles! Trinkets! Folk Art!
Food! It’s like heaven, if heaven sold tchotchkes and fudge.

Monica shares a message of love from a baby gone too soon.
Once the food arrives, Monica feels a pull to their server. It turns out that the woman had a child die in
infancy. OMG, as a parent, this is one of my biggest fears. This poor, sweet woman. Monica tells
Christine that the child knows how loved she was and is. It’s comforting for Christine to know that her
“sweet miracle” — named Emily Rose — is still with her.

Monica also brings up the name “Sarah,” who is the woman’s other daughter. She’s a child who was
adopted after Emily’s death, and because of Emily’s passing. What a remarkable testament to Christine’s
strength that she was able to overcome the loss of a child and open her heart to another. Monica noted
that Emily asked about a butterfly tattoo on the woman’s chest and another tattoo on the back of
Christine’s neck in memory of Emily. After speaking with Monica, Christine’s faith is renewed with the
knowledge that she can overcome any obstacle.

After Monica passes along the messages to Christine, the girls get back on the road and arrive at their
awesome lakeside cabin. It’s so peaceful on the lake and Krista hopes that Monica is able to remove
herself from Spirit for a few days. Silly Krista, has that ever happened? Spirit doesn’t take vacations.
Before Monica, Krista, Julie and Ann go out for a night of fun, Krista gives the ladies pointers for picking
up guys.
When they get to the restaurant, a group of cute guys are already there. They make plans to go tubing
the next day and they order drinks and a bunch of apps. The words “mozzarella sticks” are like verbal
foreplay to Krista and she’s vibing on one of the guys.
Monica, however, is getting vibes of another kind. She’s pulled to a table full of women, but Krista begs
her to focus on her vacation and friends. But Monica approaches the group of strangers anyway.

Someone at this table is about to get messages from loved ones. Can you guess who?
One of the women lost both her husband and her young grandson. The young boy assures his
grandmother and aunt that there was nothing that the family could have done to save him; it was his
time. The woman’s husband also apologized for not quitting smoking when they asked him to. But he
tells his wife and adult daughter that he’s at peace and knows that his wife was with him at the very
end. The woman and her daughter (who look like twins!) are blown away.

Silly Krista, Spirit doesn’t take vacations!
When Monica returns to the group, Krista is annoyed. “No matter where we are — we’re in the Poconos
— and you’re giving readings to people we’ve never met.” Monica loves her friends, but she loves being
able to give messages and comfort to people.
During the commercial break. Monica and her sisters share a story of a family road trip gone wrong. It’s
funny how moments that are terrible when they happen, become terrific stories.
Back from the break, Monica reveals they’re on Lake Wallenpaupack. Sound familiar? It should, that’s
the lake where the guy from Episode 1 lived! Freaky!! The gals are excited for their cute boating
adventure.

Don’t use potty talk or Spirit will smack ‘ya!

In a not-cute and almost tragic moment, as soon as Monica yells, “We’re on a f@#$ing boat, bitches!” a
wakeboard falls off of the overhead rack and slams into Monica and Ann’s faces! Hopefully it wasn’t
Spirit telling Monica to watch her mouth, but she and Ann suffer little more than bruised egos, so crisis
averted. It’s clearly just an accident, because Spirit is nice. But remind me to watch my mouth okay?
Monica wants to send a picture to her sisters on Snapchat, but if she breaks the “no social media” pact,
her roommates remind her that she’ll have to clean the cabin before they leave. She says it’s worth it. Is
it, Monica? It’s Snapchat, it’s gone in seconds. Dishpan hands last forever.

The hot guys tempt the ladies with a little day drinkin’ and tubing.
The boys arrive on their pontoon boat, and invite the ladies over for tubing fun. Ann is kicking off lots of
lake bucket list items on this trip and everyone is having a blast. It’s a wet and wild time for all. And the
chemistry between Krista and Rhyne (pronounced like “rainy”) is inTENse.
After fun on the water, the girls satisfy their sweet tooth (sweet teeth?) at the local Dairy Twist and
will meet up with the guys at a nighttime BBQ. The girls tease Krista about her possible fling, which
Monica calls “a weekend version of a summer love.” And of course, Monica’s gets distracted by two
guys sitting nearby. Monica starts coughing and heads over to introduce herself. Krista rolls her eyes.

Monica assures Jay
ABC Family/Lou Rocco
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Jay and Devin welcome Monica over and it turns over that Jay had several family members die of
emphysema, hence Monica’s sudden cough. Monica asks about a “nice cane” that Jay’s family mounted
on the wall of the family’s cabin and Jay is thrilled to hear from “my GeeGee” — the owner of the cane.
Krista is turned off whenever Monica gives readings to random strangers and shoots dirty looks at
Monica’s back. When Monica sees rainbows, Jay admits that he is gay and Monica tells him that his
deceased love ones know, love him and accept him. Jay is tearful and grateful that his family accepts
him for who he is. While GeeGee was alive, Jay was afraid to tell her that he is gay, and now he has
reassurances that his religious grandma knows and loves him.

It’s just not a party unless Spirit comes too.

That night, Julie asks about the tension between Monica and Krista. Monica doesn’t think it’s a big deal.
A few high school friends also join the BBQ and Krista looks forward to spending more time with Rhyne.
Monica shares a new messages from Spirit with her high school friend and for Krista, it’s the final straw.
Krista storms away. When Monica notices that her friend is upset, she takes her aside to chat. Monica is
upset that Krista is annoyed every time that she gives readings. Krista wants her friend present, instead
of ditching her to share her gift with others. Monica explains that when she gives messages from Spirit,
she does so to people with she may not see again.
The frustration boils over and Krista stamps over to a group of guys to have fun. The guys must sense
her love fever, because they scatter, leaving her alone with Rhyne. They both work their game on each
other, and before long, they kiss. A good snog makes everything better.
The next morning, after pasta salad — the breakfast of champions — Monica has to clean up the cabin’s
huge mess. But first, she apologizes to Krista. And they’re cool again. Besties can fight like cats and make
up just as quickly. So Julie, Ann and Krista gleefuly watch Monica play Cinderella and tidy up the cabin.
So crisis averted, and Monica and Krista are BFF again. And Krista got a little lovin’! Too bad that Ann
and Julie didn’t meet men, but maybe next episode. (or did Julie already have a boyfriend? I forget.)
Next week, it’s finals.
And Monica rides a horse.
all images © 2015 Disney Enterprises, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Watch People Talk To Their Dead Loved Ones Through A Medium — VIDEO

Kaitlyn Wylde
The month of October is filled with ghouls and goblins and monsters and ghosts, figuratively. But
BuzzFeed took the decoration suggestions to another level with this video featuring people talking to
their dead relatives — literally. Despite what the title of the video suggests, this isn't a hackneyed
basement Ouija board experiment. Monica Ten-Kate is a 21-year-old college student who doubles as a
spiritual medium and star of the ABC Family show conveniently titled Monica the Medium. She was
invited to meet with three participants for a chance to connect with their loved ones who had passed.
The results are interesting, to say the least.
Our generation has seen our fair share of spiritual phonies. We've been let down before by big TV
personalities like John Edwards and Theresa Caputo. And now, with the internet, it's hard to trust that
anyone claiming to be a medium has not done enough research prior to be convincing. But there is
something about a young girl that eases the suspicious mind. That, and BuzzFeed video participants are

known to be open and honest. If they left their reading feeling unsure, they would have no problem
saying so in their interview.
So should we be convinced because they seem convinced? Are Monica's basic observations just lucky
guesses? It is safe for her to assume that the relative who passed was older and a parent or close family
member? And does it matter if she's not a real psychic medium if she's brining people closer? Here are
some of the highlights.
Okay, that's convincing

Right off the bat, Monica made some connections that seemed impressive to the participants. Her
enthusiasm was contagious, too. Even though the experience was somber in theme, moods and spirits
were high.
A whole lot of yeses

Whether they were lucky guesses or spiritually assisted guesses, Monica got a lot of encouraging
words along the way. She was on to something.

A few tears

Whether or not you believe in spirits and mediums, you'll recognize the genuine emotional reactions
occurring throughout the video. Monica's words and demeanor have a touching effect.
Watch the full video below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJyFoSKrkSE
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People Speak To Their Dead Relatives For The First Time
“Who wouldn’t want to hear from their mom and dad who died nine years ago?”
1. We chose three participants to speak to a spirit medium. Monica the Medium had no prior
knowledge of their relatives, but that quickly changed after she unexpectedly connected with
their spirits.

2. The process began with the medium telling the participants to close their eyes.

3. Then, Monica was slowly getting in touch with their deceased relatives.

4. Monica immediately found a connection with Manisha’s father.

5. Bri lost both of her parents, and Monica was immediately able to grasp her father’s name, which
was pretty incredible.

6. But Monica really started to tug at the heartstrings when she connected with Ricky and he had this
message for Bri:

7. Manisha’s dad wanted to let her know that he was always going to be there for her and he wasn’t
missing a thing.

8. And he followed up with this tearjerker:

9. This medium literally had everyone in tears and truly had all three participants walking away more
connected to their loved ones.

11. After a week passed, the participants all learned you have to be ready to hear just about anything
when talking to a medium.

12. But in the end, the entire experience can be ~very~ rewarding:
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‘Monica the Medium’ shares her spiritual experiences as a medium
'Monica the Medium'

Monica Ten-Kate is commonly known as 'Monica the Medium' with her hit show airing weekly on ABC
Family.
Posted: Tuesday, October 20, 2015 3:00 am
KELLY CHARTRAND | FOR THE COLLEGIAN
Jacklyn Hucke and Katie Hrozencik were sitting in Webster’s Bookstore and Café, 133 E. Beaver Ave.,
when they were approached by Monica Ten-Kate, a Penn State student better known as “Monica the
Medium.”
Ten-Kate initially spoke to the pair after sensing the presence of Hrozencik’s late mother, who passed
away in March. This chance meeting would later be aired on television to millions on ABC Family.
At 8 p.m. every Tuesday, viewers tune in to watch “Monica the Medium” — the reality TV show starring
Penn State student and spirit medium Ten-Kate.

Since its premiere in August, the show has captured the interest of many, featuring a unique mix of
State College life and communication with the “other side.” Though Ten-Kate’s gift is televised, curiosity
still arises about how exactly a reading with her goes.
Ten-Kate said, her readings vary greatly day to day.
“Some days I strictly [just do] my scheduled readings that are on the books where they come to me or I
come to them, and some days I’ll have a scheduled reading or the day off, but I’ll end up giving all these
spontaneous readings,” Ten-Kate (junior-communications) said. “Some days there are more
spontaneous readings than others, so it just really depends.”
Hrozencik and Hucke initially called Ten-Kate’s visit “kind of random.”
“We never came in contact with Monica before the reading. We didn’t even know what she looked like
or who she was. It was a very raw and real experience,” Hucke (sophomore-communications) said.
Hrozencik said Ten-Kate didn’t make any mistakes during the reading. Though she was skeptical at first,
Hrozencik’s doubts disappeared as the reading continued.
“I think she was truly communicating with the other side. There’s no way to explain it, and I kind of had
a mental freak out after the reading because I was like ‘How is that even possible?’” Hrozencik said. “I
think [Ten-Kate] is completely legitimate. She’s amazing. I don’t know how it works but she’s the real
deal.”
Due to the proximity of her mother’s passing, Hrozencik said Ten-Kate told her the connection wasn’t
coming through as strong as it would later on.
“She put it to me like: ‘When people die, they go through a three month sort of heaven orientation,’”
Hrozencik said. “But it didn’t affect the reading negatively at all. I personally feel like what Monica’s
doing is like a gift from God.”
Ten-Kate said she made sure the pair was comfortable with the situation before continuing on.
“We are very respectful of what [people] want or do not want aired. In [some] instances it might have
made for better television, but ultimately I do this to help people and to bring them healing, and if
[something is] going to make them uncomfortable then we would not show that,” Ten-Kate said.
She said her ultimate goal with every reading is to bring closure to those who need it most.
“I always ask spirits to give me the healing messages [that the] client truly needs to hear to make it
easier for them to get up in the morning,” Ten-Kate said. “When I connect to spirits, my hope is just to
bring that person that bit of closure and peace. [They’re] never fully going to get closure or move on
from a loss…but if it helps them get through their day, get out of bed and live a lighter and brighter life
knowing that their loved one is still with them in spirit, I know I did my job.”
Ten-Kate said while no one has ever stopped her from giving a reading, she does have a policy that
within the first 15 minutes if her client is not enjoying the session, she offers them a full refund.
Hrozencik said she was initially nervous after shooting the episode in Webster’s Bookstore and Café.

“It’s a little bit scary to know that you’re going to be exposed in that way to millions of people, but
overall I think it’s such a positive thing,” Hrozencik said. “It made me realize that the only distance
between my mom and I is thin air. The reading honestly changed me.”
Though Hucke’s reading was not aired on the show, she said she thinks the experience was very healing,
as it gave her a lot of closure.
“I was happy that my reading wasn’t on TV just because I wanted it for myself. A lot of it was personal,
and a lot of it I did not want America to hear, but [Hrozencik] was really happy with hers and was fine
with it being on,” Hucke said. “They didn’t put too much on TV and it was still really personal for both of
us. It was a really positive experience and I’m super happy it happened.”
While some may think the television aspect of the show would be intimidating, Hrozencik said she
thought it was useful for her family to understand the process.
“When the episode aired, I came home from school and I watched it with my dad and my brother, and
my dad completely broke down — in a good way. [He] just kept watching my little clip over and over and
over again,” Hrozencik said. “I think that it’s such a positive good thing for my friends and family to see,
and it’s such a healing and useful tool.”

http://abcnews.go.com/Nightline/video/monica-medium-day-life-young-psychic34589375

http://site.afterbuzztv.com/shows/monica-ten-kate-interview-afterbuzz-tvs-spotlight-on/
Monica Ten-Kate Interview | AfterBuzz TV’s Spotlight On
Posted October 19, 2015
AFTERBUZZ TV – AfterBuzz TV’s Spotlight On edition, is a long form interview series featuring actors and
TV personalities discussing their roles and shows as well as their thoughts, passions and journeys. In this
episode host Sam Davidson interviews Monica Ten-Kate.
Monica Ten-Kate leads a pretty normal life for a college girl. She’s a 21-year-old junior at Penn State who
juggles family, dating, college life, and a job. What sets her apart, however, is what exactly that job
entails. As we’ll see on Monica the Medium, Monica Ten-Kate is, well, a medium.
The reality series premieres Tuesday night on ABC family and will follow the life of this college
student/medium. Trailers for Monica the Medium show its star hanging with friends, going to parties,
and getting turned down for a date when the guy finds out she’s a medium. She also seems to become
overcome, with what we find out she calls “Spirit,” and gives strangers emotional pieces of advice and
information from beyond — even at parties.
In addition to Monica’s studies, she also runs a business connecting people with lost loved ones. She
performs these readings in person and over Skype, and this business has led to Monica The Medium.
According to ABC Family’s series description, “Monica uses her gift of communicating with Spirit to bring
through details, facts, names, memories and more, to validate the connection to people’s loved ones on
the Other Side and to deliver healing messages they may have.”

October 19, 2015
Fun times getting spiritual with @MonicatheMedium on @RadioAndySXM. #MonicatheMedium
Catch up on @DirtyPopLive with @LanceBass! Shows available On Demand on the @SIRIUSXM app!!
@RadioAndySXM

Recap: Monica the Medium, Episode 9 “Finals Week”
By Kellie Freeze | Tuesday, October 20, 2015 8:04 pm


Sometimes I get so caught up and blown away by the lives that Monica touches, that I forget she’s a
college student. It’s hard enough to attend classes and study and have a social life without a constant
distraction like Spirit. This week Monica is elbow-deep in finals and is cramming for her last — and
toughest — final. Dreaded Psychology. Oh Monica, your life would be much easier if you could get
messages from Freud.
Mitch is back in the picture; he’s contacted Monica for a date! Phew, because I was getting worried
about the future of Mitchica. Monica isn’t sure perfect-as-pie Mitch is ‘the one,” but let’s be serious girl,
you’re 21, he doesn’t have to be the one, but he can sure be one. Prince charMitch has invited Monica
to go horseback riding. But first, the final. You can do it!
In a TV second, finals are over, and Monica and roomies Julie and Krista head to a nearby pub to relax.
Everyone’s glad that the school year is over, but Monica fears that she’s failed her psych final. She
wonders that if she does, maybe it’s a sign that she should take time off from school. Julie smells B.S.
and says, “Monica thinks that if she fails this big psych exam that it’s a sign from Spirit that she should
just drop out of school, I don’t think that’s true at all. If she failed it, that’s on her, not on Spirit.” Slow
clap, sister.

One of these diners has a mom who is desperate to connect.
After they eat, Monica feels a mother’s Spirit trying to come through and her focus turns to a nearby
table. Paula has passed over, and wants to pass a message to “My one and only,” the nickname she
called daughter Kayla. Kayla’s grandmother Rosalie also comes through, and Kayla happens to be
wearing her grandmother’s bracelet.

Kayla came to get a bite, got her life changed instead.
Kayla regrets that the last time her mother called, she didn’t pick up or return the call. She’s also
remorseful that their last conversation didn’t end with their usual, “I love you.” She wishes she’d slowed
down and given more weight to the important people in her life. She would have been more present,
but her mother understands her daughter’s wish to turn back time, but assures her that even though
that final message of love went unsaid, it was still understood. Kayla feels the stress and guilt that she’s
carried lifted from her shoulders; and her face is so much brighter at the end of the conversation than it
was at the beginning!
On a note of LOL, Krista tells Monica that she dropped her phone in the toilet. Haven’t we all?!?
After a bit of levity, Monica starts to stress. She’s gotten an email from their landlord to re-sign their
lease, but Monica is unsure. She doesn’t know if she’s passed her psych class and is feeling the stress of
the passage of time. Krista wants her BFF to relax and deal with events one at a time.

Monica’s BFF gives advice that proves why she’s the bestie.
Monica’s sisters come for a visit and bring their calm to their sister’s stress storm. Monica hints that
school might not be for her, her sisters tell her she’s getting ahead of herself and calm her down. I’m
sure they’re envisioning their mom’s head exploding if Monica leaves college without a degree. Monica
isn’t a psychic, so she doesn’t know what her future holds, but she needs to accept things as they come
and as they are. Thank goodness for sisters, they talk you off of the edge of crazy. Monica tells her
sisters that she has an upcoming date with Mitch. “He’s everything I’ve been looking for,” she gushes. I
agree, Monica; Mitch is a keeper!
The girls celebrate the end of finals with a fun night out. But it’s dog-sitting duty for under-21, Joanna.
Bummer, little sister. Krista’s party plan for the night: “we’re doing to get drunk, we’re going to have fun
and we’re going to talk about it in the morning.”
And of course, it’s not a night out for Monica unless Spirit tags along and soon, Monica’s vibing Spirit
near a table with a mom and her two adult children. Surprisingly, the roomies encourage Monica to give
them a reading, so Monica introduces herself to Lisa, Kylie and Cory. Lisa lost her husband, and Kylie and
Cory lost their father. Lisa and Lynn were childhood sweethearts. Lynn was killed in a motorcycle
accident. He reassures his family that even though he was in intensive care and his body was technically
alive in the hospital, his soul had already crossed over, and he was in heaven. He told his son that the
difficult decision that he had to make was the right one. Lynn was so glad that his wife wasn’t on the
motorcycle, as planned. He also reassures his wife that his wedding ring, that was lost shortly after his
death, isn’t needed for him to still be her committed soul mate. Their love will never be taken away, and
if she ever finds love again, he give her his blessing. What makes him happy is seeing his family happy.

Yee-Haw, cowgirl!
The next day, Monica is channeling a sexy-cowgirl and she and Mitch head horseback riding. Monica
freaks out when she sees that they arrive at 4:44pm, her “angel number.” Whenever she sees that
number, she knows that everything is all right. And not only has Mitch set up a cute date, he’s brought
along a picnic. Awww!!!

Monica is nervous, but has created an “Angel Bubble” around her to protect her from injury. (The horse
totally gave side-eye when Mon implies that he might toss her). Monica and Mitch attempt to trot and
post, “Am I doing it?” Monica asks her instructor … um, no. But Mitch is looking pretty hot on horseback.
It’s a great date and Monica was having a lot of fun. And Mitch looks really sexy on horseback.
Before they leave, Monica feels energy trying to give a message to two girls who were also horseback
riding. One of the women’s grandmother passed three weeks ago, and her other grandmother also is
deceased and trying to come through with a message. This much-loved woman also gets a message
from two male friends, who are victims of a tragic car accident.

While Monica passes along messages of love, Mitch pets a random cat. Which is purrfect.
The other woman’s mother also sends a message of assurance that she’s there and watching over her
daughter. Her mother thanks her for giving permission for her to pass away, and she was grateful for the
peace of her transition to death. She also tells her daughter that she will be visiting her in an upcoming
dream.
While Monica is giving her reading, Mitch pets a barnyard cat. He is so precious, and the picnic is
incredible. I wonder if Mitch uses Pinterest.
The next morning, Monica takes her sisters and Krista for breakfast, to spill details of her date. Monica
says the only thing that wasn’t perfect about the date was that there was no kiss at the end. Monica
worries that Spirit butting into their date was a turn off for Mitch. Krista and Monica’s sisters tell her
that Mitch is awesome and that she should text him ASAP!
But before she can, Monica gets notice that her psych grade has been posted. Drumroll please … she
passed! There is a saying, Monica: “D’s earn degrees.” It’s not a good saying, but it’s a saying
nonetheless. Monica takes her success as a sign that she should continue her studies, much to her
family, her roommates and the world’s relief. Spirit will always be with you and wants you to be happy.
It (he? she?) isn’t going to force you to give up your education in order to please it. I don’t think Spirit
works that way. At least, I hope not.
Next week, Monica tries her first group reading with mothers who have each lost children. From the
looks of the preview, it’s going to be a heart-wrenching season finale.

Oct 20, 2015 1:53PM
By Heather Thompson
All New 'Monica the Medium' on ABC Family Tonight

Credit: ABC Family
There is a brand new Monica the Medium airing on ABC Family tonight - and you guys, Mitch is back!
Here's a description of the episode:
"Monica panics as she crams for her final exam for the year. She finds it harder and harder to study
when she has so many people to read all the time. The pressure leads her to contemplate quitting
school all together – a decision her roommates and family are firmly against. But if she knows what she
wants to do with her life, is school really necessary? Meanwhile, Monica connects a daughter to her
mom, a family with their father/husband, and two girls with their relatives. Plus, Monica goes on a
horseback riding date with Mitch."
Click through the gallery to see photos from the new episode, airing at 8/7c. Plus, watch the promo
video below, and let us know if you'll be watching!
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3 Facts Fans Don't Know About Monica Ten-Kate From ABC Family's 'Monica the Medium'

You guys, we got to talk to Monica Ten-Kate from ABC Family's popular series Monica the Medium, and
it was amazing. She's so fun, down to earth, and excited for the upcoming season one finale of Monica
the Medium airing on Tuesday at 8/7c!
Monica spilled to J-14 3 fun facts fans don't know about her, and you're definitely going to want to
check them out! Click through the gallery to see what Monica revealed, and let us know which fact
surprised you the most!
Do you watch Monica the medium? Are you as excited as we are for the season one finale? Let us know
in the comments!

She's SO ready for Halloween!
"I’m obsessed with ‘Grey’s Anatomy.’ I’m going to be Meredith Grey for Halloween."
Monica even bought a Meredith Grey name badge on Etsy to make the costume perfect!

She's changed up her lifestyle since filming season one!
"Ever since season one, watching the show, it’s kind of opened my eyes…I do think it goes back to being
a medium because we’re constantly giving energy it’s hard for us to have the energy to take care of our
own bodies…we kind of let those things go a little. Watching TV, I’m constantly drinking and eating bad
food. I’m like, ‘oh my god, I need to get healthy.’ Ever since the show started airing I’ve wanted to
change my life. I’m working out 4 times a week, I’ve changed my diet, I’m working on getting in shape."

She values her alone time!
"One thing that I like to do sometimes to unwind even though I’m a very extroverted person…I actually
really do crave and need a lot of alone time, and a lot of people don’t know that about me. I am a pathic
– I soak up the energy of others in social settings. So, I’ll go to the movies alone sometimes, I’ll travel on
vacation alone. I do really value alone time."

Medium channels success on TV
by Vilma Shu Danz on October 22, 2015 9:43 AM
http://www.statecollege.com/news/centre-county-gazette/medium-channels-success-on-tv,1465824/

UNIVERSITY PARK — Twenty-one-year-old Monica Ten-Kate may seem like your typical college student,
but she is a spirit medium with the ability to communicate with those who have crossed over. Her
incredible ability is chronicled in the reality TV Show, “Monica the Medium,” which premiered Aug. 25
on ABC Family.
Born in Washington, D.C., and raised in a Catholic family, Monica never imagined that one day she
would speak to the dead.
“I had been intuitive and empathic when I was younger, but it wasn’t until high school that I really
started to notice and sense things around me,” said Monica. “My friends would be telling a story about a
deceased loved one and I would hear or see the ending in my head before they were finished telling it.”
For fear of looking crazy and in an attempt to fit in, she hid her ability until she came to college. As a
communications major at Penn State, Monica started doing readings for complete strangers in the HUB
Robeson Center. Word of her incredible ability started to spread through social media and by word of
mouth. It wasn’t long before several television networks decided to contact her to do a TV series.
When asked about how a spirit communicates through her, Monica explained that it’s hard to describe
the feeling she gets, but she can distinguish that thoughts in her head are not her own and she can
sense other emotions that are connected to the spirit that is trying to come through. “I sometimes have
trouble breathing. I get a little flushed in the face. I feel the energy come through and I know that
someone is here. I can feel it,” Ten-Kate said.
She understands that there are skeptics, and if she didn’t experience this firsthand as a medium, she
would be one, too. “It’s hard for people to wrap their heads around how this is even possible, but
because I am the one experiencing this, I know that this is a spirit coming through and all I can do is
share my gift with those who are open to receiving to help bring them peace, closure, comfort and
healing.”

When asked about her thoughts about death and the afterlife, she said, “Growing up in a Catholic
family, I have always believed in heaven, and although I don’t place myself in a specific religion, I am
more spiritual now than I have ever been because of what I do. How can I not be? I have spirits coming
through every day communicating how they are so happy in this beautiful place and they are at peace.
So, I am not afraid of dying because I know that everything will be okay. There is life after death and it’s
a beautiful place. I call it heaven, but you can call it whatever it is for you.”
Some of the most powerful and memorable readings for Ten-Kate have been those with people who
have lost a child. In the “Monica the Medium” season finale, airing Tuesday, Oct. 27, at 8 p.m., she will
be doing her first group reading with mothers who have lost children. It will be a very emotional session,
with a lot of healing messages.

OCT 26, 2015 10:59AM
BY HEATHER THOMPSON
EXCLUSIVE: Monica the Medium Reveals Her College Student Status

http://www.j-14.com/posts/monica-the-medium-reveals-her-college-student-status-75181

ABC FAMILY
The last episode of ABC Family's Monica the Medium had us on the edge of our seats wondering if
Monica Ten-Kate would pass her finals and keep taking classes at Penn State. Monica revealed
throughout the episode that if she didn't pass her finals she was going to take it as a sign from Spirit that
she wasn't meant to continue on the path of getting her degree.
MONICA THE MEDIUM & MITCH HAVE A MESSAGE FOR J-14 FANS!
We chatted with Monica before the Monica the Medium season 1 finale takes place on Tuesday at 8/7c,
and she revealed her college student status!
Monica told J-14, "I’m still a Penn State student, but I’ve slowed down a little bit going through the
motions of getting my degree. I’m doing classes online at the moment, it’s the only way I feel I can
balance my schedule right now."
So what does that mean for the show if it gets a second season? No word yet if the second season
of Monica the Medium will be filmed at Penn State if Monica isn't taking physical classes there, but
Monica did open up to us about her hopes for the next season of the series!
Monica revealed, "Cross my fingers hoping it all happens and we’ll be back! I have certain thoughts in
my head…I think I now know going into the second season…it’s so true to my life, and it’s one of the only
shows that’s very much real, and one of the things is it’s long days, and I think I now know I can’t do 3
scheduled readings in a day. I know when now to say 'I get that we’re on a schedule, but I can’t do this
many readings in a day.'"

Let us know if you plan on tuning in for the Monica the Medium season 1 finale on Tuesday night!
Keep up with Monica Ten-Kate in the pages of J-14 by subscribing now!

OCT 26, 2015 9:31AM
BY HEATHER THOMPSON
EXCLUSIVE: Monica the Medium and Mitch Have a Message For J-14 Fans
http://www.j-14.com/posts/monica-the-medium-and-mitch-have-a-message-for-j-14-fans-75146

TWITTER
Monica Ten-Kate from ABC Family's Monica the Medium and her co-star and love interest Mitch
Rankin have a message for fans! The season one finale airs on Tuesday at 8/7c, and they want YOU to
tune in!
We're beyond excited to watch, especially since we know that during the finale Monica, Mitch and their
besties will be hanging out! Monica told us, "We’re all going out for my sister Vanessa’s birthday on
Tuesday, which is also the finale!"
Do you plan on watching? Let us know in the comments!
Keep up with Monica Ten-Kate in the pages of J-14 by subscribing now!

Oct 27, 2015 2:20PM
By Heather Thompson
http://www.j-14.com/posts/monica-the-medium-reveals-her-longest-spirit-reading-ever-and-howshe-relaxes-afterwards-75396
Monica the Medium Reveals Her Longest Spirit Reading Ever, and How She Relaxes Afterwards

ABC Family
We got the amazing opportunity to chat with Monica Ten-Kate from ABC Family's Monica the Medium
ahead of the season one finale airing tonight at 8pm ET/PT. We had to ask what the longest reading
Monica has ever given was.
Monica told us, "I’ve had group readings that have gone 3 to 4 hours, and to the point where I’m like
‘I’m going to faint.’ Normally a 1 on 1 is like an hour. The longest group reading will go like 2-2 ½ hours."
So, what does Monica do after a long day of school and readings? She explained, "I usually do a post
reading energy exercise asking the angels to cleanse my energy. I visualize the angels pouring a pitcher
of white light through my chakra to ground myself and cleanse my energy. Sometimes I need to take a
little nap before I finish whatever I have going on later in the day or that night."
Monica made sure to mention that even though readings can go a long time they go by quickly for her!
Will you be watching the Monica the Medium season one finale tonight? Are you excited the show was
just picked up for a second season?

By Emily Morgan e.morgan@hngn.com | Oct 27, 2015 02:25 PM EDT
http://www.hngn.com/articles/144427/20151027/monica-medium-ten-kate-wraps-first-seasonsharing-gift-tv-reveals-how-she-escapes-living-dead-exclusive-interview.htm
‘Monica The Medium’ Star Monica Ten-Kate Wraps First Season Sharing Her Gift On TV And Reveals
How She Escapes The Living And The Dead [EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW]
A student at Penn State, Monica Ten-Kate is a medium who communicates with spirits hoping to deliver
a message to the loved ones they left behind.

Monica Ten-Kate will return for a second season of "Monica the Medium" to share her gift as a medium
with more people looking for closure from lost loved ones. (Photo : ABC Family/Michael Fahey)
Monica Ten-Kate faces the same pressures that many college students face daily - school work, friends,
dating. She just has one other thing to worry about during the day - communicating with dead people.
Ten-Kate is a medium and the star of ABC Family's "Monica the Medium," which wraps its first season
tonight. On the show, she receives messages from the spirits of the dead through hearing, feeling,
seeing and sensing as well as interpreting certain signs and symbols and communicates those message
to their loved ones that are still living.
"It's a mix of all those things happening at once that I then bring together to interpret the message for a
client," Ten-Kate told Headlines & Global News in an exclusive interview. "For example, I might smell

smoke, feel the energy of an older male. I might hear the name Harry and I might see my symbol for
grandfather connection, and he would have been a smoker. So it's all those things... all at the same time,
and then I'm like, 'OK, this is a grandfather coming through.'"
The 21-year-old medium accepted her gift in high school. She was familiar with the idea of a medium,
but when she conducted more research on the topic, Ten-Kate realized she wasn't the only one having
these strange experiences with spirits.
"I definitely Googled, 'What does it mean to hear voices?' Can you imagine Googling, 'talking to dead
people?'" the Penn State student said, laughing. "I started to do that research of reading a couple of
books and watched some different interviews with mediums on YouTube and some of their readings...
The way that they would describe how they came into their gift or experiences they've had with spirit
sounded very similar to what I was going through at that time."
Ten-Kate started giving more spontaneous readings, but it wasn't until she finished her first year of
college that she came out of the "medium closet." During her sophomore year, she was giving readings
every day on top of her daily schedule of college classes and a part-time job. She also had to balance all
that with maintaining friendships, dating and having some fun.
"It was the craziest time in my life," she said. "But at that time, I couldn't say no to people. I just wanted
to help everybody. Then last year I was like, I'm going to make more of an effort to put my social life first
but also do what I do as a medium."
ABC Family started filming "Monica the Medium" at the beginning of her junior year when she moved
off campus with her best friend Krista, her friend Juliette, whom she met freshman year, and her new
roommate, Ann, who is Julie's friend and the most skeptical of Ten-Kate's gift.
"I met [Ann] when we moved into our house, maybe two weeks before we filmed the pilot. Everyone
thought, 'Did they cast her? Is she like hired by ABC Family?' I'm like, 'No, that was my real roommate,"
Ten-Kate explained. "She was a little bit skeptical about my gift at first and definitely skeptical about the
whole show... It definitely caught her off guard a little bit, but they all took it as an exciting opportunity,
something they could always remember and have to look back on."
The show also features Ten-Kate's readings. She hosts clients in her home, impresses her friends at
backyard parties or shocks strangers with spontaneous readings while shopping downtown. The young
medium only gives readings to willing participants and only delivers messages that will bring comfort.
"Spirit has only ever guided me toward somebody who going to be open to the experience," she said.
"It's not always going to be rainbows and butterflies that come in a session, because I've done lots of
readings where people will have crossed over due to murder or suicide or drug overdose. So sometimes
it's really sad or emotional things that come up, but it's ultimately a very positive experience."
Ten-Kate explains that spirits want to bring a healing message or closure to their loved ones left behind.
"The overall message is, 'I don't want you to feel guilty' or 'I don't want you to blame yourself for the
fact that my depression took over me and I committed suicide,'" she said.
Communicating with spirits can leave Ten-Kate exhausted and sometimes she needs to separate herself
from the living to escape calls from the great beyond.

"I'm very extroverted, but I am someone who needs that alone time because of the fact of what I do. I
always tell people, 'I really need the alone time because I'm never really alone.' When you add in spirit,
you really need some time where everything is just shut out and you have that time by yourself," she
said. "My friends make fun of me but I'm that type of person where I love to go on vacation just by
myself. I went on spring break by myself to Hawaii for a week, and it was the best trip of my life."
ABC Family has renewed "Monica the Medium" for a second season, and Ten-Kate is just getting used to
seeing herself on TV as she flips through the channels.
"I'm getting used to it and how my life has changed," she said. "It's pretty much the same just times 50
as far as people who reach out requesting a reading. Other than that, it's pretty much the same."
The season one finale of "Monica the Medium" airs tonight at 8 p.m. EDT on ABC Family.
Copyright @ Headlines & Global News.

Recap: Monica the Medium Season Finale, “Stay or Go”
By Kellie Freeze | Tuesday, October 27, 2015 9:56 pm

Tonight’s episode started with a notice that the episode would deal with the topic of suicide and
included both a phone number and website for those considering suicide. Please, if you or someone you
know has considered suicide, please call the National Suicide Hotline at 1-800-273-TALK (8255) or if you
can’t remember that phone number in your moment of need, please call 9-1-1.
On a hike (wow, State College is SO beautiful!) Monica confides in her sisters that she’s considering
taking time away from college. They remind her that education is important. “If you left, you would
never go back,” they tell her. Get your degree my friend, it is an accomplishment that you will have for
the rest of your life. Monica also tells her sister that she’s nervous about an upcoming reading that she’ll
be doing — all of the group members are mothers who have lost a child/ grandchild. That’s a club that
no parent wants to join, and I feel dread in the pit of my stomach.
Before the group reading, Monica meets with Sarah and her boyfriend Brandon on her home office.
Sarah’s brother Gary is coming through and he makes his presence known by calling out “Yo girl!” to his
sister. Monica is able to pick up his mannerisms and he shares with his sister that still in love with his
girlfriend and his young daughter, Mariah. Sarah is a doting aunt and showers Gary’s daughter with love
and affection. Gary is so grateful that his family is keeping his memory alive and sharing stories of him
with his daughter.
Then, Gary calls his death by suicide “a mistake” that he takes responsibility for. And it’s hard for
Monica, she’s given messages from people who have committed suicide before, but it must be a very
different and difficult kind of energy when someone has chosen to end their life. Gary says that he is at
peace, but over and over he tells his sister, “I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I’m sorry.” I’m so sad for his family who
obviously loves him and has to live without him. And I’m sad for the young man who made the choice to
end his life and leave behind people who love and miss him very much. After the reading, Sarah is so
relieved to know that her brother is okay, what a relief she must have been given to know that his
Earthly pain is gone.
But I’m sure if anyone can take anything away from Gary’s reading it is his message of regret. “I’m sorry”
could be for causing pain, for leaving loved ones behind, for leaving a daughter without a parent and a

lover without a partner, so many people suffer with suicide. Again, there are people who love you, and
will listen and will help. All you have to do is call: 1-800-273-TALK (8255)
After the stressful reading, Monica and her roomies head out for pitchers of drinks. And when I write
“pitchers,” I mean massive quantities of alcohol served in an honest-to-goodness pitcher! One for each
woman!
Do you remember Episode 1 when new roomie Ann was skeptical? By now, Ann has witnessed Monica
give readings to, and help, a lot of people and says, “You’re a cool chick with a cool job.” That sounds
like belief to me! The ladies decide to throw one last, end-of-year BBQ. And Monica wants to invite
Mitch, who Julie says is “out of the bachelor!”
Monica skypes with her mom and tells Mama that she’s considering leaving school. Mom tells her that
she should finish her degree because then she’ll have two careers. Wait, Did Momma just call Monica’s
gift “a career”!?! That sounds like even more acceptance for MTK!!
The next day, Monica prepares for her group meeting and she’s already hearing from the excited voices
in her head. She’s so empathic and moans, “No mother should have to lose a child.” She can’t
understand the profound sense of loss that the women must feel.

Right now, I’m humming the ”Golden Girls” theme song for Monica’s roommates.
The roomies close ranks and support their friend. Julie reassures Monica, “These kids get to be reunited
for a moment — that’s beautiful.”

As soon as I see the six women who have lost children, I start crying. The mere thought of losing a child
brings me to tears and I am so sorry for the grief that these women have felt. The first spirit to come
through is of a young child; the granddaughter of one of the women. Braelyn was only three when she
died from a rare cancer. Nanna still has her hospital gown and the sweet little girl still sings with her in
the car.
Another woman’s son Tyler was killed in a motorcycle accident when he was 19. Mom still mourns the
things that he’ll never get to experience, like going to college and getting married. Mom still rides her
own motorcycle, which shocks some people, but her son is glad that she still experiences something that
he loved.
Robin and her mother Sue are able to connect with Robin’s daughter, Mandy. Robin drove 5 hours for
the opportunity to connect with her beloved child and on the drive, told her daughter to have Monica
ask about her perfume. Robin mindfully wore it as a test of Monica’s legitimacy. Once again, Monica
shows that she’s the real deal. Mandy’s fatal car crash involved her boyfriend and her young daughter
and Mandy doesn’t want her boyfriend to feel guilty for the accident. He was driving and survived and
Mandy used her body to shield her daughter. Mandy says that her family blames him for her death and
Robin promises to work on forgiveness.
After the reading, the women all feel grateful that Monica was able to connect them to their children.
What an exhausting whirlwind!
That night, Monica needs a well-earned night in. She’s so pleased with how the day went and validates
to Monica that she’s meant to connect people to their loved ones.

I mean seriously, Mitch. Your news feels like a dagger in my heart. Congrats.
The next day, Monica and Mitch meet up for a walk and talk about their relationship. Monica really likes
Mitch, and is looking forward to a summer of romance. Mitch really likes Monica, but reveals that now
that he’s graduated, he’s accepted a job in Washington, D.C. So wait, no Mitchica? I feel almost as
blindsided as Monica looks and my heart is breaking. And then they kiss and go eat ice cream, I’m really
confused.
That night, Monica goes out to dinner with Krista and her sisters and tells them that she’s going to stay
in school. Phew! Collective breath released. You’ve made the right decision Monica, you can make your
Mom happy while making Spirit happy!
Just when I thought that Monica was going to enjoy a meal without Spirit (The drinks earlier this episode
don’t count,) Monica notices a guy with a piece of tape covering his short’s logo. (TV trick). The couple’s

name is Kelly and Scott (Shut the front door!!! My husband and I are Kellie and Scott!) Scott’s dad (Who
he’s named after) comes through and tells his son that he’s happy that his mom is starting to date again.
He tells his son to remember the good times they shared and is thrilled for his son that he’s found a
woman as wonderful as Kelly. What a nice thing to say!
The next day, the girls get ready for an end-of-year bash. Good friends, good food, a hot grill and hotter
guys! Ann reveals that she’s seen enough of Monica’s awesome reading to believe in her gift. Krista is so
glad that she lives with her BFF and Monica is glad that she’s opened herself up to love.
ABC Family has announced that Monica the Medium has been picked up for a second season (yay!) and I
wonder what new adventures await our favorite young medium. Whose lives will she change next? Now
that she’s a TV star, will Monica still be the medium next-door? Will there be new roomies? Will they
stay in their amazing house? Can we get Monica’s LOL sisters to move in too? Will Luna become a diva?
Can Monica and Mitch make it work long-distance? I guess we’ll have to wait and see!

